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**TITAN 100WATT BASS BINS**

High quality 15+15 high flux Bass Unit and 210W Horn Tweeter in factory matched pairs. £39.99 & Suitcase.

**FANE ULTRA HIGH POWER LOUDSPEAKERS**

-power ratings are I.B.M continuous. 2 YEARS GUARANTEE

**GUITAR & ELECT.**

Terms: Dep. £85.00 and 8 monthly payments £8.95 (Total £108.95) Carr. 60p.

**SPEAKERS**

£39.99 & 8 monthly payments £8.95 (Total £108.95) Carr. 60p.

**TITAN 12H HIGH FREQUENCY UNITS**

£26.95 & 8 monthly payments £3.37 (Total £82.68) Carr. 75p.
The HY5 is a mono hybrid amplifier ideally suited for all applications. All common input functions (MIC, Cartridge, tuner, etc.) are catered for internally. The desired function is achieved either by a multi-way switch or direct connection to the appropriate pins. The internal volume and tone circuits merely require connecting to external potentiometers (not included). The HY5 is complete with all I.L.P. power amplifiers and power supplies. To ease construction and mounting a P.C. connector is supplied with each pre-amplifier.

FEATURES: Complete pre-amplifier in simple pack-Multi-function equalization—Low noise—Low distortion—High overload—Two simply combined for stereo.

APPLICATIONS: Hi-Fi-Mixers-Disco-Guitar and Organ—Public Address

SPECIFICATIONS:
- INPUTS: Magnetic Pick-up 3mV; Ceramic Pick-up 30mV; Tuner 100mV; Microphone 10mV;
- OUTPUTS: Tape 100mV; Main output 500mV R.M.S.

ACTIVE TONE CONTROLS: Treble ±12dB at 20kHz; Bass ± at 100Hz.

DISTORTION: 0.1% at kHz.

SIGNAL/NOISE Ratio: 80dB.

OVERLOAD: 30dB on Magnetic Pick-up.

SUPPLY VOLTAGE ±15-50V.

Price £8.75 + 50p VAT and P&P free.

HY30

15 Watts into 8Ω

The HY30 is an exciting new kit from I.L.P. It features a virtually indestructible I.C. with short circuit and thermal protection. The kit consists of I.C., heat sinks, P.C. board, 4 resistors, 6 capacitors, mounting kit, together with easy to follow construction and operating instructions. This amplifier is ideally suited to the beginner in audio who wishes to use the most up-to-date technology available.

FEATURES: Complete Kit—Low Distortion—Short, Open and Thermal Protection—Easy to Build

APPLICATIONS: Upgrading audio equipment—Guitar practice amplifier—Test amplifier—audio oscillator.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- OUTPUT POWER 15W R.M.S. into 8Ω: DISTORTION 0.1% at 15W.
- INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV.
- FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-45kHz—3dB.
- SUPPLY VOLTAGE ±15V.

Price £4.75 + 50p VAT and P&P free.

HY50

25 Watts into 8Ω

The HY50 leads I.L.P.’s total integration approach to power amplifier design. The amplifier features an integral heatsink together with the simplicity of no external components. During the past three years the amplifier has been refined to the extent that it must be one of the most reliable and robust High Fidelity modules in the World.

FEATURES: Low Distortion—Integral Heatsink—Only five connections—7 amp output transistors—No external components

APPLICATIONS: Medium Power Hi-Fi systems—Low power disco—Guitar amplifier.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV.
- OUTPUT POWER 25W R.M.S. into 8Ω: LOAD IMPEDANCE 4-16Ω: DISTORTION 0.05% at 25W at 1kHz.
- SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO 75dB.
- FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-45kHz—3dB.
- SUPPLY VOLTAGE 25V.

SIZE: 105 x 50 x 25mm

Price £6.20 + 70p VAT and P&P free.

HY120

60 Watts into 8Ω

The HY120 is I.L.P.’s new high power range. Designed to meet the most exacting requirements in high power line and thermal protection this amplifier sets a new standard in modular design.

FEATURES: Very low distortion—Integral heatsink—Load line protection—Thermal protection—Five connections—No external components

APPLICATIONS: Hi-Fi—High quality disco—Public address—Monitor amplifier—Guitar and organ.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV.
- OUTPUT POWER 60W R.M.S. into 8Ω: LOAD IMPEDANCE 4-16Ω: DISTORTION 0.05% at 50W at 1kHz.
- SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO 90dB.
- FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-45kHz—3dB.
- SUPPLY VOLTAGE ±35V.
- SIZE: 114 x 50 x 85mm

Price £11.40 + £1.16 VAT and P&P free.

HY200

120 Watts into 8Ω

The HY200 now gives an output of 120 Watts has been designed to stand the most rugged conditions such as disco or group while still retaining true Hi-Fi performance.

FEATURES: Thermal shutdown—Very low distortion—Load line protection—Integral heatsinks—No external components

APPLICATIONS: Hi-Fi—Disco—Monitor—Power Slave—Industrial—Public Address

SPECIFICATIONS:
- INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV.
- OUTPUT POWER 120W R.M.S. into 8Ω: LOAD IMPEDANCE 4-16Ω: DISTORTION 0.05% at 100W at 1kHz.
- SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO 95dB.
- FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-45kHz—3dB.
- SUPPLY VOLTAGE ±45V.
- SIZE: 114 x 100 x 85mm

Price £23.20 + £1.70 VAT and P&P free.

HY400

240 Watts into 4Ω

The HY400 is I.L.P.’s “Big Daddy” of the range producing 240W into 4Ω it has been designed for high power disco address applications. If the amplifier is to be used at continuous high power levels a cooling fan is recommended. If the amplifier includes all the qualities of the rest of the family to lead the market as a true high power hi-fidelity power module.

FEATURES: Thermal shutdown—Very low distortion—Load line protection—No external components

APPLICATIONS: Public address—Disco—Power slave—Industrial

SPECIFICATIONS:
- OUTPUT POWER 240W R.M.S. into 4Ω: LOAD IMPEDANCE 4-16Ω: DISTORTION 0.1% at 240W at 1kHz.
- SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO 90dB.
- FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-45kHz—3dB.
- SUPPLY VOLTAGE ±45V.
- INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV.
- SIZE: 114 x 100 x 85mm

Price £28.25 + £2.34 VAT and P&P free.

PSU6 suitable for HY50’s £6.75 plus 50p VAT and P&P free.

PSU10 suitable for two HY50’s £8.20 plus 70p VAT and P&P free.

PSU20 suitable for two HY200’s £12.50 plus £1.00 VAT and P&P free.

PSU50 suitable for one HY400 £11.30 plus £2.25 VAT and P&P free.

Two Years’ Guarantee on all of our products.

Available June ’76

I.L.P. Electronics Ltd.
Crossland House
Nackington, Canterbury
Kent CT4 7JD
Tel. (0227) 63218
Bring 'scope' to your interest.
1 Build an oscilloscope.
As the first stage of your training, you actually build your own Cathode ray oscilloscope! This is no toy, but a test instrument that you will need not only for the course’s practical experiments, but also later if you decide to develop your knowledge and enter the profession. It remains your property and represents a very large saving over buying a similar piece of essential equipment.

2 Read, draw and understand circuit diagrams.
In a short time you will be able to read and draw circuit diagrams, understand the very fundamentals of television, radio, computers and countless other electronic devices and their servicing procedures.

3 Carry out over 40 experiments on basic circuits.
We show you how to conduct experiments on a wide variety of different circuits and turn the information gained into a working knowledge of testing, servicing and maintaining all types of electronic equipment, radio, t.v. etc.

‘There’s only one way to master electronics... to see what is going on and learn by doing.’

This new style course will enable anyone to have a real understanding of electronics by a modern, practical and visual method. No previous knowledge is required, no maths, and an absolute minimum of theory.

You learn the practical way in easy steps mastering all the essentials of your hobby or to further your career in electronics or as a self-employed electronics engineer.

All the training can be carried out in the comfort of your own home and at your own pace. A tutor is available to whom you can write, at any time, for advice or help during your work. A Certificate is given at the end of every course.

All students enrolling in our courses receive a free circuit board originating from a computer and containing many different components that can be used in experiments and provide an excellent example of current electronic practice.

To find out more about how to learn electronics in a new, exciting and absorbing way, just clip the coupon for a free colour brochure and full details of enrolment.

Write to:- British National Radio & Electronic School
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME

ADDRESS
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20kV/V a.c. and d.c.

A NEW HIGH SENSITIVITY MULTIMETER
WITH ALL THE FEATURES YOU WILL EVER NEED

Accuracy: D.C. ranges, ±2.0%, A.C. & 2 ranges ±2.5%
39 ranges: d.c.V, 0-150mV, 500mV, 1-5V, 5V, 15V, 50V, 150V, 500V, 1.5kV;
d.c.I 0-50μA, 500μA, 5mA, 50mA, 0.5A, 5A; a.c.V, 5V, 15V, 50V, 150V, 1.5kV;
a.c.I, 5mA, 50mA, 0.5A, 5A; dB -10
tp : 65 in 6 ranges; 12 0-0.5kΩ, 5kΩ, 50kΩ, 500kΩ, 5MΩ, 50MΩ; pF 50pF, 500pF.

Automatic overload protection and high current range fusng.
Scale mirror and fine pointer for accuracy of reading. Single knob main range switching and all panel controls. C.E.I Class 1 movement with sprung jewel bearings. Extended 92mm scale length for further clarity. Contact ABS case 125 x 131 x 37mm. Weight 650g with batteries. Supplied complete with carrying case, fused leads, handbook and full 12-month guarantee. Optional 30kV d.c. probe available.

Meter £36.50 incl. VAT (80p P. & P.) 30kV Probe £12.20 incl. VAT

ALCION Instruments Ltd.
19 MULBERRY WALK, LONDON SW3 6DZ TEL: 01-352 1897

SWANLEY ELECTRICALS
Dept. PW, PO Box 68, Swanley, Kent

For details of this and the many other exciting
instruments in the Chingalia range, including multimeters, component measuring, auto
motive and electronic instruments please
write or telephone:

SINCLAIR IC20
IC20 12V + 12V stereo IC amplifier kit with free
booklet and printed circuit £4.95.
PZ20 Power supply kit for the above £3.95.
VP20 Voltage, tone-control and preamp kit £7.95.
Send sae for free leaflet.

JC11 AMPLIFIER
6W IC audio amp with free data and
printed circuit £4.95.
DELUXE KIT FOR JC11
Contains extra parts for the pcb and volume and tone
controls. Mono version £2.33. Stereo £4.95.

JC12 POWER KIT
Supplies 25V 1Amp £3.55.

JC13 PREAMP KITS
Type 1 for magnetic pickups, mics and tuners. Mono £1.95. Stereo £3.90. Type 2 for ceramic or crystal
pickups. Mono £8p. Stereo £1.70.
SEND SAE FOR FREE LEAFLET.

S-DECS AND T-DECS*
S-Dec £2.24 T-Dec £4.95
u-Dec A £4.45 u-Dec C £7.85
IC carryers—
16 dit., plain £1.87
with socket £2.21
10 TOS: £5.95, with socket £9.85.

FERRANTI ZN44
IC radio chip £1.44. Extra parts and pcb for radio £3.95.
Case £9p. Send for free data.

SINCLAIR PROJECT & AUDIO MODULES
FM tuner £13.25 CS £16.50. PZ2 £4.65. PZ8 £2.70.

BI-PACK AUDIO MODULES
Stereo Tuner £16.95. Audio £4.33. PA100 £3.45. MK66
audio kit £27.20. T-as 9-8 £3.95. Stereo £10. £15.50.
TCDI £3.60. ALCDI £16.95. Send for free data.

SAXON ENTERTAINMENTS AUDIO MODULES
SA1008 £18.95. SA1024 £23.36. SA306 £11.95. SA304
£22.50. PM101/1 £11.45. PM1012/8 £14.95. PM102D
£14.95. PM102/4 £31.45. PM801/8 £9.55. PM301/8
£7.80. Send for free leaflet.

JC40 AMPLIFIER
New integrated circuit 20W amplifier kit complete with
chip, printed circuit and data £3.95.
Send sae for free leaflet.

PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT £3.95
Make your own printed circuit. Contains etching
dish, 150 sq in lbs of perf board, 15b ferrol chronics, etch
resist pen, small drill bit, laminate cutter.

SINCLAIR BLACK WATCH
Fully assembled with black
tape £9.95.

SINCLAIR CALCULATORS*
Oxford 300 £13.30. Programmable Scientific with free
mains unit £24.95. Mains adaptors are available for
all models (state model) £3.20.

CMB CALCULATORS*
Tripled 8 digit/5/1 memory £5.95. 8032 8 digit/5/4
memory £7.95. 9710600 8 digit of 5-5-2
memory/logic/powers £11.95. SR1000 £29.55.

NOVAS CALCULATORS*
750 MD 8 digit/3 memory £5.95. 8032 8 digit/5/4
memory £7.95. 6010 10 digit programmable scientific
(R)—free charger. Mains adaptors for other models £4.20.

MISTRAL 12HR DIGITAL CLOCK KITS*
Includes pcb, power supply, case, 1 display chip and
all parts. Kit £15.50. Built £12.95. Also Mistral 2, Deluxe
assembled version with alarm and shift sleep
over facilities £33.95.

NATIONAL MA1001H DIGITAL CLOCK
Complete module including 7-1/2 display chip and clock
clock fully assembled on a 11/2 x 3 pcb. Just add a power
supply, switches etc. to produce a 24HR clock
with alarm and auto-dim. £8.95.
SEND SAE FOR OUR DIGITAL CLOCK LEAFLET

BATTERY ELIMINATOR BARGAINS
STABILIZED POWER UNITS*
Millenia series. Switched 1 to 30V in 0.1V steps

5-WAY SPECIAL £3.20
Switched output
-24V, +24V £6.95.
+24V, -24V £7.95.
+24V, -24V £7.95.

3-WAY MODEL
Switched output of 6/3/5V at 250mA with 4-way multi-jack plug and free matching socket £2.95.

RADIO MODELS
50mA with press-stud battery connectors. 5V £3.25.
6V + £3.45. 9V £4.65. 12V £6.5 £12. £4.45.
Also 8V 300mA £2.95.

CASSETTE MAINS UNITS
12V output with 5 pin DIN plug. 50mA £3.25.
300mA £3.95.

CAR CONVERTORS
Input 12V DC. Output 6/7.5V DC 1A regulated £4.75.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR BARGAINS
Send sae for free leaflet on range
160mA radio types with press-stud battery terminals.
4V £1.95 6V £1.95. 9V £1.95. 14V £2.80 £2.95.
9V £2.45 12V £2.45 15V £2.95.
Heavy duty 13-way types £1.40/71/9V/11V/13V/21V/25V/33/1V.
1 Amp Model £4.20. 2A Model £6.95.
Car Converter kit Input 12V DC. Output 6/7.5V
DC 1A regulated £2.95.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
-6-6V 100mA 5sp £1.80 3-0V 100mA 5sp £1.95.
15V £1.95. 22.5V £2.95 28.5V £3.95 45V £4.95.
6.3V £4.95 28V £4.95.

100mA cassette type with 5 pin DIN plug. 71V £1.95.
Transistor stabilized 6-way type for low hum.

Heavy duty 13-ways £1.80/71/9V/11V/13V/21V/25V/43/1V.
1 Amp Model £4.20. 2A Model £6.95.

Post 30p on orders under £2, otherwise free. Prices
include VAT. (Overseas customers deduct 7% on
items marked *, otherwise 11%). Official orders welcome.
The **ZYCON** range of Quality Electronic Watches

**ROYAL:**
- **KL3D**:
  - Constant display.
  - Shows Hrs, Mins, Seconds.
  - Press button once for Seconds readout, Auto-set back to time.
  - Shows Life for viewing in dark.
  - Free matching Silvered stainless steel.
  
- **KEDS**:
  - Functions: Shows Hrs, Mins, Date.
  - Date of Week in letters.
  - Single button auto hold.
  - Finish in Steel Silver.
  - FREE Leatherette Strap.

- **KEDS PLUS**
  - Month & Day of the Week.
  - In Letters.
  - FREE Leatherette Strap.

- **KL65**
  - Large green display.
  - Stores 452 functions.

**NEW**: 6 digit, 2 Exponents, 40 functions, 4-rollof Rolstand, 3, fully adjustable memories.
- Log, Trig, Stat & Metric conversions etc.
- Accurate.
- £29.95.

**DECIMO**
- **FX-101**: Duke model with selective display.
- Functions: 2 lines but 8 digits + 2 exponents 10^15^10 to 10^-15.
- Display: Bright green.
- All trig and log functions.

**NOVUS**
- **FX-90**:
  - 8 digit.
  - 10 step.
  - 61 functions.

**SINCLAIR**
- **CAMBRIDGE SCIENTIFIC**
  - 8 digit.
  - C/A E key.
  - tan, tan-1.
  - acos, sec, tan.
  - Reciprocal.

**CAMERA**
- **Mk II**:
  - Auto-focus switch.
  - 1000 step.

**BART**
- **800-SL**:
  - Large green display.
  - Batteries operated.

**TEXAS**
- **SR1900**: 10-digit, 2 Exp.
- Battery operated.
- Metric, Standard deviation.
- £23.95

**SR1901**: 10-digit, 2 Exp.
- Function stack.
- £22.68

**DECIMO**
- **CALC II**:
  - 8 digit.
  - 2 Exp.
  - 100 step.

**CASIO**
- **FX-26**:
  - Digits.

**THE ROCKWELL**
- **STAINLESS STEEL 24K**
  - Green display.
  - Beautiful stainless steel back.
  - Large green display.
  - £39.50

**TECHNOLOGICAL PRECISION PRODUCTS**

**PRICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR1910D</td>
<td>£10.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR1900</td>
<td>£19.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS644</td>
<td>£11.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR1901</td>
<td>£19.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECIMO</td>
<td>£11.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASIO</td>
<td>£32.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ORDER FORM**

Thank you for choosing **Barclay Electronics**. We are committed to providing you with the highest quality products at competitive prices. For your convenience, we have compiled a list of our top-selling items below.

**ALL ITEMS CARRY A FULL YEARS GUARANTEE**

**FREE B.S.I-approved adaptor**

**FREE Recharge**

**ADD VAT AND ALL PRICES**

**Please send me**

- **with/without optional mains adaptor.**
- **Please add 50p to all items to cover p. & p.**

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**

**TECHNOLOGICAL PRECISION PRODUCTS**

**Barclay Electronics**
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Record-breaking Space-saving Antenna

The JOYSTICK VFA (Variable Frequency Antenna—a six band, patented omni-directional antenna of extreme flexibility) is a MUST for confined locations—at the worst it can stand in the corner of the shack and still do its stuff! But space problem or no...what you need most is EFFICIENCY.

In recent test runs, using extreme QRP and under poor current sunspot conditions, the VFA produced good QSO's with FOUR continents. The makers claim that its low angle radiation conserves the precious watts going out and the equally desirable microwatts coming in on receive. High angle radiation, however, so scatters your signal power that stoking up becomes the order of the day. And then what happens? Harmonic radiation and risk of TVI is on the increase...QRO men beware! The name of the game is to achieve solid communication efficiently at the minimum power...we claim the winning name for this game is JOYSTICK!

ALREADY IN USE BY AMATEUR TRANSMITTING AND SWL STATIONS WORLD-WIDE AND IN GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATION.

SYSTEM 'A' £32.40
250 w.p.e.p. OR for the SWL.

SYSTEM 'J' £38.60
500 w.p.e.p. (improved 'Q' on receive).

PARTRIDGE SUPER PACKAGE

COMPLETE RADIO STATION FOR ANY LOCATION. Comprising: NEW R300 RX (with Xtal Marker), Headphones, VFA, System "A", all connecting cables. Deliv. Securicor (our risk), ASSEMBLED IN SECONDS! BIG CASH SAYINGS! £189.00 OR R300 ONLY £168.75 incl. deliv.

Prices include VAT., insurance and delivery by post or carrier

Just telephone your card number

Buy it with Access

Phone 0843 62535 (or 62339 after office hours)

Many other Partridge super products on our list. Send stamp for details and expert advice.

BOX 5
G3CED
G3VFA

Available NOW...

PROJECT PLANNING AND BUILDING
MORRIS A COLWELL
128 Pages 216 x 138mm Illustrated
0 408 00229 8

SIMPLE CIRCUIT BUILDING
P C GRAHAM
128 Pages 216 x 138mm Illustrated
0 408 00230 1

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING
ALAN AINSLIE & MORRIS A COLWELL
128 Pages 216 x 138mm Illustrated
0 408 00231 X

ALL AT £1.99 EACH

Newnes Technical Books
NEWNES-BUTTERWORTHS
Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 8PH
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## P.W.—MILLARD'S
### SPECIAL OFFER

**THOMSON—TTL—CMOS—LINEARS—TRANSISTORS—TRIACS—THYRISTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Normal Offer Price</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Normal Offer Price</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Normal Offer Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC126</td>
<td>37.25</td>
<td>BC177</td>
<td>19.14</td>
<td>BFX86</td>
<td>35.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC127</td>
<td>44.28</td>
<td>BC178B</td>
<td>19.15</td>
<td>BFY50</td>
<td>30.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC128</td>
<td>37.25</td>
<td>BC182</td>
<td>11.085</td>
<td>BFY51</td>
<td>38.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC152</td>
<td>50.28</td>
<td>BC182L</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>BT106</td>
<td>95.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD161</td>
<td>1.23 0.60</td>
<td>BC183</td>
<td>11.085</td>
<td>MJ430</td>
<td>1.10 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF106</td>
<td>45.30</td>
<td>BC183L</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>MJ481</td>
<td>1.30 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF109</td>
<td>45.32</td>
<td>BC184</td>
<td>12.09</td>
<td>MJ491</td>
<td>1.55 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF115</td>
<td>65.45</td>
<td>BC184L</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>MJE340</td>
<td>58.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF139</td>
<td>69.50</td>
<td>BC212</td>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>MJE370</td>
<td>68.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF239</td>
<td>74.50</td>
<td>BC212L</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>MJE371</td>
<td>81.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF279</td>
<td>80.59</td>
<td>BC213</td>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>MJE520</td>
<td>65.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF280</td>
<td>85.59</td>
<td>BC213L</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>MJE521</td>
<td>75.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC107</td>
<td>14.095</td>
<td>BC214</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>MJ2955</td>
<td>1.25 0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC107A</td>
<td>15.095</td>
<td>BC241</td>
<td>17.11</td>
<td>MJ3055</td>
<td>75.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC107B</td>
<td>15.095</td>
<td>BC237B</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>*MPF102</td>
<td>30.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC108</td>
<td>12.095</td>
<td>BC238B</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>*MPS3638</td>
<td>25.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC108A</td>
<td>12.095</td>
<td>BC239C</td>
<td>16.11</td>
<td>*MPSA05</td>
<td>20.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC108B</td>
<td>12.095</td>
<td>BC307</td>
<td>20.15</td>
<td>*MPSA06</td>
<td>20.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC108C</td>
<td>13.095</td>
<td>BCY71</td>
<td>26.19</td>
<td>*MPSA55</td>
<td>20.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC109</td>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>BCY72</td>
<td>24.17</td>
<td>OC42</td>
<td>50.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC109B</td>
<td>16.11</td>
<td>BD116</td>
<td>20.50</td>
<td>OC71</td>
<td>45.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC109C</td>
<td>17.11</td>
<td>BD131</td>
<td>51.42</td>
<td>OC83</td>
<td>50.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC147B</td>
<td>10.075</td>
<td>BD132</td>
<td>54.42</td>
<td>*TIP29A</td>
<td>50.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC149B</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>BD138</td>
<td>48.36</td>
<td>*TIP29C</td>
<td>75.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC149C</td>
<td>13.11</td>
<td>BD139</td>
<td>50.36</td>
<td>*TIP30A</td>
<td>60.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC157A</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>BD292</td>
<td>35.32</td>
<td>*TIP30C</td>
<td>85.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC158A</td>
<td>11.09</td>
<td>BD320</td>
<td>38.32</td>
<td>*TIP31A</td>
<td>62.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC159B</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>BF180</td>
<td>45.25</td>
<td>*TIP31C</td>
<td>85.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC167B</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>BF181</td>
<td>45.25</td>
<td>*TIP32A</td>
<td>75.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC168B</td>
<td>12.08</td>
<td>BF183</td>
<td>45.25</td>
<td>*TIP32C</td>
<td>60.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC168C</td>
<td>12.08</td>
<td>BF194</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>*TIP33A</td>
<td>1.00 0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC169B</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>BF196</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>*TIP41C</td>
<td>1.00 0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC169C</td>
<td>12.09</td>
<td>BF199</td>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>*TIP42A</td>
<td>90.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC171</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>BF257</td>
<td>37.30</td>
<td>*TIP2955</td>
<td>1.00 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC171A</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>BF258</td>
<td>49.39</td>
<td>TIP3055</td>
<td>50.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC171B</td>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>BF259</td>
<td>49.39</td>
<td>2N3055</td>
<td>75.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC172</td>
<td>12.09</td>
<td>BF259</td>
<td>49.39</td>
<td>2N3055</td>
<td>75.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC172A</td>
<td>12.09</td>
<td>BF259</td>
<td>49.39</td>
<td>BF30X</td>
<td>38.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC172B</td>
<td>12.09</td>
<td>BF259</td>
<td>49.39</td>
<td>CD4000</td>
<td>20.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*BC172C</td>
<td>12.09</td>
<td>BF259</td>
<td>49.39</td>
<td>CD4000</td>
<td>20.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = 12½% VAT  Rest 8%.

Catalogue Price: 30p with components 40p catalogue only.
Handy size Reels & Dispensers

OF THE WORLD'S FINEST CORED SOLDER TO DO A PROFESSIONAL JOB AT HOME

Ersin Multicore Solder contains 5 cores of non-corrosive flux that instantly cleans heavily oxidised surfaces and makes fast, reliable soldering easy. No extra flux is required.

NEW

handy size reels of SAVBIT, 40/60, 60/40 & ALU-SOL solder alloys

These latest Multicore solder reels are ideal for the toolbox. Popular specifications cover all general and electrical applications, plus a major advance in soldering aluminium. Ask for a free copy of 'Hints on Soldering' containing clear instructions to make every job easy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Diam. (mm)</th>
<th>Length (metres approx.)</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size 3</td>
<td>40/60 Tin/Led</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>For economical general purpose repairs and electrical wires.</td>
<td>£1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size 4</td>
<td>ALU-SOL</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>For aluminium repairs. Also solders aluminium to copper, brass etc.</td>
<td>£1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size 10</td>
<td>60/40 Tin/Led</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>For fine wires, small components and printed circuits.</td>
<td>£1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size 12</td>
<td>SAVBIT</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>For radio, TV and similar work. Increases copper-bit life tenfold.</td>
<td>£1.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOLDER-WICK

Absorbs solder instantly from tags, printed circuits etc. Only needs 40-50 Watt soldering iron. Quick and easy to use. Non-corrosive.

Sole U.K. Sales Concessionaires:
Bib Hi-Fi Accessories Limited,
Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 4RQ.

Prices shown are recommended retail, inc. VAT From Electrical and Hardware Shops. In difficulty send direct, plus 15p P&P. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

BIB WIRE STRIPPER & CUTTER

Fitted with unique 8-gauge selector and handle locking device. Sprung for automatic opening. Strips flex and cable in seconds. Model 86B £6.9p

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

CAN SAVE YOU A FORTUNE!
Bush & Meissner's two purpose-built battery chargers for economy-minded enthusiasts:

The "KESTREL-DOWN" Charger £10.69 & £11.77 for Alkaline rechargeable batteries, no-load voltage of 1.5-volts per cell. For the following sizes ALKALINE (All prices include VAT) Equivalent to Type Capacity PRICE

U2 size SA-13D 2Ah £18.30

SOLDER-WICK

Absorbs solder instantly from tags, printed circuits etc. Only needs 40-50 Watt soldering iron. Quick and easy to use. Non-corrosive.

Size 18 9.7p

Sole U.K. Sales Concessionaires:
Bib Hi-Fi Accessories Limited,
Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 4RQ.

Prices shown are recommended retail, inc. VAT From Electrical and Hardware Shops. In difficulty send direct, plus 15p P&P. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

Camera Kits and Ready Built Modules

4 STATION INTERCOM

Solve your communica-
FANE 'DISCO 80' L'SPEAKER

12" 80 watt R.M.S. Plastic-cised Linen Cone Surround. Large Tweeter Cone. Range 50Hz 19KHz. Extra High Sensitivity. Robust Cast Chassis. WE CONSIDER THE 'DISCO 80' TO BE THE BEST SINGLE UNIT AVAILABLE FOR ITS PURPOSE. WE'RE SURE THAT YOU WILL TOO. Impedance of 8Ω or 15Ω Rec. Price inc. VAT £25.95

The above is one of five

SPECIALIST RANGE SPEAKERS

Each designed to produce the individual sound requirements for its particular purpose. Other units are as follows:-

Rec. Price
12" GUITAR 80L for LEAD GUITAR £24.75 Inc. VAT
12" GUITAR 80B for use in multiples for BASS GUITAR £24.75 Inc. VAT
12" PA80 for general purpose P.A. £24.75 Inc. VAT
15" BASS 85 for BASS GUITAR £37.75 Inc. VAT

'POP' POP 3/2 12" 33w £13.95
POP 50/2 12" 50w £15.95
POP 50/3 12" 60w £18.95
POP 100/6 £37.75

Please send large S.A.E. for

“CRESCENDO” Models up to 200w.

Distributors (Wholesale and Retail) \LINEAR PRODUCTS LTD., ELECTRON WORKS, ARMLEY, LEEDS Prices shown
Manufacturers enquiries to: FANE ACoustics correct at LTD., 286 BRADFORD ROAD, BATLEY, YORKS

3-8-76

Become

a radio

amateur.

Learn how to become a radio-amateur in contact with this whole world. We give skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence.

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL,
P.O.Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME

ADDRESS

 wandering, without obligation to

WAA

WK10

Electronics Design Associates, Dept. P.W/10
82 Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 3DE. Phone: (0922) 33652

Name

Address

Ma. 2 DIY Ass. KIt at £11.50
Ma. 2 Ready Built Negative Earth Kit at £14.97
Ma. 2 Ready Built Positive Earth Kit at £14.97
Ignition Changerover switches at £4.30
R.P.M. Limit systems in above units at £2.40

enclose cheque/PO's for £

Cheque No.

Send SAE if brochure only required.
**B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS**

**DEPARTMENT PW 5, STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS., CB6 1OE**

**Telephone:** ELy (303) 660185 (2 lines) Tuesday to Saturday

**PLEASE ADD 8% VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED**

**FREE WELLS 32W (2SP) SOLID-State SOLDERING IRON**

(With £3.14 yr. VAT) With all orders over £65 Limited period only - This price is likely to change.

**VARIEABLE STABILISED POWER SUPPLY**

-means input, 5-24V output, stabilised and current limiting at 500mA, +5V at 50mA. Brand new. $20.00.

-mains input, 12-24V output, stabilised at 240V, motor drive up to 750mA. $20.00. New.

-complete with external 7/8-33mm pole for mounting on the word wall. $25.00

-55V (25-32V) EWDGEWIRE METERS, modern type, with 30mA., 30V, 1mA. 100V, 5mA. $3.00 each with mounting bracket. $25.00 per pack. (Mounting brackets are designed to be used with various Maurice block models, 25 or more units each)

**HEAVY DUTY RELAYS, 24V d.c. operated (will work on 125Vac) A heavy duty make contact (around 10A rating) + 4 change over contacts + 1 break contact. New, complete with mounting bracket (ideal for switching HT on Linear) Many uses for this high quality relay. £25.00.

**Good Quality Pressure Gauges, 25mm dia flange mounting. 3 models available. £5.00 each in 5-0-100 bar. In 0-2000 bar in stock which £12.50 each.

-25000 type Transistors, O.K. but unmarked. £5.00 each.

**HIGH VOLTAGE SCREW-IN TYPE, 4 to 5x. New.**

-motorised meters (suitable for programmes, caravans, etc) 200-240V a.c. 50Hz between 1 and 2 per minute. Each £3.00.

**MINIATURE FUSES high quality. Crestan made in UK. Each £2.50 (5x).**

**SIDE CUTTERS, high quality. Crestan made in UK. Each £2.50 (5x).**

**MIXED COMPONENT PACKS. containing resistors, capacitors, switches, pots, etc. All new items. Savings approx 700.00. Complete with white stock lists.**

**TOOL SETS**

-complete sets around £15.00. Some sets may include an internal core to vary the inductance many uses. easily rewind, these new sets £25.00.

**AL-OX ALUMINIUM SOLDER (made by Multi-**

-cored solder aluminium to resist or copper. £2.00 for brass. £3.00 nickel or titanium. 1 x 6g w. with multicolor flux, with instructions. Appliance 1 mains input, 10V DC. £30.00 per pack. Large reel (approx 12 metres) £27.00.

-11 V polyamide chassis mounting fuses holders 5 x 20.00. Malletor. Tubular ceramic trimmers 1-10pf, £3.00 each. 1-100pf, £6.00 each. I.C. codes, some coded. 14 D.I. types, unmarked mixed, £10.00.

**Mobile Converters, 24V DC input 13V at output £3.14 (4 conductors) fully stocked £3.00 (each for 12V car radio from 2V)</p>

 Terms of Business: CASH WITH ORDER. MINIMUM ORDER £1. ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING (UK ONLY). SAE with all enquiries please CLEARANCE VAT AS SHOWN. ALL GOODS IN STOCK DESPATCHED BY RETURN CALLOWERS SATURDAYS ONLY 9-12.00, 1-3.00.

**FREE CATALOGUE INCLUDES SAMPLES & TRANSISTOR TESTER DATA OFFER. Please send 2 x 6p stamps to cover postage etc.
Practical Wireless, October 1976

**SAXON for professional sound**

**BREAK THE SOUND PRICE BARRIER!**

with CENTAUR 100W STEREO sound-light mobile disco £199.00

All-in plus VAT

**PUT SYSTEM 700 IN CONTROL NOW!**

Magificent MINOTAUR 100 100 watt RMS total Range Amplifier

Compatible with all Saxon System 700 units, this is a superb amplifier readily adaptable to a wide range of applications.
- 100W r.m.s. into 8Ω.
- Two mixed inputs, wide range bass and treble controls.
- May be operated as a slave amplifier.
- Extremely compact (7cm x 16cm x 10cm).
- Fully protected against all incorrect leads and short circuits.
- Plug isolated terminals.
- Silver anodised face.

**£49.50**

**HIGH IN POWER—LOW IN COST!**

**POWER AMPS 30-100 W.R.M.S.**

- Only 4 connections
- Input—240mV
- Distortion typically 0.4%
- Size—6" X 3" X 1"
- Individually tested & prntd.

SA1204 120 watt R.M.S./8 ohms £19.50
PM1201/8 supply for one module £11.60
PM1202/8 supply for two modules £15.50
*SA1204 120 watt R.M.S./4 ohms £13.50
PM1201/4 supply for one module £11.40
PM1202/4 supply for two modules £15.50
SA604 60 watt R.M.S./8 ohms £11.50
SA601/8 supply for one or two modules £10.50
*SA604 60 watt R.M.S./4 ohms £10.50
PM601/4 supply for one or two modules £10.50
SA306 30 watt R.M.S./8 ohms £9.50
PM301 supply for one or two modules £9.50

**STROBE AND LIQUID WHEELS**

**SUPERSTROBE AT NEW LOW PRICE**

- Giant 80 watt tube
- External trigger—audio up to 250W.

NOW ONLY £17.50

**LIGHT YEARS AHEAD with super SYSTEM 7000**

- Full control of 3kW of lights (1kW/channel)
- Audio control plus sequence plus override
- Variable speed sequence
- Stainless steel two tone panel—mismatch filters
- Operates from any amplifier
- Attractive Bondene case—free standing or panel mounting inc. case and plug-ready to use £38.00

**SUPERFECT MODULE**

On P.C.B. £3.00 mounting £2.75

**SOUNDLITE 3kW CONVERTER**

Use with any amp. £15.50

To SAXON ENTERTAINMENTS LTD., 327-333 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY CR0 2HB

Please send to:

Name

Address

Goods

Remittance enclosed £ Credit Card

P.W.I

**Mix it perfectly with modular SYSTEM 7000 MIXERS**

- Inputs for all sources inc. mag. cartridge
- Wide range bass and treble controls
- 1W monitor power outlet
- Echo send/return facility
- Choice of most amplifiers
- With front panels, ready to use

**INPUT MIXER**

Mono £6.50
Stereo £12.00

PCB Modules only

Mono £5.00
Stereo £9.00

**PRICES Include carriage and packing. VAT may be added to orders at 15%**

C.O.D. 6s. extra. S.A.E. with all enquiries please.

Send or phone your ACCESS for BARCLAY CARD.

**TRADE ENQUIRIES NORMAN ROSE ELECTRICAL LTD. London 01-437 9115**

Birmingham 0121-238 6179

Manchester 061-273 1414

Bradford, Yorks. 0274 26104

VAT no. 218 9011 49 RCG ENGLAND 1010123
TAMBA ELECTRONICS

A BRAND NEW RANGE OF AMPLIFIER MODULES 5 to 100 WATT/RMS

Choose the power you need from these five pure complementary amplifiers

Two-year guarantee

All amplifiers feature a pure complementary symmetry output stage for low distortion and high reliability—the highest grade components (by Mullard—Texas, Plessey—RCA, etc.) used throughout

- Suits loads 4-16 ohms (optimum load 8 ohms, TAM500/1000, 4 ohms TAM5000/1000)
- Low distortion (0-1%)
- 20-20,000 Hz ± 1dB
- Silicon circuitry throughout
- Inherently open circuit proof
- Four simple connections

High sensitivity—100mV
Low profile (1in high 3in x 3in)
75% efficient
Glass fibre printed circuit board
Accepts most mixers/pre-amplifiers

You may order as follows: C.W.O. (crossed cheques, P.O.S., M.O.s, etc.) C.O.D. (50p extra). We accept Access and Barclaycard—send or telephone your number—do not send your card. Add VAT at 8% to orders for 50-100W units and a 12½% for 5-25W units

POWER SUPPLIES
For 1 or 2 TAM500/100 £4 25 (carr 50p)
For 1 or 2 TAM250/500 £6 95 (carr 50p)
For 1 or 2 TAM1000 £9 80 (carr 50p)

Callers welcome. Tel: (01) 684 0098

TAMBA ELECTRONICS
BENSAMAN MANOR ROAD, PASSAGE, BENSAMAN MANOR ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY

C MOS WITH DISCOUNTS!

Any mix: Discount: 10% 25%, 25%, 100%, 30% 1000+

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CUS</th>
<th>4 CMOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4000 0 20</td>
<td>4039 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4001 0 20</td>
<td>4041 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4002 0 20</td>
<td>4042 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4003 0 20</td>
<td>4043 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4004 0 20</td>
<td>4044 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4005 0 20</td>
<td>4045 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4006 0 20</td>
<td>4046 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4007 0 20</td>
<td>4047 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4008 0 20</td>
<td>4048 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4009 0 20</td>
<td>4049 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4010 0 20</td>
<td>4050 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4011 0 20</td>
<td>4051 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4012 0 20</td>
<td>4052 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4013 0 20</td>
<td>4053 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4014 0 20</td>
<td>4054 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4015 0 20</td>
<td>4055 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4016 0 20</td>
<td>4056 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4017 0 20</td>
<td>4057 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4018 0 20</td>
<td>4058 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4019 0 20</td>
<td>4059 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4020 0 20</td>
<td>4060 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4021 0 20</td>
<td>4061 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4022 0 20</td>
<td>4062 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4023 0 20</td>
<td>4063 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4024 0 20</td>
<td>4064 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4025 0 20</td>
<td>4065 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4026 0 20</td>
<td>4066 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4027 0 20</td>
<td>4067 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4028 0 20</td>
<td>4068 0 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Terms: C.W.O. Add VAT to all prices at 8%. Post etc. U.K. 25p + 2p per order. All items processed same day. Official Govt., Varsity, Poly etc. orders (written or telephoned) welcome.

GREENBANK ELECTRONICS (Dept. W10P)
94 New Chester Road, New Ferry, Wirral, Merseyside L42 3AG
Tel: 051-645 3381

C J L LTD P.O. BOX 34, CANTERBURY CT1 1YT
ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT.

AUDIO MODULES

AMPLIFIERS
5W RMS £3 15
10W RMS £3 50
25W RMS £4 60
35W RMS £4 75
125W RMS £17 40

PRE-AMPLIFIERS
Microphone pre-amplifiers £3 75
Stereo pre-amp for 5W, 10W £7 50
Stereo pre-amp for 25W, P.B. £13 50

STEREO FM TUNER
Decoder. P.B. selector £22 70

POWER SUPPLIES
For 5W, 10W £6 10
TRANSFORMERS FOR 5W, 10W £6 95
TRANSFORMERS FOR 25W £3 35

SOLDERING IRONS (ANTEK)
15W "C" Miniature Irons £3 30
15W "CCN" Low leakage Irons £3 50
18W "G" Miniature Irons £3 50
25W "XS" Low leakage Irons £3 25
"SK1" Soldering Kiss £5 20
"MLX" 12V KIts £6 10

WIRE STRIPPER & CUTTER
WELLER Dual Heat Gun £7 75
(Spotlight, Pistol Trigger)
WELLER Dual Heat Gun Kit £10 55

CJL LTD P.O. BOX 34, CANTERBURY CT1 1YT
ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT.

AUDIO MODULES

AMPLIFIERS
5W RMS £3 15
10W RMS £3 50
25W RMS £4 60
35W RMS £4 75
125W RMS £17 40

PRE-AMPLIFIERS
Microphone pre-amplifiers £3 75
Stereo pre-amp for 5W, 10W £7 50
Stereo pre-amp for 25W, P.B. £13 50

STEREO FM TUNER
Decoder. P.B. selector £22 70

POWER SUPPLIES
For 5W, 10W £6 10
TRANSFORMERS FOR 5W, 10W £6 95
TRANSFORMERS FOR 25W £3 35

SOLDERING IRONS (ANTEK)
15W "C" Miniature Irons £3 30
15W "CCN" Low leakage Irons £3 50
18W "G" Miniature Irons £3 50
25W "XS" Low leakage Irons £3 25
"SK1" Soldering Kiss £5 20
"MLX" 12V KIts £6 10

WIRE STRIPPER & CUTTER
WELLER Dual Heat Gun £7 75
(Spotlight, Pistol Trigger)
WELLER Dual Heat Gun Kit £10 55

NOW HEAR THIS! 50P

TAPE HEADS FROM ONLY

Fit a brand new head and transform the quality of your tape player. Large production runs of Standard cassette and cartridge heads for European and U.S. manufacturers enable us to offer single items at low order discount prices.

50p Mono Cassette Qty
60p Stereo & Cartridge Qty
£1 25 Stereo Cassette Qty

SAVE MONEY & IMPROVE PERFORMANCE! Fantastic value - they fit most tape players.

Data sheets on full range

Address money back if not satisfied

MONOLITH ELECTRONICS LTD., 5/7 Church St., Crowthorne, Som.
NEW ELECTRONIC MASTER KIT

Another completely solderless Electronic Construction Kit with many more projects, including Transistor Radios of various types and wavebands, Amplifiers, Metro- nome, Sound Amplifier, Transistor Testor, Signal Generator, Quick check component testers, Tuners, Crystal Set, Morse Code Practice Oscillator with Morse Key, A. F. Oscillator etc. Also a special project V.H.F. Aircraft Receiver!!

£14.99 Complete kit of parts including construction plans. Post Packing and Insurance.

VHF AIR CONVERTER KIT

Build this Converter Kit and receive the Aircraft Band by placing it by the side of a radio tuned to Medium Wave or the Long Wave Band and operating as shown in the instructions supplied free with all parts. Uses a retractable chrome plated telescopic aerial, Gain Control, V.H.F. Tuning Capacitor, Tuner etc.

£3.93-95 Plus VAT.

POCKET FIVE

NOW WITH 3" LOUDSPEAKER

3 Tunable wavebands. MW, LW, and Trawler Band. 7 stages, 5 transistors and 2 diodes, super-sensitive ferrite rod aerial, attractive black and gold case. Size 1" x 14" x 3/4" approx.

£4.50 Total Building Costs £4.50


ROAMER SIX

CASE AND LOOKS AS TRANS EIGHT

6 Tunable Wavebands. MW, LW, SW1, SW2, SW3, and Trawler Band. Sensitivity further improved by using 2 stages MW, 1 stage LW and a Telescopic aerial for Short Wave reception. Transistor, 1 stage, Frequency Change and Tone Control. Includes two Slide Switches, Negative Feedback circuit and SPECIAL POWER BOOSTER SOCKET and RESISTORS. Packed in a double gap if required. Powered by P.P.9 9 volt battery.

£13.99 inc. P & P.

Complete kit of parts including carryng strap, Building Instructions and Operating Manual.

NEW ROAMER TEN MODEL R.K.3.

MULTIBAND V.H.F. AND A.M. RECEIVER

13 TRANSISTORS AND FIVE DIODES

QUALITY 5" x 3" LOUDSPEAKER

WITH Multiband V.H.F. section covering Mobiles, Air, TV, School, Local V.H.F. Stations, etc., and Multiband A.M. section with Airspaced Slow Motion Drive Tuning Capacitor for precise and accurate tuning covering M.W., M.W.D., LW, Three Short Wave Bands BW1, BW2, BW3, and Trawler Band. Built in Ferrite Rod Aerial for Medium Waves, Long Wave and Trawler Band, etc. Chrome Plated 7 section Telescopic Aerial, angled and rotatable for peak Short Wave and V.H.F. reception. Push Pull output using 600mv Transistor, Gain, Wave-Change and Tone Control. Plus two Slide Switches. Negative Feedback Circuit and SPECIAL POWER BOOSTER SOCKET and Resistors, to virtually double gain if required. Powered by P.P.9 9 volt battery.

£13.99 inc. P & P.

Complete kit of parts including carryoning strap, Building Instructions and Operating Manual.

ECK2 Self Contained Multi-Band Receiver Kit. 6 Transistors and 3 Diodes. Push Pull output. 3" Loudspeaker, Gain Control. Supersensitive 9 section swivel ratchet and retractable chrome plated telescopic aerial. V.H.F. Tuning Capacitor, Resistors, Capacitors, Transformers, etc. Will receive T.V. Band, Public Service Band, Aircraft, V.H.F Local Stations, etc. Operates from a 6 Volt M.P. Battery not supplied with kit. Complete kit of parts including construction plans.

£7.95 P & P and Ins. 70p.

ECK 4 7 Transistors, 2 tuneable wavebands, MW, LW, Trawler Band, 3 Short Wave Bands. Receiver Kit. With 5" x 3" Loudspeaker. Push Pull output stage, Gain Control, and Rotary Switch. 7 Transistors and 4 Diodes, 6 section chrome-plated telescopic aerial. 6" Tunable Ferrite Rod Aerial. Tuning Capacitor, Resistors, Capacitors, etc. Operates from a 3 Volt M.P. Battery and supplied with kit. Complete kit of parts including construction plans.

£7.25 P & P and Ins. 70p.

NEW EDU-KIT MAJOR

Completely solderless Electronic Construction Kit. Build these projects without soldering iron or solder.


Components include: 24 Resistors * 21 Capacitors * 18 Transistors * 11 Arduino * 5 Diodes * 35 wave connectors * 2 Volume controls * 2 Slide Switches * 1 Tuning Condenser * 3 Knobs * Ready Wired MW/LW/AM Cables * Ferrite Rod * 6 yard of wire * 1 Yard of sheeting, etc. Complete kit of parts including construction plans.

£9.00 Total Building Costs £9.00

And all these components!!

2 x Interchangeable Control Panels (ready drilled).
4 x Solderless Construction Boards (ready drilled).
LARGE 12 x 9½" Backboard (ready drilled).
Ready Wound Medium Wave, Long Wave, Short Wave, and V.H.F. Cables. £7" x 3½" Loudspeaker, Crystal Earpiece. Also! Knife, Dial, Wire, Soldering, Capacitors, Resistors, Transistor, Battery Straps, Connector Clips, Screws, Nuts and Bolts, Potentiometers, Tuning Capacitors, Instruction Manual and Pictorial Diagrams.

RADIO EXCHANGE LTD.,
61A HIGH STREET,
BEDFORD MK40 1SA
Tel: 0234 52367

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Reg. No. 783372

£ Galena side entrance "Lawley" Shop.

Open 10-1, 2.30-4.30, Mon.-Fri. 9-12 Sat.

1 enclosure £

for

Name

Address

PW/10/76
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DORAM KITS CONTAIN EVERYTHING DOWN TO THE LAST NUT!

**AM-FM-MPX Stereo TUNER**

- $44.95
- Output 100mV
- Complements audio separates

**CAR PUSH-BUTTON MW/LW RADIO**

- $16.95
- Output 4W
- Output 0-30V and 0-1A
- Variable current limit

**POWER SUPPLY**

- $19.95
- 0-30V and 0-1A with a variable current limit

**Available NOW!**

- **TV SOUND ONLY TUNER**
  - $36.95
  - Picks up UHF signals from the transmitter and relays this through your hi-fi equipment

**TRANSISTOR TESTER**

- Measures $h_{FE}$, leakage for PNP, NPN, silicon or germanium transistors
- Includes battery check facility

**DORAM KITS CONTAIN EVERYTHING DOWN TO THE LAST NUT!**

**HERE'S JUST A FEW OF THE MANY NEW AND INTERESTING KITS AVAILABLE**

- **ELECTRONIC IGNITION** $9.95
- **CASSETTE POWER SUPPLY** £3.20
- **DARKROOM EXPOSURE METER** £4.75
- **6V ACCUMULATOR CHARGER** £9.95

- **S = 8% V.A.T.**
- **H = 12.5% V.A.T.**

- **60W GUITAR AMP.** £29.95
- **SOIL MOISTURE METER** £1.99
- **INTERNATIONAL 25 AMP.** £29.95
- **MOTORISTS DWELL METER** £5.70

FULL BUILDING INSTRUCTION DETAILS OF KITS IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST PRICE 25p EACH REFUNDABLE IF KIT SPECIFICALLY APPLIED FOR IS PURCHASED
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DORAM'S NEW CATALOGUE HAS BEEN SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR THE AMATEUR RADIO, ELECTRONICS & HI-FI ENTHUSIAST.

DORAM'S SERVICE ALSO INCLUDES-

✨ MANY PRICE REDUCTIONS — QUANTITY DISCOUNTS ON CAPACITOR, RESISTOR OR SEMI-CONDUCTOR ORDERS

🌟 FREE — UP-DATE PRODUCT INFORMATION SERVICE DURING LIFE SPAN OF CATALOGUE

⚠️ ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN-OF-POST

!’NO-QUIBBLE REPLACEMENT PART SERVICE

theValue: POST & PACKING FREE FOR ORDERS OVER £1 (Only applies for Great Britain N.Ireland and B.F.P.O. Nos. Overseas orders F.O.B.)

SEND FOR YOUR NEW CATALOGUE AND/OR KIT BROCHURE NOW!

Special Offer

If catalogue ordered (priced 60p) you will receive a refund voucher of 25p.

If catalogue and kit brochure ordered together, price 70p plus 2 x 25p refund vouchers.

DORAM ELECTRONICS LTD.
P.O. Box TR8,
Leeds. LS12 2UF.

I enclose ........ Please send me by return my new catalogue and/or kit brochure. (Over seas orders except for N. Ireland please add 30p for post and packing surface only.

PW10/76

PLEASE PRINT BLOCK CAPITALS

NAME: .......................................................... 

ADDRESS: .......................................................... 

.......................................................... POST CODE .......................................................... 

An Electrocomponents Group Company.
MERRY-GO-ROUND

The world of radio and electronics is an exciting one. Developments and new ideas seem to occur almost daily—some are recorded in our regular feature ‘Hotlines’. For many, these new developments are a fascination and, often, the crux of what draws them into this field of technology either professionally or as an amateur or hobbyist.

But is all this development a double-edged weapon, and will familiarity sour to bewilderment or boredom? Let us indulge ourselves in a little electronic nostalgia.

The valve reigned supreme for some thirty years. Then the three wise men of electronics—Brattain, Shockley and Bardeen, introduced a little thing called a transistor. This latter device occupied the throne of technology for barely ten years and then—the coronation ceremony for the integrated circuit arrived. And it hasn’t stopped there. From a handful of “gates” on a silicon slice, technology has rampaged through MSI (medium scale integration) and on to LSI (large scale integration). Now, we hear terms like SSI (super scale integration) each term being more wonderful, more impressive, more technically advanced than its predecessor and the time gaps are also getting progressively less and less.

For the electronics industry itself this rampage has become a nightmare, albeit self inflicted, rather like riding a technological merry-go-round which is rushing faster and faster. True the results bring certain benefits but not without trade-off problems which affect both professional and hobbyist alike. In other words, a double-edged weapon. In the professional field, equipment is obsolete the day it is launched onto the market.

For the hobbyist it is also a double-edged weapon and at both ends of the scale, from the newest newcomer to the oldest old hand.

The beginner can no longer learn simple theory about a triode valve, nor indeed about a simple transistor. He comes straight into a galaxy of little black slabs with pins sticking out called DIPs (dual in-line packages), and hears that each one contains a few hundred transistors, resistors, diodes and heaven knows what else. If his enquiring mind wants to know more, he is buried in bewilderment by a deluge of meaningless terms like “slew rate”, “open loop gain” or “maximum current offset” and so on.

Even old hands don’t really benefit. They are offered a huge list of ICs to choose from and are probably confused (and bored!) by vast lists of meaningless numbers.

Isn’t it about time we stopped the merry-go-round or at least slowed it? Shouldn’t we learn to live with, and use wisely, what we already have?

Again, with so much circuitry crammed onto a single chip and so many chips available, has the home constructor become a mere “assembler” of IC building blocks? Is this also true for the designer?

Probably the fascination will now be to regard the vast army of available ICs as pieces in a jig saw puzzle. The trick for the future hobbyist-designers will be to juggle the pieces of the jig saw to make the picture they want. In other words, to ask themselves the question; how can the existing facilities on a particular chip be employed usefully and economically to fulfil a desired function. If this is true, then we have entered a new era in radio and electronics as a hobby.

However, it is also true that to design successfully by this method, a hobbyist-designer must know not only which chips are available, but exactly what each can do. So take another look at those long lists of IC numbers and ask yourself again what they all mean to you in practical terms, and you’ll appreciate the parallel of the merry-go-round and the inference of the double-edged weapon.

LIONEL E. HOWES—Editor

Growth of Telecommunications

In a recent speech to the Post Office Engineering Union, Mr. Gerald Kaufman, Minister of State, Department of Industry said, “During the last 10 years the number of telephone lines and the number of calls have both more than doubled. The U.K. now has more than 13 million exchange connections. A higher proportion of homes has a telephone in this country than in any other E.E.C. country except Denmark and Luxembourg.”

He continued, “Telecommunications is a growth industry. Traffic will continue to build up year by year. During the next decade or so emphasis may well shift from coping with the massive increase in new subscribers towards measures to deal with increased traffic growth while at least maintaining service standards.”

Microprocessors

The Society of Electronic and Radio Technicians (S.E.R.T.) is holding a residential symposium at Sussex University, September 26-29. The technical programme comprises 25 contributions spread over five sessions which will cover: devices evaluation, testing and diagnosis, programming and software; and two sessions on applications.

A small exhibition of microprocessors and peripheral equipment has been arranged in rooms adjacent to the Lecture Theatre and a visit to Sussex University is planned.

Delegates will get a chance to enter the S.E.R.T. Microprocessor Competition where the judges will seek a working application of a Microprocessor by a home constructor which is simple, economic, original and useful or entertaining. First prize will be £150 and the winning system will be played at an exhibition at the University of Sussex. Full information may be obtained by writing to: The Microprocessor Secretary, S.E.R.T., Faraday House, 8-10 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H 0HP.
BBC sells to Kuwait

BBC Enterprises has sold 132 educational and management training programmes to the Language Labs of Kuwait University. The programmes will all be shown in the original English versions, and cover a wide range of subjects—from "The Glory That Remains", "Heritage" and "Chronicle" series to "Economics of The Real World", "People Limited", and "Women at Work". Amongst the programmes selected by Kuwait University was "Rich Man, Poor Man".

"This sale means a substantial income for Enterprises", says Enterprises Sales Development Manager Peter Saxton. "Our agent in Kuwait is also interested in many other items in our 1000-programme catalogue. We are making a big push to sell in the Arab world, and have designed promotion material which incorporates Arabic calligraphy.

"We are very aware that each of the Arab countries has its own special requirements. You can't lump the whole Middle East together in marketing terms. Because of this we are currently meeting representatives from all the Middle East who can help us sell BBC programmes in their areas."

R.A.E. courses

OK Farm School, Farnborough, Hants. First class, Thursday, September 30, starting at 7.30p.m.

There will also be a Morse Proficiency Course beginning on Monday, September 27, at the Oak Farm School. Further gen from: J. Brett, Principal, Core School, St. John's Wood, Farnborough.

Harry Leeming, F.S.E.R.T., G3LLL tells us that providing there is enough interest, Blackburn will once again be running the City and Guilds R.A.E. Course.

Further gen from: The Principal, The College of Technology and Design, Fielder Street, Blackburn, Lancs.

Bridgnorth College of Further Education, Stourbridge Road, Bridgnorth, Shropshire.

That's the venue for the Monday evening R.A.E. Courses starting September 20. Further gen from Mr. R. A. Buckley, Deputy Head of Engineering Department, Bridgnorth College (address as above).

John F. Greenwood, G3ZJY, tells us that a R.A.E. Course will be run by him at a venue in Durham. The course starts September 20.

Further gen from John at 17 The Links, Belmont, Durham, DH1 2AG.

A course of study has been arranged at the Walsall College of Technology, St. Paul's Street, Walsall, West Midlands, to prepare for the R.A.E. Exam.

Further gen from: F. A. Fear, G8CVR, T.Eng, (CEI) MITE at the above college address or phone Walsall 25124.

Swinton (Manchester) — Moorside High School, East Lancashire Road. Thursday evenings, commencing September 30. Details from G8BFP, Tel: 061-794 3706.

Windy picture

What has happened to these BBC radio masts? Have any readers any explanation?
WITH the recent expansion of interest in In-Car Entertainment motorists have increasingly expensive radios and tape players in their vehicles and it becomes worthwhile to give them special anti-theft protection. This is especially true for soft top or convertible cars as these cannot be readily secured. It is the work of an instant to split a sports car hood and gain access to the equipment.

The units described in this article will sound an alarm, typically the vehicle’s own horn but any other form of alarm may be used, if the equipment is tampered with. They are designed to be left switched on, having a very low current consumption, and therefore there is no possibility of forgetting to set the alarm when leaving the vehicle.

**components list**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In all circuits,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2 and, where fitted, R3 and R4 are 560Ω 10% ±W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1 and D3 are BY126.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2 is OAG0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS1 is 95mA (see text for other ratings).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Positive Earth, Earth Seeking and Negative Earth, Battery Seeking circuits Tr1, and, where used, Tr2 are AC128.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Negative Earth, Earth Seeking and Positive Earth, Battery Seeking circuits Tr1, and, where used, Tr2 are AC187.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous. Switch, S1, single pole on/off low voltage at 1A. Relay RLA, 12V working, coil resistance 100Ω, two pairs of normally open contacts rated to suit the alarm used, size to suit the case used. An Alarm if vehicle’s horn isn’t used. Case to suit location in car. Wire for interconnections (see text for type). Epoxy resin or wax if encapsulated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note. The author has used three types of relay from Dorm with success, codes 348-385 (open), 348-755 and 348-807 (both with dust covers but require bases).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two basic types are described. One, which is simpler to fit, will give an alarm when an earthed wire, the alarm unit sensing lead, is removed from the radio or tape player. In this article this type is referred to as earth seeking. The second type, referred to as battery seeking, can only be fitted if there is access to the internal wiring of the unit to be protected. A positive earth and a negative earth version of each is shown, as is an alarm unit to monitor more than one item.

**Description and Method of Use**

The alarm unit has five wires. Two are battery and earth, battery is fed via an on/off switch which acts as a reset. Two are from a pair of relay contacts which are normally open but which close if an alarm is detected. The remaining wire is the sensing lead.

With the earth seeking type the sensing lead must be connected to an earthed part of the equipment before the alarm unit is switched on. Whilst this connection is maintained the alarm unit will stay in a monitor condition. However, if the connection is broken and a thief must break it to remove the equipment, the alarm unit locks into the alarm condition. It can only be returned to the monitor condition by the reset switch.

The battery seeking version works in the same way except that the sensing lead is connected to the live side of the on/off switch inside the radio or tape player.

The alarm unit should be mounted in some inaccessible place, well out of reach of anyone tampering with the radio. The current consumption of the device is approximately 2mA in its monitor condition so there is no point in switching it off in normal use. The on/off switch need not, therefore, be readily accessible to the driver. The prototype has been in use for nearly two years without giving a false alarm.

The relay contacts can be used to operate a klaxon or similar warning device. If the vehicle’s own horn and battery are used, consideration should be given to extra protection for the wiring involved. It is too easy for a cool thief to open the bonnet, rip off the horn leads and swear at the horn switch for the benefit of passers-by. If he finds that he cannot stop the horn the average thief will panic.
If the earth seeking type is used the sensing lead should be frail and connected to a earthed part of the radio in an obvious position. This will tempt the thief to disconnect it at as early stage as possible. Once the alarm unit has been triggered, by the removal or cutting of the sensing lead, it can only be switched off by the reset switch or by disconnecting the battery.

The battery seeking version is used in a similar manner. The sensing lead, this time of more normal car wire, is taken inside the radio or tape player and connected to the live side of the on/off switch. It is then a good idea to leave the radio's in-line fuseholder in a prominent position. A thief will obviously prefer a set with undamaged leads and so disconnect the fuse early on. This will set off the alarm, scare off the thief, and leave an undamaged installation. As before, the alarm can only be reset by interrupting the supply.

**Circuit Description**

Fig. 1 shows a positive earth, earth seeking version. The sensing lead is connected to earth and holds the base of Tr1 at earth potential. Tr1 is thus normally cut off. The only current which flows in this quiescent, or monitor state is through R1. When the sensing wire is broken or disconnected the base of Tr1 is supplied, by R1, with enough current to operate the relay. The relay has its own hold path, through RLA1, and therefore the transistor and sensing lead become inoperative. The relay can only be de-energised by interrupting the supply.

Diodes D1, D2 and D3 are protection devices. D1 and D3 completely protect the alarm unit against incorrect connection. There is no combination of connections which will damage it. Equally, of course, there is nothing a thief can do to damage it. D2 protects Tr1 from voltage surges when RLA releases.

Fig. 2 shows a negative earth, earth seeking version. It is effectively the same as Fig. 1 except that the transistor is NPN and the diodes are reversed.

Figs. 3 and 4 show battery seeking versions. Fig. 3 is positive earth and Fig. 4 negative earth. They work in an identical manner to the earth seeking versions apart from the obvious difference that the sensing lead is normally at battery potential.

The four circuit variations for protecting a single item only. Fig. 1, bottom left, is for Positive Earth, Earth Seeking. Fig. 2, upper right, is for Negative Earth, Earth Seeking. Fig. 3, centre right, is for Positive Earth, Battery Seeking. Fig. 4, bottom right, is for Negative Earth, Battery Seeking.
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Protection of Two Units

If the earth seeking type is used it should be obvious that merely looping the sensing lead from radio to tape player will not have the desired effect. It would still be possible for a thief to remove one unit without affecting the alarm, as the remaining unit would maintain the earth on the sensing lead.

The answer, apart from fitting two alarm units, is to build an alarm unit with two sensing leads. Suitable designs are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. As radios or tape players occasionally break down or require servicing, the alarm system must also work when one unit is temporarily removed. This is achieved by the simple expedient of connecting the sensing lead from the missing unit directly to the car chassis. The remaining unit will then be protected as normal.

In the case of the battery seeking version limited protection for two units can be obtained from a single alarm unit if the two audio units are fed from a common supply. However, this relies on the thief being tempted to remove the fuse. If he takes a pair of wire cutters to the wiring instead it would still be possible to remove one unit without setting off the alarm. Figs. 7 and 8 show the two input, battery seeking versions.

Construction

The average constructor will, no doubt, have his own favourite method of building simple circuits such as those given in this article. The author has used two methods successfully for this alarm unit. One involves making up the circuit on a scrap of Veroboard, a suitable layout is given in Fig. 9, and mounting this, together with the relay, in a diecast aluminium box. The wires are then taken to screw terminal blocks mounted on the outside of the box. The method works very well and allows for plenty of fiddling later on.

The second method is more permanent. The dust cover on the relay is firmly sealed and the relay mounted in a container. The author found a section
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Fig. 9. The layout used by the author in constructing his alarm. The pitch of the board is not critical nor is the size. Terminations to the board can be by flying leads soldered directly to the board, (push the ends through the holes first of course) or by inserting pins into the holes and then soldering wires to the pins.

of square plastic drainpipe to be ideal. The associated components are then attached and the whole encapsulated. Any mistake will lead to an expensive, and very solid, length of plastic drainpipe, so considerable care is needed. For the more timorous, (less foolhardy?), wax makes an excellent substitute for epoxy resin as the encapsulating medium as there is the possibility of correcting one’s mistakes. The leads must be anchored in such a way as to prevent the transmission of any strain to the circuitry.

None of the components specified are critical or difficult to obtain. The relay must have contacts suited to the load to be switched. For vehicles fitted with a horn relay this is no problem, for most other vehicles contacts rated at about 10 amps seem to be satisfactory. It is, of course, true that the relay will probably only switch a few times in its life and that even 5 amp contacts will handle a car horn under these conditions. However, any failure of the relay, especially sticking together of the contacts, would be at best embarrassing, at worst expensive. It is certainly worth the extra cost to do the job correctly.

The coil resistance must be high enough not to overload the transistor. In this case it is unlikely that any relay chosen would draw more than the 1 amp necessary to damage the specified devices. Coil resistances above 100 ohms are recommended, but values down to about 25 ohms could be used if the fuse rating is increased.

The only other possible difficulty involves mounting the Veroboard in the diecast box. The author found it impossible to purchase standoffs for this purpose and used long spacers. Threaded rod and locknuts would also do the job.

---

**KINDLY NOTE!**

Transistor Tester Part 2, August 1976

The following corrections to the text will make the setting-up and operation of the equipment easier to understand.

1. Page 302, R.H. colm., para. 3: Delete “across R30” and the whole of the bracket. Insert “to the end of R30 nearest C6 (positive lead) and the end of R5 nearest the edge of the board (negative lead)”.

2. Page 303, R.H. colm., last para. 4th line: Delete “I_{R30}” and insert “3mA”.

3. Page 304, L.H. colm., para. 2: In the sentence starting “Note that...” V_i should be V_o is set...

4. Page 304, section on diodes: After “V_o to 10 volts” add I_H to I_{CBE}.

Please accept our apologies if you have had problems.

---

**PW TECHNICROSS PUZZLE**

Solution to No. 15 presented last month

---
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LISTENING below 28MHz is exciting, because, as the wavelengths get shorter and the frequency increases, the normal paths of radio signals become vulnerable to a variety of natural disturbances which frequently occur within the Earth’s atmosphere. Under normal atmospheric conditions the range of a VHF radio signal decreases as the frequency increases and the technology of the receiver becomes more sophisticated. Because of this limited range it is possible for VHF transmitters to work on similar frequencies, provided that they are, geographically, far enough apart not to interfere with each others accepted receiving systems.

Frequency sharing is essential, because every year there is an increasing demand upon the limited space available within the VHF part of the radio frequency spectrum and the authorities endeavour to get the maximum number of stations operating in the minimum possible frequency space. It is in this field that the RSGB’s negotiators play an important role in representing the interests of the amateur radio operators who use the 2m and 4m bands, as well as their allocations in the UHF and SHF parts of the spectrum.

It is essential, for the future of amateur radio, that these bands are used wisely, because there is only one radio frequency spectrum and the small space already allocated for amateur use must be treated like a precious commodity. It is important to bear in mind that the authorities in all countries could collect a large licence revenue if the present amateur bands were given over to commercial users.

International frequency sharing works well until a natural disturbance, such as an aurora, sporadic-E, or tropospheric opening takes place and multiplies the normal range of a VHF radio signal by ten which consequently causes considerable interference to the other systems operating on the same frequency.

SPORADIC-E

The ‘E’ region of the Earth’s ionosphere forms at sunrise about 60 miles above the Earth’s surface and disperses at sunset, but during the mid-summer months (May to August) this region may suddenly break up into clouds of more densely ionised gas and upset the normal paths of radio signals between 50 and 80MHz, and in extreme cases, it can spread it’s influence to 150MHz. Sporadic-E is a curse to the Band I (41-67MHz) viewers whose mid-summer enjoyment of afternoon sports such as the Test matches and Wimbledon, as well as some early evening programmes, are spoilt when their normal crisp picture is obliterated by patterns as their TV receives signals from a variety of distant transmitters which are sharing the same frequency.

When sporadic-E is present, radio amateurs using the 4m band have frequently heard very strong signals from FM broadcast stations, mainly Polish, operating between 69 and 72MHz. Parts of this band are used in eastern Europe for national broadcasting networks and under normal conditions they are far enough away not to interfere with 4m activity in the UK.

For many years the author has made a number of daily checks on the vision frequency of the R1 television service (Russian 49-75MHz) and has found that this signal is the first to “appear” (in southern England) at the beginning of a sporadic-E.
disturbance and the last to fade away at the end. Some of these disturbances last for several hours and it is interesting to hear the changes in signal strength of many DX stations as their particular frequency falls under the influence of the prevailing sporadic-E. It is not unusual to find that the disturbance is limited to between 30 and 50MHz, or the higher range, say 50 to 80MHz, but whatever happens, it all seems to hinge around 50MHz because the sync. pulses from the R1 system are present throughout the event.

TROPOSPHERIC OPENINGS

Normally a radio signal transmitted between 100 and 200MHz has a range of approximately 100 miles, but during a tropospheric opening these signals can travel more than 1,000 miles. Because of this, the general public suffers from distant-station interference to their television pictures when they watch one of the ITV stations in Band III (176-215MHz) during a disturbance.

A tropospheric opening usually follows a spell of fine weather accompanied by a ridge of high atmospheric pressure. The majority of radio amateurs who use the 2m band (144-146MHz) take advantage of the “good” conditions to work some DX. The following rule of thumb can be applied. If the Band III pictures are patterning, then switch on the 2m gear. On the other hand, if the interference is affecting Bands IV and V, then take a look on the 70cm band. However, if both systems are disturbed then be prepared for a long session at the receiver, because the DX should be rolling in.

BAND II

The FM broadcast band (88-108MHz) is on the borderline; it can be affected by extreme cases of sporadic-E and a minor tropospheric opening. Band II is used by most European countries for national and local broadcasting so when a disturbance takes place it is not uncommon to hear continental signals overpowering the BBC stations between 88 and 96MHz. Although it is not unusual to hear about 20 continental broadcast stations in Band II during an opening, the author has heard up to forty during a big event, with only a horizontal dipole feeding the receiver.

AUORAL PROPAGATION

Briefly, an aurora is a region of ionised gas caused by a stream of solar particles entering the Earth’s polar atmosphere. This temporary ionisation has a strange effect on terrestrial radio signals. For example, the letter ‘Q’ sent in Morse code under normal circumstances would sound like this “dah, dah, dit, dah” but when this signal is received, via auroral reflection it would sound like “ror, ror, ri ror”. In the first instance the signal has a clean T9 note and was received directly from the transmitter over a limited range but when the same signal bounces off an aurora it can travel for more than 1,000 miles and its note is so poor that the DXer logs it as Tone-A. An aurora is a beautiful sight but obviously it is only visible when it manifests itself during the hours of darkness, and then the skies must be clear, but now, with the aid of VHF radio, we can identify an unseen auroral event.

SOLAR ACTIVITY

The Sun is said to have “active” regions when dark patches, known as sunspots, can be seen on its apparent yellow disc. In the mid-1930s Denis Heightman (G6DH) and the late Nell Corry (G2YL) heard a strange “hissing” noise on the 10m band which they rightly concluded was coming from the Sun. In July 1938, Miss Barbara Dunn (G6YL) was the first to identify this noise in the 5m band.

We now know that when sunspots are present the sun may eject a stream of nuclear waste accompanied by a strong burst of metre-wave radio noise. The radio waves from this event take around eight minutes to reach the Earth, but the particles which left the sun at the same time may take between 20 and 40 hours to arrive in the vicinity of the Earth. Should these particles collide with the Earth’s atmosphere then an ionospheric disturbance (which would upset the HF bands) or an auroral event can be expected.
The author has observed the sun at 95 and 136MHz for several years and has found two definite types of activity when sunspots are present; first, there is the individual burst of radio noise which may last for several minutes, Fig. 1, and secondly, there is the continuous noise storm which may rage on the Sun for many days, Fig. 2. It is during the lifetime of one of these solar storms that an ionospheric disturbance or an aurora is most likely to occur. In fact, when one of these storms enters its second day the author telephones the information to Charles Newton (G2FKZ) the RSGB’s auroral co-ordinator.

**EQUIPMENT**

The following list of equipment is recommended for the enjoyment of VHF listening and the study of metre-wave disturbances:

1. A general-coverage communications receiver; AR88, Eddystone 680X, Hallicrafters SX122, Hammarlund HQ180, etc.
2. A VHF communications receiver; Eddystone 770R or ex-Govt. R216, both can be used to resolve FM signals.
3. A 2m-band converter, crystal controlled local oscillator.
4. An 8-element Yagi aerial to feed the 2m converter.
5. A barometer to monitor the atmospheric pressure.
6. A long-wire aerial suitable for the 10m band.
7. A vertical dipole cut to 50MHz for sporadic-E work.
8. A horizontal dipole cut to 100MHz for tropospheric work.
To: READERS PCB SERVICES LTD, PO BOX 11, WORKSOP, NOTTS

Please supply PCB/s as indicated by tick/s in box/es

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar 75</td>
<td>Electronic Organ (set of two)</td>
<td>AM0315</td>
<td>7.56+25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AM0318</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DN0795</td>
<td>2.40+15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DN0796</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 75</td>
<td>Random Number Selector</td>
<td>DN0793A</td>
<td>0.98+12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DN0798</td>
<td>1.15+12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DN2/JM</td>
<td>0.98+12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 75</td>
<td>Sound-To-Light Display</td>
<td>DN0799</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 75</td>
<td>12V PA System</td>
<td>DN1/JM</td>
<td>3.00+18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 75</td>
<td>Disco System, Amplifier (2 required)</td>
<td>AM0421</td>
<td>3.40+18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 75</td>
<td>Disco System, Light Modulator</td>
<td>DN1/JM</td>
<td>3.50+18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 76</td>
<td>Music Box</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 76</td>
<td>Emergency Light Unit</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 76</td>
<td>CMOS Crystal Calibrator</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 76</td>
<td>DF Receiver (set of two)</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 76</td>
<td>Wobbulator</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 76</td>
<td>Auto. Slide Synchroniser</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 76</td>
<td>Dig. Freq. Meter (set of 4)</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 76</td>
<td>Transistor Tester</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 76</td>
<td>Disco Preampifier</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 76</td>
<td>Cassette Player Power Supply</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 76</td>
<td>Jingle Machine</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 76</td>
<td>Capacitance Meter</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 76</td>
<td>Octavia AF Source</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 76</td>
<td>Jingle Machine, Mains Unit</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 76</td>
<td>Digital Car Clock (set)</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 76</td>
<td>Interwipe</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 76</td>
<td>Video-Writer (set)</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 76</td>
<td>Hazard Flasher</td>
<td>DN0797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post and packing is for one board or set of boards. Prices include VAT.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remittances with overseas orders must be sufficient to cover despatch by sea or air mail as required.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I enclose Postal Order/Cheque</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No..................................</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for £...........................</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>made payable to READERS PCB SERVICES LTD.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NAME

ADDRESS

Post Code

Any correspondence concerning this service must be addressed to READERS PCB SERVICES and not to the Editorial offices.
**TRANSISTOR TESTER**

In-situ transistor tester. It’s much more convenient for an engineer to be able to check whether a transistor is OK or not without having to unsolder it and check it on a conventional tester. Our project next month is an in-situ go/no-go transistor tester which can be built easily and inexpensively. Two LEDs are used for indicating the state of the device under test.

The unit is particularly easy to use and can save a great deal of time and trouble.

**ASSESSING OLDER SETS**

The problem of whether or not to spend money on repairing an old set can be difficult. Vivian Capel outlines what to look for in assessing the overall condition of older receivers.

**REPLACING LINE OUTPUT TRANSISTORS SAFELY**

One of the major hazards of servicing modern solid-state TV receivers is the vulnerability of line output transistors under certain fault conditions. Care and knowledge are required if the replacement is not to suffer instant destruction. E. Trundle explains the problems and the precautions required.

**SURFACE WAVE FILTERS**

These devices, when used in the i.f. strip of a television receiver, obviate the need for the numerous coils which carry out the bandpass shaping.

**ALSO**

Servicing the Philips K70 colour chassis, equipment reviews and all the regular features.

Britain’s only magazine devoted to the technical aspects of domestic television – with constructional and servicing features, coverage of the video scene and developments.
UNIT 1 PRE-AMP/CONTROL
SUPERB VALUE AT
£7.80
WITH ACTIVE TONE CONTROL CIRCUITRY

UNIT 1, latest addition in the Stirling Sound range of realistically priced constructional modules is going to assure many many more constructors of obtaining quality where price has prevented it before. UNIT 1 offers full stereo facilities, is guaranteed and easy to connect up.

MADE IN OUR OWN FACTORY IN ESSEX

Build and save with Stirling Sound
BASIC MODULES FOR BUILDING UP TO A STEREO TUNER-AMP

POWER AMPS
SS.103 Simple I.C. module. 3 W output £1.75
SS.103-3 Stereo version of above £3.25
SS.105 5 watt amplifier to run from 12V. (34" x 2" x 1") £2.25
SS.110 Mk. 3 Similar to SS.105 but more powerful giving 10W into 4 ohms, using 24 volts £2.75
SS.120 Mk. 3 20 watt module when used with 34 volts into 4 ohms £3.00

CONTROL
SS.100 Active tone control, stereo ± 15dB cut and boost with suitable network £1.60
SS.101 Pre-amp for ceramic p.u., radio & tape with passive tone control details £1.60
SS.102 Stereo pre-amp with R.I.A.A. equalisation, mag. p.u., tape and radio in. £2.25

F.M. TUNING
SS.201 X Geared variable tuning 88-108 MHz. A.F.C facility £5.00
SS.202 I.F. amplifier and/or A.F.C. can be connected (size 3" x 2") £2.85
SS.203 Stereo decoder For use with Stirling Sound modules, or with any other good mono F.M. tuning section. A.L.E.D. beacon can be added to indicate when a stereo signal is tuned in (3" x 2"). £3.05

POWER STABILISER
SS.300 Add this to your unstabilised supply to obtain a steady working voltage from 12 to 50V for your audio system, workbench etc. Money saving and very reliable £3.25

MORE POWER—LESS SPACE GREATER VALUE
SS.140 MK 3 POWER AMP. Built for hard work
40 WATTS R.M.S.
INTO 4Ω
£3.95
+ 8% V.A.T.

Stirling Sound
POWER PACKS

Now 7 models to choose from
Not only do these excellent power packs stand up unflinchingly to hard work, inclusion of a take off point at around 13-15V adds to their usefulness and once again price value is outstanding.

Made to serve for years
Add 50p for p/p any model.
SS.312 12V/1A £3.75
SS.318 18V/1A £4.15
SS.324 24V/1A £4.60
SS.334 34V/2A £5.20
SS.345 45V/2A £6.25
SS.355 50V/2A £6.75
SS.310/50 STABILISED VARIABLE OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY UNIT gives stabilised output at any voltage between 18 and 50V. With special heatink, tested and guaranteed £11.05.

TERMS OF BUSINESS:
VAT at 12.5% must be added to total value of order except for items marked 'NEW SHOWROOM' for which we enclose £.

We have extended and added exciting new stocks at our West Road warehouses. All welcome.

Order your Stirling Sound products from
BI-PRE-PAK LTD
Co Reg No 820519
222 224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS0 9DF.
TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 46344
CHQUES/MONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO BI-PRE-PAK LTD
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In our September article we limited the design to a battery powered unit. Now, to avoid the expense and bother of changing the batteries in the unit at frequent intervals when the machine is in constant use and, perhaps even more serious, to avoid finding the batteries flat when the unit is called into use after a long period of non-use, a mains power supply has been designed to fit into the case.

**Circuit description**

The unit employs full wave rectification of the LT output from the transformer and this rectified output is smoothed by capacitor C3. R9, C4, D6 and Tr6 provide a degree of stabilisation which prevents the relays chattering or the LEDs dimming.

 Provision is made for earthing the OV line but this should only be used if the connections to the recorder are such that another earth is not present, thereby avoiding a hum loop. The schematic is given as Fig. 7.

---

**Components list**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>560 5%, 1W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>1000µF, 25V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>10µF, 12V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4 and D5</td>
<td>1N4001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>10V zener, type BZY88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr6</td>
<td>BFY51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Mains transformer, 240V to 9-0-9V, 100mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Double pole on/off, mains rated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>Readers PCB Service.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** These components were given in the main article and reference numbers have not been changed.
Photograph of the inside of the authors completed unit showing the mains board installed at the rear of the cabinet.

**Construction**

Except for the mains switch, all components are mounted on a single PCB similar in size to the electronics board described last month. Fig. 8 shows the wiring pattern for this board whilst Fig. 9 is the component side of the board. The position for the earth link is shown quite clearly.

---

*Fig. 7. The schematic diagram of the mains unit.*

*Fig. 8. The wiring pattern for the component side of the board.*

*Fig. 9. The component side of the etched board giving the location and orientation of the components used. The wiring pattern is shown as if the board were transparent. This assists the correct insertion and circuit checking.*
Here's the remarkable new VIDEOMASTER®

Superscore Home TV Game

Get it together for only £24.95

Available to you in kit form at the same moment as its national launch, the brilliant new Videomaster Superscore contains the latest product of MOS technology: a TV game chip.

The logic contained in it had previously to be generated by 100 TTL devices. Now it is condensed into one 28-pin chip.

This all-new Videomaster plugs into your 625-line UHF TV set (for overseas customers having VHF sets we can supply the necessary VHF modulator) to give you four exciting games (including tennis and football) and two future game options. It features on-screen digital scoring, realistic hit sounds, two bat sizes, two ball speeds, automatic serving and much more. It runs on six 1½ volt SP11 type batteries (not supplied).

The Videomaster Superscore kit costs only £24.95 including VAT (recommended retail price of the ready built model is over £40.00) and comes complete with ready-tuned UHF or VHF modulator, circuit board with printed legend, all resistors, transistors and diodes, built-in loudspeaker, socket for mains adaptor, and, of course, the TV game chip itself.

Easy to put together the Superscore has full assembly instructions, circuit diagram and circuit description. Don’t miss this chance to own the newest electronic game at such low cost.

POST TODAY TO:

Videomaster Ltd
14/20 Headfort Place, London SW1X 7HN

Please send me (insert No. requ’d)..............Videomaster Superscore Kits at £24.95 (inc. VAT & P&P in UK) or £23.10 + £4.00 for P&P overseas)

I enclose my cheque/money order* for £.................. VHF modulator required YES/NO* PW61

NAME

ADDRESS

ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

* delete as necessary
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LOW SHIELD. Complete with stand.

ME18-"S"

-8%+
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MULTI-METER MI12 $20.00 o.p.t.

If you need a multi meter for your work/ hobby and you're not prepared to settle for a small scale and poor range then read the specifications for the MM10, and send for one!

AC volts: 0 to 1.5, 0 to 15, 0 to 150, 0 to 1500, 0 to 15000. DC volts: 0 to 0.15, 0 to 15, 0 to 150, 0 to 1500, 0 to 15000. Resistance: 0 to 100 ohms, 0 to 1000 ohms, 0 to 10000 ohms. Torque: ±50 deg. in 10 ranges.

Price $14.68 + 8% VAT.

BARGAIN PROJECT BOX:

A plastic box with moulded etching rails for PC or chassis panels with metal panel fitted with four screws (all scale are available).

OUR PRICE: $8.99 + 8%+ VAT.

CARBSLESS SOLDERING IRON W/SH - $27-

- Completely Portable
- Heats in 3 seconds
- Bolders up to 150 joints or more per charge
- Recharges automatically in the stand
- No AC leakage or induced current to damage chassis components
- Heats to 700 deg.
- For tip for general and precise point soldering purposes
- Only 7" long and weighs just 6 oz.

OUR PRICE: $8.99 + 8% (spare airs are available).

FERRIC CHLORIDE

100% stable hydrogen tetroxide in double sealed one pound poly packs. Our Price is $1.25 + VAT @ 8% per lb.

LOW BASS MULTIPLE AC ADAPTOR

This compact adaptor enables a large range of battery powered radios, and calculators to be more economically operated on the mains (220/240V C.A.) Instantly switchable for 6, 7.5 or 9 Volts, current rating is 2.5amps. A polarity corrector is included inside the transformer and into the lead card. Complete with stand and power lead. Packed in presentation box.

Price: $18.50 + VAT.

BASS FAN TRANSFORMER

240 volt primary transformer bass fan approx. size: 6 x 40mm x 50mm fixing centres 75mm

Our Price $1.20 + 8%+

P.C. ETCHING KIT

This kit contains all that the constructor will need to etch the circuits of his own choice. Just connect three 250V up to 1000V to the output terminals of the unit, and you produce a fascinating sound-light as the etching begins (All guaranteed).

$18.50 + 8%+ VAT.

LI-ION BATTERY PACK

A Li-Ion Battery Pack for a variety of applications. 12V 5Ah.

Price: $225.00 + VAT.

GOODGUY CROSSOVER

Bargain Price Crossover manufactured by Goodguy for "Electrograph". Loudspeaker systems. 2 way, 4 channel, $1 each + 13% VAT.

GOODMAN LOW PRICE CASSETTES + 8%

Good quality tape in wide sleeve screw type cassette. Available in Single or Double pack cases. C00-39y $0.40 C00-79y + 16% Discount on ten or more cassettes of one type.

LOUDSPEAKERS - + 13%

2" 8 ohm 60w
2" 40 ohm 60w
5" 8 ohm ceramic $1.55

A19 STEREO PRE-AMPLIFIER

Using standard phonograph connections. Input impedance 50k ohms. Maximum input: 1.25v, Maximum output: 2.5v (at 8% distortion). Dimensions: 100 x 132 x 40mm. Power supply: 350V AC. Dimensions: 100 x 63 x 40mm. Our Price: $80.50 + 13% VAT.

U.K. CARAVAN 30p UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

VAT-All prices are excluding VAT. Please add to each item the VAT rate indicated.
THOUGH this converter is primarily intended for 14, 21 and 28MHz Amateur bands, it also covers additional frequencies in the 12-30MHz region. The output of the converter is approximately the 2.5-5.5MHz region, the converter and receiver operating as a "tunable IF" arrangement. The converter thus allows HF band reception with a receiver otherwise unable to cover these frequencies. Numerous surplus and older receivers are able to give a good performance in the 2.5-5.5MHz range, so can give good HF band results with a converter. The converter also assures very good sensitivity, and an enormous improvement in second-channel rejection of interfering signals, compared to the performance of a receiver with one RF stage, and an IF of 470kHz. An incidental advantage is the "spread out" tuning which is obtained. A general-coverage receiver may tune the whole range from 28-30MHz...
over a very small section of the scale, but with the converter in use this coverage would be from 3·5-5·5MHz on the receiver, which is likely to be a large part of the receiver tuning scale.

**Crystal Frequencies**

With a fixed frequency crystal controlled oscillator, and tunable IF (the receiver), signal frequencies lie either above or below the oscillator frequency, and differ from the oscillator frequency by the frequency to which the receiver is tuned.

As an example, assume the oscillator frequency is 24·5MHz. If the receiver is tuned to 5·5MHz, signals at 24·5 plus 5·5 = 30MHz will be received. When the receiver is tuned from 2·5MHz to 5·5MHz, reception is over the range 27-30MHz. At the same time, wanted signals could lie at the other side of the oscillator frequency. For these, 24·5MHz minus Receiver Frequency = reception frequency. Thus the same receiver tuning range allows 19-22MHz to be covered. The required frequencies in the 27-30MHz or 19-22MHz ranges are selected by aerial and RF circuits tuned to the wanted frequency. In this way, a 24·5MHz crystal can provide both 21 and 28MHz Amatuer bands.

The converter uses two crystals, 24·5MHz and 17·5MHz. The latter thus gives reception over the 12-15MHz range and the 20-23MHz range.

**RF and Mixer**

Tr1, Fig. 1, is the RF stage, with aerial coupling winding L1, and winding L2 tuned to VC1. VR1 allows gain to be reduced. Drain primary L3 couples to L4, tuned by VC2. L2 and L4, with the 2-gang capacitor VC1/2, cover approximately 12-30MHz. TC1 and TC2 are for trimming these circuits, and no band-switching is required. The mixer Tr2 provides output for the receiver via C7.

S1/S2 is a DPDT switch, and in the "on" position, the aerial is connected to L1, and the battery negative circuit is completed. With the switch "off" the aerial is directly to the output socket, so that the receiver can be used on its LF bands without having to change connections by hand. If the converter is for permanent use with a receiver not employed for other frequencies, S1 can be omitted.

**Oscillator**

Oscillator frequency is controlled by the DPDT switch S3/S4. With S3 at B, the 24·5MHz crystal is in use, L5 being core-tuned to resonance and having C10 in parallel. With the switch in the A position, the lower-frequency crystal is in use, and TC3 is across L5 and C10, and is adjusted so that the oscillator is working at this frequency. Injection to the mixer gate is via C9.

When the oscillator is first tested, place a meter in series with R14. Tr3 should draw about 2·3mA.
which rises to about 4-12mA when oscillating. First adjust L5 core for the higher frequency crystal, then switch to the lower frequency and adjust TC3. These adjustments are not critical, but if Tr3 is not oscillating, the converter cannot function. Check that oscillation commences when switching on, as this usually requires L5 and TC3 to be set slightly off the peak settings giving strongest oscillation.

**Inductors**

All inductors are wound on 7mm diameter formers about 25mm long, with adjustable cores. Some change to diameter or wire gauge is unlikely to be

---

*Photograph showing the underside of the unit, which houses the RF board and tagstrip.*

---
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important, provided the coils can be tuned correctly. Point 3 of L2 is near the tagged or board end of the former. Wind 15½ turns to point 4. Immediately adjacent, wind 5½ turns in the same direction, beginning at Point 2 and ending at point 1, for L1. L4 starts at point 4 near the board, and has 15½ turns to point 3. L3 has 6½ turns, in the same direction as L4, starting at point 2 and ending at point 1. All windings (including L3) except L5 are of 24SWG enamelled wire with turns side by side. L3 is thinner insulated wire such as 32SWG silk covered, over-wound near the earth end of L4.

L5 is 17 turns with the windings secured by a touch of adhesive at the ends. If the formers have tags, shape the ends to solder to these. If there are no tags, leave the wire ends long enough to run down to the required connecting points.

RF Board
Components for RF are located on plain perforated board, 0.15in matrix, and 50×32mm, Fig. 2. Each point MC is a 6BA 12mm bolt with tag. Later, extra nuts allow the board to be locked to the chassis with about 6.9mm clearance.

Drill a hole in the chassis so that a lead can pass straight through from pin 3 of L2, to VC1. Leave flying leads for S1, VR1, and from R4. The lead from R4 passes up through the chassis near L3.

OSC/Mixer Board
The osc/mixer board is prepared in a similar way, and is 87×50mm, 0.15 matrix, Fig. 3. The crystals are small plug-in types with 12mm spacing, but suitable crystals are made with different pin arrangements. It is necessary to use fundamental crystals, not overtone type crystals which are of lower frequency.

Wiring is carried out as for the RF board. Leave a pin or projecting lead from 1 of L3, so that the wire from R4 can be soldered on. A short wire, shaped to reach VC2, is soldered to the latter when the board is fixed. Drill holes in the chassis under the crystal tags and Tr3 base, so that leads can run down to S3 Fig. 4. Two further holes near TC3 are for the leads to S4. When the board is fitted, cut these leads to suitable length and solder them to S3 and S4 (see Fig. 1). If the reduced frequency coverage mentioned is sufficient, omit one holder, S3/S4, and TC3.

As Tr1 and Tr2 are gate-protected devices, no special care is needed in fitting them, except for that generally exercised to avoid overheating while soldering connections.

The trimmers TC1 and TC2 are soldered directly to VC1 and VC2, as in Fig. 5. These trimmers must have a low minimum capacitance, so that 50MHz can be reached, and 60pF trimmers are unsuitable.

For 'straight through' working a lead runs from S1 to the output socket, and this should be clear of the RF and mixer boards, emerging near the panel and C7.

Metal Case
A metal case is essential to prevent pick-up at the frequencies to which the receiver is tuned, and is made from universal chassis members. A 175×100mm flanged member forms the converter chassis, and 6mm must be cut from the back of this, if the case flanges are to fit outside the panel.

Drill the panel and chassis so that items can fit continued on page 518
ORTH, south, east and west, they come from everywhere to Radcomex, the first in a new series of Radio Communications Exhibitions, sponsored by the R.S.G.B., which took place at Alexandra Palace, London on July 30, 31 and August 1.

Day one saw a happy band of eager bargain hunters hoping for the choice pickings (and getting them) and many exhibitors were pleasantly surprised by the high level of activity. "We expected a quiet first day," said one.

Nearly 5,000 potential buyers invaded the Great Hall at Alexandra Palace and left clutching their bargains. It was an event of immense interest to anyone connected with Amateur radio, but it was also a bonanza for all radio and electronics constructors who found a wealth of items on offer including massive component varieties, black boxes, receivers, converters and counters.

Bargains were rife throughout the exhibition. Crystals were on sale at 40p and for the same price one could buy a crystal oven. Four-gang 300pF variable capacitors were offered at only 70p (just check the prices of that component in catalogues today), and for v.h.f. tyros, transistors giving 5W at 175MHz could be had for only 70p. Bill Sears, a visitor from Brighton confided gleefully, "Everything I've bought is a bargain".

AROUND THE STANDS

Perhaps the busiest stand at the exhibition was that of radio component suppliers J. Birkett of Lincoln. The stand offered a truly fantastic array of components both active and passive. All items had been laid out with the greatest of care, each class of component being in a separate compartment and very clearly labelled. All the effort certainly paid off and one always had to push (just a little) to get at the Birkett goodies. With quartz crystals offered at only 40p and hundreds of other components at giveaway prices, the pushing/queuing proved well worth while.

The feminine touch was provided by Cobham Engraving Company. Under the banner of "ZNI" callsigns, the company engravels some very attractive plaques, name plates and lapel badges. Mike Hawkins (G3ZNI himself) explained, "It's really my wife's company, I just help out".

Frank Chabile, a director of distributor Doram explained that his company (a stablemate of Radiospares/Electrocomponents) had made certain changes in direction. It has progressed from being a pure component distributor to supplying an expanding range of kits.

Of the exhibition itself Chabile had very definite ideas. "I like the response, the number of people, and I like the space—no overcrowding; I really hope the RSGB make a go of it."

Life had its ups and downs at Radcomex, especially for Clarbrook. This company showed a range of aerial masts which are raised and lowered by compressed air. Either a car tyre pump (foot operated) can be used or, for the more leisurely brethren, the Clarbrook special masts operated "Mast pumper-upper" can be employed. Doubtless it is rated at quite a few p's.

Readers near Wallington in Surrey will be pleased to hear that the Amateur Radio Bulk Buying Group has just opened a new showroom in Wallington. The company is already strong in components but in its new showrooms it will be stocking and exhibiting a full range of Amateur transmitting and receiving equipment also.

Steve Dean of Axial Products fame is an old exhibition addict. He claims that most three-day exhibitions follow a pattern; first day hectic (eager types looking to bag the best bargains); second day quiet; third day hectic (people who wished they'd gone on the first day).

The BBC engineers put on a convincing show of CEEFAX. The big question they are asking now is—what will happen when the experimental transmission stops officially in September.

Graham Berrell of the BBC engineering information department thought that if the CEEFAX service started, then the initial cost would be another £100-£200 on the price of a colour television receiver. However, he thinks that if the idea really caught on and production levels rose, then the cost could drop through mass production to as low as £30.

The R.S.G.B. page, transmitted and decoded by the B.C.C., Ceefax service. Photo taken "Off-Air".
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The exhibition boasted several Amateur radio stations on the air, including four operated by the R.S.G.B. and one on the Practical Wireless/Television stand (GB3PW).

Among the many exhibits which ranked high in terms of interest was the Easybuild Video-Writer shown on the Practical Wireless stand. It exerted a strange attraction on all who passed and many, too shy to demonstrate their literary talents, settled for seeing their own name in print on the monitor screen after trying their hand at “writing” using the keyboard.

Also of interest on the Practical Wireless stand was an array of recent past projects and a sneak preview of some which are scheduled to appear in future issues of the journal.

The “Television” side of the stand featured their Teletext decoder kit. It is claimed to be the world’s first kit for home constructors for decoding and displaying the ORACLE and CEEFAX television information display systems. The kit will be complete with PCBs, etc. The unit will be an r.f. to r.f. type decoder thus no mods will be necessary to the “insides” of TV sets.

Tucked up in a corner but bubbling with friendly enthusiasm was the Radio Amateur Invalid Bedfast Club. Anyone who is disabled is very welcome to join but helpers may also become members. The club has its own nets: 3750kHz SSB on Tuesdays (1000hr) and Wednesdays (1400hr). There is also a continued on page 526
You may not own a Rolls or Lamborghini, but our November issue is the next best 'thing. We'll show you how to equip your lowly buggy with electronic gadgets that'll make your car safer, cheaper to run, less prone to breakdowns and easier to work on. Be the envy of your friends.

'Clitest' Probe

Low Level Battery Indicator

Burglar Alarm

Electronic Thermostat

PLUS MANY OTHER FEATURES
ON SALE IN OCTOBER

VIDEO WRITER Part 4

HAVE YOU STARTED TO CONSTRUCT THIS PROJECT YET?
Parts 1-3 have covered the Power Supply and Sync Generator Board. Part 4 covers the Address Counters and Registers.
During the last few years many articles have appeared on various types of digital timekeeping devices. There is one type of digital clock, which we present here, which has not yet been described. That is a good attractive and relatively low-cost car clock. The features that distinguish this clock from mains powered clocks are as follows:

(a) The car clock has to generate its own 50 Hz timing signal.

(b) Most of the time it operates off the car battery—that is off 12V, but if this drops too low, when starting or in cold weather, or if disconnected, it runs off its own internal backup battery.

(c) The design includes a two-position intensity control switch. The display can be bright during the day and dim at night so as not to distract the driver.

Circuit description

The complete circuit diagram of the clock is shown in Fig. 1. One quarter of IC3, gate A, is used as a 3.2768 MHz crystal oscillator. R3 biases the gate in its linear region, and X1 and its associated capacitors create positive feedback at the crystals parallel resonant frequency, making the circuit oscillate. R4 reduces the drive to the crystal and reduces the amount the frequency shifts when the supply voltage is varied. In practice the frequency changes by about 2 ppm when the voltage is reduced from 12V to 5V. Constructors may be interested to know that the accuracy of their clock should be a bit better than that of most currently available digital watches. This is because the current drawn by the IC’s of a digital watch is approximately proportional to its crystal frequency. The manufacturers have made this as low as possible, in practice 32768 kHz (24 Hz). They usually use a rod-shaped piece of quartz supported at each end called an XY-bar. The timebase in this clock uses a 3.2768 MHz “AT CUT” crystal, (2⁴ x 100Hz) which is a thin disc of quartz supported at two points on its circumference with electrical contact pads on each face, Fig. 2.

The XY bar crystal has a parabolic temperature coefficient, so there is no reasonably wide range of temperature over which its resonant frequency is constant. The AT-CUT crystal has an “S” shaped temperature coefficient, and its frequency may be virtually stable over a range of 10°C to 50°C, giving a higher accuracy than its watch counterpart. When carefully adjusted the clock should be accurate to within a few seconds per month.

Returning to the circuit in Fig. 1, the oscillator output is divided by 2⁴ by IC2, a 4020, 14-stage binary counter, to 200 Hz, and then to 50 Hz by IC4, a 4013 dual “D” flip-flop used as a divide-by-four counter. The 50 Hz signal is then buffered by gate B of IC2 and taken to the 50 Hz input pin of IC1. The crystal frequency is adjusted to exactly 3.2768 MHz by varying IC1. If IC1’s maximum capacitance is not high enough, an extra capacitor, C6, may be soldered in parallel with it.

The clock circuit—digit driving

When LED1 is to be lit up, Pin 7 of IC1 goes positive, firing thyristor TH1. At the same time the combination of IC1 segment output pins required to form the right character also go positive. As the
**M. FISCHER**

**CLOCK**

---

**Specification**

**Display:**
- 4 digits: hours and minutes
- 12.5mm character height
- Red
- Peak segment current 130mA
- Average segment current 19.5mA

**Case:**
- Colour: white with red display window
- Size: 40mm x 154mm x 85mm

**Approximate power consumption:**
- Displays off: 14mA
- Displays on dim: 25mA
- Displays on bright: 340mA
- On battery backup: 9mA

---
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*Fig. 1: Main circuit diagram of the digital car clock. Certain components may be altered or left out completely, but constructors should refer to the text for details. Supply to IC(4011) is to pin 14, while OV is to pin 7*

---

*Only included for 24hr model
† See text*
emitters of the segment driving transistors $T_{r1}$ to $T_{r7}$ cannot now go more than about 2V positive of 0V because of conduction by LED1 diodes and $T_{h1}$ a current of about 3mA flows in the bases of the selected transistors and these turn hard "on". This causes about 130mA to flow through each of the required LED1 segments. The magnitude of this current is set by resistors R12 to R18. The peak digit current can be as much as 910mA, hence the use of thyristors $T_{h1}$ to $T_{h4}$.

When LED1 has been on for about 200µS the driving signals from $I_{c1}$ go low, the segment driving transistors turn off, and thyristor $T_{h1}$ turns off because there is no longer any current flowing through it. For an interval of about 60µS, called the inter-digit blanking time, no digits are selected, the sequence is then repeated for each of the digits in turn. Thus, although the eye sees a continuous display of four digits, what is actually happening is that the displays are flashing on one at a time, in sequence. This is called a "multiplexed" display. After the 10's of hours digit has flashed, there is a pause during which a positive pulse appears on the strobe line of $I_{c1}$, pin 6. The IC then "examines" pins 1, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16.

If D7 has been included, pin 13 will be pulled positive, and $I_{c1}$ will know that it is to operate in the 24hr mode. Also if S2 or S3 is being pushed, pin 16 or pin 1 will go positive and the IC will know that it must either advance the minutes or the hours digits.

**Power supply**

(all voltages given are with respect to 0V)

If the car battery voltage is 12V, point (1) will be at 12V. Point (2) will be about 11·1V due to the drop across $R_{2}$ and D5. If B1's voltage is 9V, D2 will be reverse biased, and no current will be taken from B1. If the car battery voltage drops below 9·3V, due to starting or disconnection, point (2) will drop below 8·4V, D2 will be forward biased and the clock IC and crystal timebase will draw power from B1.

R2 and D4 protect the circuitry from high voltage spikes on the car power supply, while the power for the displays is taken from the ignition switch.

When the ignition is off, point (3) is at 0V, the display drivers do not function, and the displays are off. In fact the displays will be on, but very very dim because the 3mA output from $I_{c1}$ segment driving pins will flow through the displays giving them one fourtieth of their "on" brightness. When the ignition is turned on, point (3) will go to +12V, and if S1 is closed, point (5) will go to +10·6V, and the displays will light up properly. If S1 is opened the total display current is limited by $R_{1}$, and the intensity drops to a level suitable for night driving. R1's value can be adjusted to individual taste. Constructors who intend to use the clock in an application where battery back-up will be used frequently, should place a 1·5V battery in series with B1 to increase the back-up endurance.

**Using soldercon pins**

Cut off two 8-pin and eight 5-pin strips of soldercon pins, insert the two 8-pin lengths into the $I_{c1}$ position on the clockboard with their carriers outwards and solder only one pin near the middle of each row. Inspect the pins and ensure that they are both vertical and flush with the PCB—if in doubt, reposition them with a fingertip while re-melting the solder. If the pins are not flush with the PCB they will have reduced resistance to tilting. Solder the remaining pins. Break off the carrier strips by twisting them right over backwards and up again several times, using long-nose pliers. In general, don't do this breaking off until all the soldering near the pins is finished as individual pins will topple over if the solder holding them melts. If you do want to solder near pins without carriers, first insert an IC to hold the pins in position.

Similarly use the eight 5-pin strips to make the sockets for the displays. Insert the displays into their sockets, the FND 500's have grooves at the top, TIL 322s have writing on the bottom. If you are using TIL 322s first shorten the leads to 4mm. The display board is the right way up when its markings are the right way up. Now using a pair of wire cutters, cut the 8 mounting pillars off the inside of the top and bottom halves of the case by "nibbling" around them until they come away. Mount and solder four tinned copper wire links on the display board as shown in Fig. 3.

**Mounting the display**

Prepare two pieces of stiff tinned copper (22SWG) wire as shown in Fig. 4 and insert them through the holes in the clock board marked "M", Fig. 5. Now solder them as shown in Fig. 4 and solder to the display board as shown in Fig. 6, with a 2mm

---

**Fig. 2:** To the left is shown an XY bar crystal as used in most digital watches. To the right is the type of crystal used in this project—an AT-CUT crystal.

**Fig. 3:** Display PCB showing the foil side to the left and the component overlay to the right. Notice the four wire links required to bridge the tracks.

**Fig. 4:** Clock board showing the leads for the new circuitry. Note the extra holes in the top and bottom halves of the case.

---
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gap between the clock board and the display board. Solder the struts to the display board, bend the ends over on the front and trim them off.

Place the partially assembled module in the bottom of the case with the aluminium rear panel and perspex front panel in position. The back edge of the clock board should be pressed up against the aluminium panel, resting on the plastic lip. If the displays protrude too far forward, put a kink in the struts to pull the display board closer to the clock board. Adjust the module so that the displays are central, and mark the positions of the two mounting holes at the rear of the clock board in the bottom of the case. Drill these out to 3mm dia.

Mount and solder the soldercon pin sockets and components, including the crystal, on the crystal board as shown in Fig. 7. Do not yet insert the ICs into their sockets. The crystal should be mounted without bending its leads, or the seal between them and the case may be broken. The leads should be cut to 5mm. Now using a small piece of double-sided self-adhesive tape, fix the crystal to the PCB with its leads vertically above its mounting holes. Use two pieces of tinned copper wire with one of their ends bent into a “walking stick” hook to connect the crystal leads to the PCB.

![Clockboard diagram](image)

**Fig. 4**: To attach the Display board to the Clock board, two pieces of stiff 22SWG wire are bent to the above shapes and soldered as shown.

### Wiring

Building a clock with very neat wiring involves more work than building one with untidy wiring, but the extra pleasure obtained is well worth the effort. Prepare two pieces of flat (ribbon) cable, strip and tin the ends, then trim the tinned ends to an apparently very short 5mm. Form cable to the shape shown in Fig. 8 and connect the “a” to “g” pads on the bottom of the clock board to the “a” to “g” pads on the display board. Similarly connect pads 1 to 4 on the right of the display board to the 1 to 4 pads on the bottom of the clock board. In each case the PCBs have been arranged so that the sequence of connections is the same on both PCBs. Wire up the clock board, the crystal board, back-up battery clip and the switches and power supply wires as shown in Fig. 1. A temporary 560Ω resistor, RX, should be included in series with the wire going to the ignition pad.

### Components list

**Resistors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 560Ω</td>
<td>R12 68Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 15Ω</td>
<td>R13 68Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 10MΩ</td>
<td>R14 68Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 1.5kΩ</td>
<td>R15 68Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 3.3kΩ</td>
<td>R16 68Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6 3.3kΩ</td>
<td>R17 68Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7 3.3kΩ</td>
<td>R18 68Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8 3.3kΩ</td>
<td>R19 3.3kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9 3.3kΩ</td>
<td>R20 3.3kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10 3.3kΩ</td>
<td>R21 3.3kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11 3.3kΩ</td>
<td>R22 3.3kΩ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All 1W except R12-R18 which are 1/4W 10%.

**Capacitors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1 100µF 25V</td>
<td>C4 100µF 25V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 4.7nF to 10nF</td>
<td>C5 see text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 4.7nF to 10nF</td>
<td>C6 390pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC1 4 to 22 pF</td>
<td>Trimmer type Mullard 808 00006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Semiconductors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tr1 2N3704</td>
<td>D8 1N4001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr2 2N3704</td>
<td>TH1 TIC44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr3 2N3704</td>
<td>TH2 TIC44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr4 2N3704</td>
<td>TH3 TIC44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr5 2N3704</td>
<td>TH4 TIC44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr6 2N3704</td>
<td>IC1 1N914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr7 2N3704</td>
<td>IC2 4020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1 1N4001</td>
<td>IC3 4011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2 1N4001</td>
<td>IC4 4013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3 1N4001</td>
<td>LED1 FND500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4 BZ 400mW</td>
<td>LED2 FND500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15V zener</td>
<td>LED3 FND500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5 1N914</td>
<td>LED4 FND500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6 1N914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7 1N914</td>
<td>(only included for 24-hour mode)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Miscellaneous**

S1, single pole changeover switch. S2 and S3, single pole push-to-make miniature switches. X1, 3-278MHz crystal. ICI perspex R400 display window 3 x 29 x 142mm. Length of flat cable of at least 7 insulated wires. Double-sided adhesive foam. 100 soldercon pins. White Vero case type 75-1237J. 22SWG tinned copper wire. PP3 battery clips. PP3 Manganese battery. Screws, nuts and grommets. Clock PCB 60 x 90mm. Crystal timebase PCB, 50 x 45mm. Display PCB, 115 x 32mm. All three boards available from the PW Readers PCB Service (page 485).

### Testing

If any step at all is not perfect, disconnect from power and find and correct fault before going further. Check that all the soldercon pin carrier strips have been broken off.
Connect a 9V battery to the backup battery clip, with a multimeter set to its 500mA range in series with one of the leads. No current should flow and the displays should be off. Remove the meter, connect the battery directly to the clip and check that there is approximately 9V between the following points, with the polarity indicated:
- IC1 socket pin 2 (+), pin 5 (-)
- IC3 socket pin 14 (+), pin 7 (-)

**MOS handling**

Check that the power is off. Insert all the ICs as follows:

(a) Remove IC from its conductive foam or foil, holding the IC with the right hand, while the left hand holds the foam or foil. The right hand should be touching some of the pins. If the IC has not been used before, its leads will probably be splayed apart and will need pushing together. Do this with your fingers. The leads almost always require more bending than one expects.

(b) Hold the PCB with the left hand making contact with some tracks. Maintain this contact during the next step.

(c) Insert the IC into its socket, the right way round. Don't be afraid to use a fair amount of pressure to plug an IC into a new soldercon socket. To remove an IC reverse this procedure.

Now connect a 9V battery between the point (1) position and the OV lead with a multimeter in series with one of the leads, set to its 50mA range. A current of about 9mA should flow and an extremely dim display of zeros should appear. Now connect point (5) to +9V as well, with S1 closed. The current drawn should rise to about 17mA and the display should dim zeros. Push the "set mins." button S3 and the "set hours" button S2 to check that all numbers are correctly displayed. Note that IC1 has built into it a "leading zero blanking" feature which turns the 10s of hours digit off, if it is a zero but only when the clock is in the 12 hour mode. Thus it will only come on to show a 1 or a 2.

Disconnect the batteries and connect the point (3) lead straight to the clock board, removing RX from the circuit. CAUTION: this will allow normal display currents to flow. If there are any faults present they may cause a digit to stay on continuously (due to multiplexing, a digit is normally only on one sixth of the time) and this may blow the digit and its associated thyristor. Connect power again with the
multimeter in series with the OV line set to its 500mA range (OV to OV, +9V to points (1) and (3) and the back-up battery in its clip). The display should be fairly bright drawing approximately 130mA. Although full brilliance will only be seen when operating from 12V. Check for correct operation of the various switches, and that the display dims considerably if S1 is opened.

**Final assembly**

Glue the Perspex window in position, drill three holes for S2, S3 and external wiring in the back panel and mount switches in position. Stick the back-up battery into the bottom of the case next to the clock board using double-sided adhesive foam. Also stick the crystal board to the inside of the top of the case using a small piece of plastic sandwiched between two pieces of double-sided adhesive foam. The adhesion of this material increases a lot in the first few days. Screw the clock board and display board module into the base of the case, run the cable out for the connection to the car, clip the case halves together and the clock is ready to install.

**Setting the time**

The clock does not show seconds but it is often desirable to make the minutes digit change at exactly the right moment. This requires synchronising the invisible seconds to the radio time signal or the speaking clock. The A at the end of ICl's part number, AY-5-1224A, indicates that it has “power on clear”. This sets the displays, and also the seconds to zero at the instant of turning the power on. The seconds counter does not start counting up from zero until either S2 or S3 is closed. So to synchronise the clock's seconds, disconnect from power including the back-up battery, reconnect power and at the instant the time signal indicates that an exact minute has been reached, momentarily close either S2 or S3. The hours and minutes can then be set without affecting the seconds counter.

**Adjusting the crystal timebase**

To speed up the clock the capacitance of TC1 should be reduced. With the Mullard 808 00 006 trimmer specified, minimum capacitance occurs when the brass vanes completely cover the nickle vanes. To slow the clock down, increase the capacitance of TC1. If at maximum capacitance, the clock is still too fast, change C7 to 82pF, and if that is not enough add a capacitor in position C5, first trying 22pF, then 39 pF, etc. If the clock is too slow with no capacitor C5 and TC1 at minimum capacitance then reduce C7.

**Modification for use with positive-earth cars:**

connect the OV wire to battery -ve (live)
connect the wire notated (1) to battery +ve (earth)
Instead of using the ignition switch to switch the display on, wire an extra “display on/off switch” from wire notated (3) to battery +ve (earth).
Dear Sir,

Yes to CB

I refer to your Editorial Comment on Citizens' Band (July Edition). CB does fulfil its purpose, although as Ginsberg seeks to show (overreacting to possible parity of problems in the UK) it has gone beyond reasonable bounds in the USA. A ratio of 40:1 represents a potential user population of British CB of less than 900,000; less than 10% of the US usage, assuming an allocation of as little as 0.25MHz.

Regrettably, CB and Amateur Radio both suffer from the activities of a childish, irresponsible minority. If we fail to learn by others' mistakes in CB we have only ourselves to blame. This is fundamental to the existence of the Citizens' Band Association. It is significant that the CBA is the brainchild of a group of British Licensed Radio Amateurs, who hold out self-disciplined responsibility as a foundation for CB in this country. As there will be a large demand for equipment, a British manufacturer with foresight and enterprise should be able to keep Nipon out of the running, as Japan produces 27MHz. AM equipment, whereas the CBA promotes the growing opinion that UK CB must be within the VHF spectrum and must be FM. A full technical specification is in preparation to cover all that is needed to eliminate the known problems of 27MHz. CB.

The object of CB is to provide a reasonable and reliable means of communication, at reasonable cost to the average person for whom CB will fill what is in many cases, an obvious need. Let there be no misunderstanding, the CBA is not a closed shop for the self-defence of the Radio Amateur— it is open to any person or organisation of persons genuinely interested in promoting well-planned CB and able and willing to contribute responsibly towards that end. It is not appropriate to involve the RSGB in CB. That Society is not intended to control or supervise a purely public radio service, which cannot and must not be equated in any way with the Amateur Radio Service.

Careful choice of frequency allocation coupled with sensible and responsible usage and behaviour, will overcome much that may presently be feared by many. The issue of the licence before equipment can be obtained, added to the recording of equipment serial numbers to each purchaser, should hold the potentially irresponsible element down to a minimum.

Those interested may communicate their views to the CBA at the address below, and seek membership. Further details on request, with SAE please.—John W. Dudbridge, G3UUO: Programme Co-ordinator; Citizens' Band Assoc. c/o Admin. Office, 16 Church Road, St. Marks, Cheltenham, Glos GL51 7AN.

Delivery delays

I, and no doubt, many other constructors are becoming very annoyed at the excessive delays and anomalies experienced in receiving equipment, kits, or components by mail order.

I will give, for example, two recent orders, one for a kit, the other for ready built equipment. The latter, a Power Supply Unit was ordered and after about ten days, my cheque was returned with a polite letter, stating, and I quote “Sorry, but we are still trying this idea out, therefore we cannot meet your requirements”. That was reasonable, at least I get my money back.

The former has been more disappointing. The order with cheque was sent on 2nd May 1976, this was confirmed by the manufacturer / distributor, delivery time three to four weeks.

On the fifth week I sent a letter for an estimated date of delivery. No reply received. The following week, I telephoned the company concerned, during office hours; more expense. The reason given for the delay was, that the Construction Brochures had not been received from the Printers. I was assured that the kit would be supplied ready built at no further cost and would be posted over the weekend.

Now, being well into the eighth week, I still have not received the equipment. I know that advertisements are usually submitted months in advance. My experience indicates that retailers etc are advertising products which either do not exist or are still in the experimental stages.

I do not propose to name the company concerned. This letter will, obviously, miss the next edition of “Practical Wireless”, so there will be some delay in publication. By that time, of course, the equipment may have arrived, but the implications in this letter will still be valid. There may be other would-be entrepreneurs wishing to build up working capital with cheques, money orders etc for equipment, kits and components which they cannot afford to design and market without first advertising—Catch 22? (name and address supplied).

Equal rights?

In case there are one or two who still don't know what the WARC is all about—it is a meeting of the world's countries to allocate (or reallocate) radio frequencies. Each country has one vote irrespective of the size of its population or requirements radio-wise.

This means that the citizen of some small country has the representative voting rights equal to a large number of Americans or Russians! Crazy—but that, it appears, is the only way they will play. From comments, in a certain amateur mag, it looks probable we will lose more from our HF bands.

This in spite of the fact that, world wide, the amateur has increased in numbers! In my view we should make some effort at fighting back and not act like a lot of sheep.

I suggest that we (amateurs and, I hope, supporting SWL's etc) have the right to know how
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each country votes on all the different issues that concern us. If we can find one magazine that will give us this information we will know our enemies. With this info we can organize some sort of action—or threatened action. But, first, there must not be any action against amateurs in hostile countries. This goes against our code. In fact the opposite tactics should be used so that they will support the rest of us against their own government, or whatever. When I write about retaliation I do hope no one will think I’m suggesting extreme action.

But some organised voluntary ban on listening to “enemy” broadcasting stations with no correspondence or asking for cards etc. Invite radio mags to exclude them from any publicity in reports etc etc. The threat of having their propaganda “blackened” might have some effect!

But I’m sure supporters could think up better ideas.

This is a free country and as long as we act within the law we have the right to protest. The alternative, with the present setup, is the decline of world wide amateur activity. Maybe what I advocate may be futile—but at least lets put up some sort of fight. This stiff upper lip stance gets me down.

Admittedly we, the British, can make little impact alone—but if someone more eloquent than I were to take it up I’m sure there would be a response in the free world.

Oh for an amateur Winston Churchill.—Hector Cole, G30HK (Workington).

**PW too complicated?**

I have been reading Practical Wireless for many years, and would like to thank you for a very informative, interesting magazine. However, I feel at this stage I must put forward a strong criticism. Your magazine is getting far too advanced for the “average enthusiast”. Your latest project the Video Writer would also come into this category of project. Instead of producing projects that cost £150+, and a laboratory of test equipment to complete, could we not start seeing articles that are a little easier and cheaper to “attempt”. This is how PW used to be, so couldn’t we start seeing this again?

In addition, in this country we readily take for granted the easy availability of Denco coils, which are used extensively in your radio projects. However, in certain places abroad these are not available. Therefore, could we see in future projects the value of inductances, and perhaps details of winding our own coils.—A. E. Skipper (Brighton).

**No to CB**

Who wants a citizens’ band in this country? The general public, or is there just commercial pressure? Personally, we can see no real need for one to be introduced into this country with its excellent telecommunications network. In America the original purpose of the CB was to provide reasonable communications between isolated communities and to enable aid to be summoned, for example, by motorists stranded on interstate highways etc. Misuse is, however, widespread in the US and licence conditions have been neither respected nor efficiently enforced.

We feel that in the editorial (July ’76) some valid points were made, but the following require further thought. The most important point is that of frequency allocation. In the UK 27MHz is extensively used for radio control as well as other important services but, with the availability of cheap Japanese equipment, commercial pressure will be applied to take over this band. Interference would also be a problem. Even some skilled radio amateurs cause interference but what 800,000 (to use the quoted figures) unskilled CB users would do in Britain, and the problems they would cause to the GPO, would be horrific. We agree with the comments that overcrowding would result if the CB were to be introduced but there is no solution to this problem as the RF spectrum is practically fully occupied from about 15kHz to about 450MHz.

From the minutes of the council meeting of the Radio Society of Great Britain on 23rd March (ref. Radio Communications, June ’76) it would appear that they are not in favour of the introduction of a CB and also that the answer to the citizens’ band problem does not lie in their hands.

We feel that if a citizens’ band were to be introduced, retailers should be required to hold a licence and perhaps register all sales. This would, of course, also apply to amateur equipment. CB operators would be required to hold a different licence entailing the passing of an examination on the licence conditions.

If commercial pressure by retailers and manufacturers is left unopposed then a citizens’ band will undoubtedly be forced upon us. We think that further views need to be expressed on this subject, including official comment, but anyone interested in communication should either use the facilities provided by the GPO more often, or preferably obtain an amateur transmitting licence from the Home Office. The RSGB and local radio clubs will be most willing to help anyone in gaining such a licence.—Nick Moyes, G8KMH, C. Evans, G4EYA, M. Grovewood, G4DCD, F. Emery, G3ZMF, L. Howell, G4DMA, PA5AQL, R. Westlake, SWL. A. Short, G4EHL, P. J. Lee, G8JGJ, S. Tompsett, SWL. G. Tompsett, M. Brosnan, G4BRO, P. Brosnan, G4DRO, P. Pique, G8KDQ.

**First time success**

I am writing to say that I have just successfully completed the construction of the General coverage receiver described in PW Feb & Mar 1976.

I have never tackled a project from PW before, although I have had some electronics education. I was absolutely amazed at the success I had.

I would therefore like to thank Mr. F. G. Rayer for the article on the receiver and Watford Electronics, one of your advertisers for the prompt and accurate mail order service, through which most of my components were obtained.

I would also like to thank you for publishing the article.—P. M. Ripley (Ilkley)
PART 3  M.J.HUGHES M.A.,C.Eng. MIERE

Parts 1 and 2 of the series dealt with the general theory behind the Video-Writer and the power supply unit construction.

Part 3 covers the Sync Pulse board, both the detail of its construction and the investigation of the various dividing and combining circuits required to provide a suitable system.

SYNC PULSE BOARD

The first printed circuit board to construct contains the sync pulse generator, the circuit of which is given in Figs 7, 8 and 9. Before starting assembly note that throughout this project you must take special care to DOUBLE CHECK the orientation of each integrated circuit on the boards. They vary in orientation to aid the printed layout's interconnections.

If double sides printed circuit boards are used it is necessary to make connections from one side to the other by means of “soldered stakes”. These are simply short lengths of tinned copper wire which are put through the “Stake Through” holes and soldered into position on either side. It is probably easiest to insert and solder all the DIL sockets first and then proceed to the staking through operation. The sockets will provide a useful “stand-off” from your work bench when it comes to inserting the short lengths of tinned copper wire. Lead-ins and lead-outs from each board are via printed board pins; these allow inter board wiring to be completed from the “Top side” only when all the boards are firmly fixed to the main aluminium chassis.

MASTER OSCILLATOR

The heart of the system is the Master Oscillator set to operate at 4MHz. An LC oscillator was chosen for simplicity and stability. During the early stages of the project’s design, experiments were made to phase lock this oscillator to the mains (to provide a synchronous 50Hz field frequency) but the extra complexity was not justified in the final instance. The circuit for the oscillator is shown in Fig. 7. Although, in principle, any general purpose npn silicon transistor will do for Tr1 it is recommended that a branded device be used to ensure that it has a sufficiently high gain to oscillate with no difficulties. Coarse adjustment of frequency is by C2 but final trimming is best carried out by means of the slug inside the coil.

Apart from the modulation level of the r.f. modulator, this is the only portion of the circuit that needs setting up to get the time bases operating within the specified limits and is checked by viewing the final display on the television screen.

PULSE SHAPER

The sinusoidal output from the oscillator is squared and “Normalised” to TTL drive requirements by means of a Schmitt Trigger (IC1) which is shown on Fig. 8. The triple cascade of triggers is not really necessary and is inherited from some of the early design work when it was thought possible that an inverted clock and slightly delayed signals might be required. As it turned out neither of these provisions were needed but there was no economy to be effected by changing the layout with hindsight.

Fig. 7. The schematic diagram of the 4MHz oscillator section of the board. See the text for selection of Tr1.
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Fig. 8. The block diagram of the Principle Waveform Generator which provides the Interlaced Sync Pulses ready for combining into the final sync train. The power rail connections to all the ICs on this board are shown as a separate section to avoid confusion on the main interconnection drawing.

**DURATION OF PULSES**

Each cycle of the master oscillator lasts for 250nS and describes a picture point. The line period of a television raster is 64μS (from start of line sync to the end of the line) and this can conveniently be broken up into 256 picture points.

IC2 and IC3 form a simple “Divide by 256” chain which, when driven by the master oscillator, will complete a cycle of counting in a time exactly synchronous with the line period. They produce 8 binary outputs which can be decoded to designate...
any 250nS picture point period within a line. This is very convenient because it means the decoded outputs can be used to generate line sync pulses and the equalisation and broad pulses required for the field sync train in their correct time positions.

Because we are operating in integral factors of 250nS we cannot expect to be exactly on target when it comes to meeting a "Broadcast Standard" of sync pulses but if you compare the figures in the following table, which shows the broadcast specification (with tolerances) against what we obtain, you will see that in all instances we are within the permitted tolerances:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line sync duration</th>
<th>Broadcast Standard</th>
<th>PW Video Writer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.7 ± 0.1uS</td>
<td>4.75uS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equalisation pulse duration</td>
<td>2.55 ± 0.1uS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad pulse duration</td>
<td>4.7 ± 0.1uS</td>
<td>4.75uS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same principle is used to generate the equalisation and broad pulses. There is a small difference however. Whereas the line sync occurs only once during a line scan the equalisation and broad pulses occur TWICE during the lines which occur in the field sync period. This is easily taken account of by ignoring the Q8 output of the divider in the gates made from IC14, 15 and 18.

ICs 4, 5, 6 and 7 provide a "Divide by 625" counter which, as its input, the signal emanating from Q7 (twice line frequency). The line counter will thus do a complete cycle of binary counting in the time it takes the picture point counter to generate 312½ lines. Obviously it is not possible to produce "Half a line sync pulse" and the meaning of the "1" is that the line sync pulses are staggered by half a line, relative to the field sync train, every other field. It is this that enables us to have "Interlaced Scanning".

DECODING

Fig 8 shows how the decoding of the signals from IC1 and IC2 was effected. The Line Sync starts when all outputs of the divider rise to "1" and remains high for the complete duration of 19 picture points. This is repeated every time the counter goes through a complete cycle.

SYNC PULSE TRAIN

The broadcast standard Field Sync pulse is rather complicated. The word "Pulse" is really a misnomer because it is made up of a train of pulses.

Reference to Figs 10 and 11 shows the complexity of this train together with the decoding required to produce it. Fig 11 shows the Field Sync DATUM as a line time coincident with the leading edge of waveform B and the trailing edge of waveform C. It is necessary to precede the Field Sync Datum by five narrow negative going pulses (equalisation pulses) at twice the line frequency. The Datum is immediately followed by five Broad negative going pulses at twice line frequency and these are followed by a further five equalisation pulses.

After the last equalisation pulse the line sync pulses are started either 32uS (half a line period) or 64uS (a full line period) later. This half line period displacement between the EVEN and ODD fields generates the interface we have mentioned.
Fig. 10, above, shows the relative edges of the various outputs forming line sync, equalisation and broad pulses.

Fig. 11, below, shows the stages of combining waveforms to produce the Standard Sync Pulse Train, in this diagram the time axis is not to scale.
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Fig. 12. The main wiring pattern on the etched board, shown full size. The extra wiring required to make the track pattern complete is shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. The component side of the board, showing position and orientation of the ICs and Transistors.
IMPORTANT CONSTRUCTIONAL NOTE

To prevent erratic logic conditions arising from current spiking—caused by the very high switching speeds of TTL and the heavy current drawn by its output during switching operations—it is usual to incorporate small value capacitors across the power rails. When the prototype was originally designed it was felt that these capacitors could be soldered across the power supply leads on the top of each board. As it turned out, there were no problems with spurious pulses hence the illustrations of the boards do not show the capacitors. If, after construction, there is any indication of erratic operation the constructor should connect four 0.22μF capacitors between the +5V and 0V rails at convenient positions on each board. These can be soldered directly to the topside printed wiring—if double sided boards are used. They should be distributed so that the de-coupling effect of each will affect as many of the IC packages as possible. There are no rules for this but, equally, there are unlikely to be any problems if the recommended layout is adopted.

We have already generated continuous running line sync, equalisation and broad pulses. It only remains to select the right number of the correct type of pulse at the right times and this is where the gating associated with the line counter in Fig. 8 comes in. IC12a produces a single pulse of length equal to 5 cycles of waveform C (Broad pulses), see Fig. 11. We call this Waveform D and it will be used to gate out the five broad pulses when we generate the complex sync train. It is available in either positive going form (Output of IC11b) or in negative going form D at IC12a.

The second gate (IC12b) generates two pulses, having time durations equal to 5 full cycles of Waveform B (Equalisation pulses) exactly, preceding and following the pulse of Waveform D. This signal is used to gate out the two sets of 5 equalisation pulses into the final complex train. We call this signal Waveform E and it is available at the output of IC11a or in inverted form at IC12b.

It now remains to combine all our signals to produce a combined sync pulse train. This is done by the circuitry of Fig. 9. You can follow this through by referring to the waveforms of Fig. 11. First, we AND waveforms D and C to give F. This is carried out by IC13d. Next we AND E with B in IC13c to give waveform G. The two new signals (F and G) are ORED together in IC13a to give H which is inverted by IC13b to give J. Waveforms D, E and A are ORED together in IC19a to produce an inverted line sync train with a gap in it where the field sync train will be inserted (shown as Waveform K). Finally Waveforms J and K are NANDed in IC19b to give the final sync train (Waveform L). This, of course, will have two possible forms depending on whether one is considering an ODD or an EVEN field.

CONSTRUCTION

Figs. 12 and 13. give the board patterns and the component layout for the sync board and, as you will see from the component side drawing, the board is double-sided. For those wishing to etch their own boards it is strongly recommended that two or three holes are selected and drilled before tracing is started. These holes will act as registers and assist the alignment of the two patterns. Whether the constructor buys or makes the board it will almost certainly be the item easiest to damage. Usually overheating is the culprit, so be warned!

Problems can arise in the staking operation and, in the authors experience, if the board fails to function then poor soldering (or even no soldering) of the stakes is the most likely cause, so check these first.

The second potential problem area lies in the actual insertion of the integrated circuits into their sockets. It has been arranged that IC8 to IC19 inclusive all face the same way whilst IC2 to IC7 all face the opposite way, so orientation should be easy. However, the ICs are normally supplied with the pins slightly splayed and it is very easy to fold a pin under the device during insertion and, because of the pin shape, these folded pins are difficult to see at a later date.

Our November issue will continue the details of the individual boards for this project, particularly the Address Board, covering the counters, registers and the comparators.
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20x20 Watt STEREO AMPLIFIER
Superb Viscount IV unit in teak-finished cabinet. Black fascia with aluminium rotary controls and pushbuttons, red mains indicator and stereo jack socket. Function switch for mic, magnetic and crystal pick-ups, tape, tuner, and auxiliary. Rear panel features two mains outlets, DIN-speaker and input sockets, plus fuse. 20+20 watts rms, 40+40 watts peak.

HOW YOU CAN SAVE £29.90
+ p & p £2.10

SYSTEM 1B
For only £80, you get the 20+20 watt Viscount IV amplifier, a pair of our 12-watt rms Duol Type IIB matched speakers, a BSR MP 60 type deck complete with magnetic cartridge, de luxe plinth and cover.

Carnegie surcharge to Scotland: System 1b £2.50, System 2 £5.

SYSTEM 2
Comprising our 20+20 watt Viscount IV amplifier, a pair of our large Duo Type III matching speakers which handle 20 watts rms each, and a BSR MP 60 type deck with magnetic cartridge, de luxe plinth and cover.

£80.00
+ p & p £15.50

DIY 30x30 AMPLIFIER KIT
Specially designed by RT-VC for the experience constructor, this kit comes complete in every detail. Same features as Viscount IV amplifier. Chassis is ready punched, drilled and formed. Cabinet is finished in teak veneer.
Black fascia and easy-to-handle aluminium knobs.
Output 30+30 watts rms, 60+60 watts peak.

£29.00
+ p & p £1.60

STEREO CASSETTE DECK KIT
Again, this kit is specially designed for the experienced constructor — for mounting into his own cabinet.
Features include solenoid-assisted AUTO-STOP, 3-digit counter, record/replay PC board, mains transformer and input and output controls. AC BIAS, and ERASE.

£37.50
+ p & p £1.50

STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT
Build up a 4-watts rms per channel stereo amplifier with Unsound MK2 modules. For only £9.95 you get pre-amp, power amp, and all the control panel parts. Features include IC power chips for low distortion. For the experienced constructor only.

£9.95
+ p & p £1.55

DIY STEREO SYSTEM
COMPLETE WITH SPEAKERS
Here’s the real value in DIY! Comprises ready-built amplifier module, 3-speed Garrard auto-return deck, and teak veneer simulated cabinets with clear plastic top. Easily built by hobbyists.

£25.95
+ p & p £4.05

DIY SPEAKER KITS
‘COMPACT’ FOR TOP VALUE
How about this for incredible bookshelf value from RT-VC! A pair of high efficiency units for only £7.50 — just what you need for low-power amplifiers. These infinite baffle enclosures come to you ready milled and professionally finished. Each cabinet measures 12" x 9" x 9" (approx.) deep, and is finished in simulated teak. Complete with two 8" (approx.) speakers for max. power handling of 7 watts.

£7.50
p&p £1.70 per pair

PORTABLE DISCO CONSOLE with built-in pre-amplifiers
Here’s the big-value portable disco console from RT-VC! It features a pair of BSR MP 60 type auto-return, single-play professional series record decks. Plus all the controls and features you need to give fabulous disco performances. Simply connects into your existing slave or external amplifier.

£55.00
+ p & p £9.50

STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT
Big value from RT-VC! Two units COMPLETE WITH PLINTHS. First, the popular MP 60 type semi-professional deck.

£175.00
+ p & p £2.50

Second, the lower-cost C141 automatic unit, fitted with a stereo ceramic cartridge.

£119.50
+ p & p £2.60

Both units have plinths finished in superb teak veneer. Either way you’re on to a bargain from RT-VC.

£375.00
+ p & p £1.50

DISCO EQUIPMENT
35-WATT DISCO AMP
Here’s the mono unit you need to start off. Gives you a good solid 35 watts rms, 70 watts peak output. Big features include two disc inputs, both for ceramic cartridges, tape input and microphone input. Level mixing controls fitted with integral push-pull switches, independent bass and treble controls and master volume.

£275.00
+ p & p £11.50

100-WATT DISCO AMP
All the big features as on the 70-watt disco amplifier, but with a massive 100 watts rms, 200 watts peak output power.

£650.00
p&p £40.00

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS AT BARGAIN PRICES
all brand new from reputable international manufacturers.
PACK 1 Containing 30 mixed Electrolytics, values from 4.7 mfd to 47 mfd. Minimum 500 VDC working, 55± 5 ppc. £6.50
PACK 2 Containing 17 mixed Electrolytics values from 1 mfd to 2000 mfd. Minimum 16V working. Majority 40V working. 75p + 30 ppc.

ALL PRICES INC. VAT AT 41% RATE
All items subject to availability. Price correct at 1/1/78 and subject to change without notice. For further information please send stamped addressed envelope.

21C HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON W3 8NG
PERSONAL SHOPPERS EDGWARE ROAD: 5.30.m.—5.30p.m.

DO NOT SEND CARD
Just write your order giving your credit card number.

Minimum order on Access and Barclays £15
£1.00 per item.
NEW BOOKS OUT

CONSTRUCTING PRACTICAL TEST EQUIPMENT @ 75p. CONSTRUCTING SIMPLE SHORT WAVE TRANSISTOR RECEIVERS @ 60p. Pin & Packing 10p.

1000uf 40v, w. ELECTROLYTCS size 1¾ x ½ at 3 for 35p.
PLASTIC TRIACS 400 PIV 6 Amp @ 60p, DIACS @ 25p.
PLASTIC S.G.R'S 50 PIV 6 Amp @ 40p.

GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS AC 141K, AC 142K, AC 153K, AC 176K, AC 187K, AC 188K. All at 20p each.

60 ASSORTED WIRE WOUND RESISTORS 1 to 10 Watts @ 57p.

100 MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS Assorted with chart @ 57p.

YHF DUAL GATE MOS FET'S LIKE 46473 @ 30p, 4 for £1.10.

POWER TRANSISTORS MP 8112 NPN, NP 8512 PNP Both @ 15p each.

MULLARD 455 kHz CRYSTAL FILTERS @ 55p each.

TOKO 19 To 38 kHz STEREO FILTERS @ £1.35.

TEXAS 1 Watt AUDIO AMPLIFIER I.C. SN 76001 @ 55p.

50 AC 128 TRANSISTORS Branched But Untested @ 57p.

PM I.C's Like TAA 570 Untested with data 5 for 75p.

TUNING VARACTOR DIODES Untested 200 To 300pf at 6 for 50p.

50μF 450V 50 μF NPN TRANSISTORS TYPE BF 224 at £6 for 57p.

201T BRANDED 25Wm W ZENES Assorted for 75p.

50 ASSORTED TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS @ 57p.

30 STC ASSORTED BRANDED 750 μA DIODES @ 50p.

STACKPOLE ROCKER SWITCHES 2 Amp 240 Volt @ 15p each or 4 for 50p.

TV SEMICONDUCTORS R2008 @ 50p, R2100 @ 80p, AY 102 @ 40p.

50 ASSORTED BRANDED TRANSISTORS some with House Numbers with data for 55p.

ITC SOLAR CELLS @ 5 Volt 5mA @ 35p, 5 Volt 50mA @ 50p.

-5 Volt 100mA @ 60p, -5 Volt 200mA @ 61, -5 Volt 500mA @ £2.30.

STACKENDED ELECTROLYTICS 33μF 400V, w. @ 30p, 4700μF 40v, w. @ 45p both 2½ x 13¼.

100 SUB-MINIATURE ASSORTED DISCS 3-3½p each 0-1μF for 57p.

Please add 20p post and packing on U.K. orders under £2.
HE SPY

Isn't it funny how one thing leads to another. A Ginsberg ago I talked about the use of a special fusing mechanism in artillery shells which allowed the shell to be fused while actually in flight and on its way to the target. I mentioned this to a colleague recently who immediately retorted, "That's nothing, they're putting miniature television cameras in artillery shells now!" And so they are. When I checked I found that the American Military is, at this very moment, reported to be testing just such a system at the Yuma testing grounds in the heart of Arizona.

The basic idea is quite simple, though doubtless more difficult in practice. A minute television camera and its electronics (to transmit the picture back to base) is located inside a 155mm shell. The shell is then fired over enemy lines and at the best moment in its trajectory, the tv camcitra is released and allowed to float down on its own little parachute. All the time it's floating it is sending back real-time pictures of all enemy activities; troop movements, positions, tanks etc.

One of the major difficulties in making the system work was the tremendous acceleration of the projectile and its effect on the glass vidicon camera tube. Unfortunately, the acceleration of the shell when fired results in a force of some 15,000g which does truly terrible things to the glass vidicon—like smashing it into a million pieces!

The solution was to use a CCD (charge-coupled device) chip as the camera sensor and this is proving successful. I learn also that a small self-destruct mechanism is being built in so that the devices will not fall into enemy hands. Apparently, not only does Whiteman speak with forked tongue, him also watch from skies with floating eyeball!

HER—TZ SPY

X-ray photographs of various parts of the body have become commonplace in the medical field. Scanning the body with other types of radiation is a newer science. One such method is called Ultrasonic Scanning although the frequencies involved have crept up and up due to technical improvements and one wonders if 'ultrasonic' is really a true description.

The new ultrasonic approach is to wrap a little bag of water around the patient's neck. Of course, there is more in the bag than water—two tiny transducers to be exact. Each transducer has its own 'lens' which scans an artery at about 15 frames per second. One of the transducers gives a picture of the vessel and surrounding organs, while the other gives a doppler velocity graph which watches blood flow. By superimposing this second transducer's information over the picture obtained by the first transducer, it can be seen immediately whether the blood is flowing faster in one place compared to another (thereby showing a possible blockage building up) or any irregularity in blood flow.

The scanning transducer operates at 10MHz which is much higher than previous ultrasonic systems I have heard of (2MHZ is far more common). The second transducer operates at 5MHz. The higher the frequency the less the penetration but, luckily, the arteries are fairly close to the surface of the skin. Also, the higher the frequency the better the resolution—about half a millimetre in this system. Perhaps those body scanners in Star Trek are not so far fetched after all.

NOW YOU SEE IT

How fast is 'fast'? It all depends on what you are using as a base or standard against which to judge or measure. Offered as food for thought; have a ponder about the mode-locked laser which is shining happily away at a London College. The laser medium is rhodamine dye in a water solution and the power (peak) inside its cavity is around 300W. Where does the 'fast' bit come in? Well, this laser emits pulses which occupy only one third of a picosecond. Now consider that a picosecond is one millionth of one millionth of a second—and we're talking about a third of that!

Oh yes, the team working on the laser think that they can get this down to one tenth of one millionth of one millionth of a second. Good gracious Holmes!

NOW YOU DON'T

In an earlier Hotlines I made reference to an infra red audio system. I hear that Philips GmbH (a German subsidiary of the Dutch giant Philips) is marketing just such an IR system which may be simply plugged into any tv receiver, with accent on the word "any". It can, of course, also be used with other types of audio and hi fi equipment. The IR transmitter is located in the plug-in unit. The user has a small receiver which can be clipped to a pocket or worn round the neck. A tiny headset is connected to the receiver to complete the system. Perhaps some one will bring out an infra red system which modulates an electric fire bar. In Winter one could keep warm as well as listening to favourite records. Cooler moments would find one playing a Mozart minuet while in colder weather Bach's Fugues and Toccattas would give greater modulation peaks and thus greater warmth.

SUN SPOT

Interest in utilising solar energy continues to rise as the world eyes conflicting but no the less alarming reports about energy shortages of the future. I hear that a company has been formed called Japan Solar Energy. It is located in Japan but the interesting thing is that it is formed by three Japanese companies and two American companies. The first product is understood to be the fabrication of silicon ribbon which will be used to make solar batteries. Cor, stripe a light.

Ginsberg
as in Figs. 4 and 5. If S1/S2 is omitted for the reason mentioned, VR1 may include the on/off switch. The layout places the RF stage under the chassis, with the mixer and oscillator above.

**OPERATING THE EQUIPMENT**

An arrangement can be made to switch the aerial socket of the general coverage receiver from the output of the 2m converter to the long-wave aerial so that the GC receiver can be used directly on the 10m band to check the signals (if any) coming from the International Beacon Project stations situated in Cyprus (5B4CY 28-180MHz), Mauritius (3BBMS 28-190MHz) and Germany (DLOIIG 28-195MHz). The German beacon is usually very strong in the UK when sporadic-E is present.

The VHF receiver, fed with the vertical dipole and tuned to the R1 frequency (49-75MHz), will serve as an early warning for sporadic-E, and when the R1 sync. pulses are heard the receiver can then be tuned through Band I television (41-67MHz) and then through the 4m and 6m bands. Using the horizontal dipole to feed the VHF receiver tune through Band II and log the continental broadcast stations which appear during a tropospheric opening. By doing this, the operator can plot the extent and direction of the prevailing disturbance.

When the barometer is reading above 30in and rising, a tropospheric opening can be expected at the time when the pressure begins to fail. The author has found that before an opening begins, French FM stations usually appear between 98-100MHz and when it is in full swing the “DX” signals are so strong, on the 2m band, that the direction of the beam is not so critical as it is under normal circumstances.

To detect VHF signals which are bouncing off an aurora the beam must be directed toward the north irrespective of the geographical location of the transmitter. The auroral reflected signal will be identified by its tone which sounds like someone “keying a bath waste”. During the lifetime of an aurora a lot of Tone-A signals should be heard at the CW end of the 2m band, and it is worthwhile tuning the VHF receiver through the broadcast bands to see how many European commercial stations are subjected to the auroral tone. All reports should go to G2FKZ, c/o RSGB.

It is worth directing the beam toward the Sun when sunspots are present and tuning the 2m receiver just outside the band (say 145-9MHz) and listening to the receiver background noise. If the sun is “active” strong hissing and whooshing will be heard, as the aerial collects the solar radio waves. A further check can be made by turning the aerial away from the Sun when the noise should stop.

Apart from the normal enjoyment one gets from VHF listening, every enthusiast can make a contribution to science by sending a report of his observations to the right place in our selection of journals. Remember, every report that is published now is providing posterity with a contemporary record of the natural disturbances which affect the behaviour of our VHF radio signals.

*S The author has built and developed a private radio observatory situated in Storrington, Sussex. He is a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society and a member of both the British Astronomical Association and the Radio Society of Great Britain. He has programmed the work of his observatory to suit these organisations and to further his own interest in the science of radio.

---

**SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS**

**September 1976**

On page 306, in the section on ISD, we have a paragraph beginning “ISD calls are...”. In that paragraph we say that the timing meter pulses can be heard in the telephone.

The Post Office have pointed out that although these pulses occur at the intervals stated they cannot be heard. Makes sense when you think about it. Who wants their conversation interrupted every 1-71 seconds?

---

**KINDLY NOTE!**

**Practical Wireless**, October 1976
Practical Wireless. October 1976

**complete**

**DIGITAL CLOCK KITS**

**TEAK CASES**

prompt order
despatch

**NON-ALARM**

£9.60

+ VAT £10.76

**ALARM**

£11.95

+ VAT £13.65

Including P & P

**"DELTA"**

GENUINE TEAK OR PERSPEX CASE

**DELTA DATA:** 4 Red led 1 inch high LEDs. 12hr display with AM/PM indication. Beautiful Burme Teak Case or Pretty Perspex in White, Black, Blue, Red, Green. Power failure is indicated by flashing display. Kits can be bought without case: Non Alarm £6.90 Alarm £10.50 included.

**MODULES:**

Buy a working tested module and fit your own case. Non Alarm £6.90. Alarm £11.90. Or put it with our case parts: £3.30 each case on complete clock price.

**READY BUILT:**


**ALARM FEATURES:**

Pulsed tone. Small setting 30 minutes 'Snooze' period. Simple switch setting. Optional extra mercury switch (45p) allows alarm reset by tilting clock. Digit brightness is automatically controlled to suit lighting level.

6 DIGIT:

"Combi" Non Alarm with 6 red 0-6' high digits. Complete kit £27.00 case style as Delta.

**NOVAS CALCULATORS:**

£6.85 : £5.90

£5.80 : £4.20

£6.85 : £7.60

£9.60 : £12.20

£6.00 : £8.20

£21.60 : £28.00

Send payment with order. SAE for complete range of clocks, calculators and components.

**PULSE ELECTRONICS LTD**

DEPT. PW4, 202 SHERFFORD ROAD,

CLIFTON, SHEFFORD, BEDS.

Telephone Hitchin (0462) 814477

---

**Two World Leaders**

**The London Cartridge**

"A joy indeed"

John Borwick, reviewing this unique cartridge recently in *The Gramophone*, said: "We can see that a basic design philosophy has been to produce a no-trouble pick-up which can generate highly musical sounds without calling for intricate setting-up procedures...listening to records was a joy indeed...string tone, voices, brass...indeed every section of the orchestra is reproduced with remarkable clarity...the Decca London pick-up never failed to delight during very extended listening sessions, with old and new records."

**The Deram Cartridge**

In its 12 years of life, the Deram cartridge has now been used by hundreds of thousands of customers, being still regarded as the outstanding ceramic cartridge. It gives freedom from high frequency distortion comparable to the most expensive pick-ups available.

The Deram cartridge can be fitted with either a sapherical or an elliptical stylus and is of irresistible value for money. Remember, too, that the initial cost of the cartridge is not the whole story: the price of a twin replacement stylus 'Double Pack' is actually less now than it would have been 12 years ago.

Recognise the Deram throughout the world by its unique shape and superlative sound.

---

For full details write to:

Decca Special Products, Imperial Place Queenstown Road, London SW8 3NT.
Perhaps you have to be of my vintage to know the phrase "a Double Feature", but up to a few years ago cinemas always ran a main film and a supplement. I'm reminded of it because with their new catalogue Home Radio Components are now giving away a supplementary catalogue of bargain lines.

It sounds a very practical and sensible idea. After all, most electronic component firms accumulate surplus stocks of various items, and rather than dispose of them, why not offer them to customers at exceptionally low prices? I'm told that this bargain list will continue for several months and be updated from time to time.

No constructor should be without the Home Radio Components Catalogue (it contains 5,000 items clearly listed plus about 2,000 illustrations) but now you have a double incentive for buying one. In addition to getting one of the finest component catalogues available, you also receive a list of items at unbelievably low prices. For example, Gemini Malms Transformers: normal price £11.48, bargain list price £5.50, saving £5.98! This means that with a single purchase from the bargain list you can save the price of your catalogue several times over!
by Eric Dowdeswell G4AR

My apologies for the small number of reports which I was able to deal with last month owing to the fact that I was in hospital. Back home recuperating at the moment and endeavouring to catch up with the backlog of letters, so I'll cut the chat this month and get on with logs and reports.

My comments on the simplicity of the Radio Amateurs Examination brought in several replies. My point was that considering the very great privileges that are granted with either the 'A' or 'B' licence and the consequent interference that could be created by an inexperienced operator then the exam is far too simple and should be supplemented by a practical examination or evidence of experience of transmitters either on low power or on an artificial aerial. H. W. Portch of Bristol recalls making a receiver in 1922, before the days of 2LO, yet he made the effort and is now G8EQP and looking forward to a G4+3 call before too long. Congrats OM and obviously it is never too late to have a go!

David Kennedy residing in Chertsey, Surrey, has an S108 set and a temporary aerial in the form of a TV beam but nevertheless got stations around the world on 20m with ZL1 and 3 on 80m. Jeremy Hinton continues to keep in touch although very busy on the HF bands and on 2m with his new call G4EZE, using a Europa transverter for the latter band. Thanks for the QSL card Jeremy and good luck with the DX.

Ray Woodward in Colne has been using a Microwave Module converter on 2m and says he has nothing to report! I have already written to Ray pointing out that few would agree with this finding and suggesting he gives his set-up a good check-over because there must be something wrong somewhere! On the HF bands Ray has a Yaesu FR50B and 132ft of wire, where he does a lot better than on 2m.

What with exams and a fault on his CR300/2 Paul Cowburn of Leyland (Lancs) has little to report. Paul is one of many who look forward to the article on SSTV promised by Paul Barker. Neil Whiteside, Hitchin, also reports QRM from exams but promises to go all out for the RAE in December. He listens mainly on 2m and 70cm, when he can find the time.

Andrew Work A9091 is a newcomer reporting from Beverley, E. Yorks, where he uses a CR150/3 with 66ft of wire with an ATU. A current project is a converter for 2m. Andrew is another who would like to see PW running a series of articles to enable readers to attempt the RAE. From Bishop's Stortford, Paul Turner BRS6843, reports little time to get on the best bands at the right time, finding 15m the best for DX in the late afternoons.

Steve Cottis A8961 is still notching up new countries his latest including 9N1, FM7, VR3, KS6, BV2 and ST2. Peter Allen from Taunton has stuck to 2m and went portable with G8IXK and their best DX heard, but not worked was EA1AM. From Bognor Regis comes Kevin Piper for the first time. He's been searching around on 20m with a homebrew PW superhet plus a 30ft vertical. Unfortunately he is in a basement flat with little room for aerials. Our SSTV wizard Paul Barker of Sunderland found seven new stations using that mode, including W5GZL. It is some years since Stephen Fletcher last reported in to this column and in the meantime he has become G8LJM but he is going hard at the code in order to get a 'proper' licence, as he puts it! He recommends a look round the 160m band for many stations that send Morse at quite low speeds if you are swotting up the code. More from Neil Whiteside who has now had offers of help with the code from a couple of local amateurs and reckons he can now manage around 7wpm. During the excellent conditions on 2m and 70cm Neil has been copying many DX repeaters including the Otrebro one SK4RGN.

J. W. Hodgson of Morpeth, Northumberland admits to being a complete beginner and asks many questions about our hobby. By this time he will have got the RSGB's Guide to Amateur Radio which will have answered just about all his queries. He has a Codar Mini-Clipper and an old TV aerial so there is plenty of room for improvement in the equipment. Very nice to hear from Julie Rose once again, I thought we had lost you to another hobby! Julie in Warley, West Midlands, has a 9RS9DS and a couple of long wire aerials via a home-made preselector. So far she has logged 204 countries and is looking mainly for Pacific and Indian Ocean stations for some of the rarer ones. Julie took the May RAE and I hope we shall be able to congratulate her in the next issue when she has the results.

Back in circulation is Steve Budd A8713, after taking his 'O' levels. Projects include a quad for 10m and a 10 element job for 2m. Personally I have always reckoned that the best place to spend one's time and
money is where the signal arrives, at the aerial system. The best receiver will not put up much of a show if the signal is poor to start with! R. Donaldson, of Trimdon Colliery, Co. Durham, sent a list of things heard on 2m recently using a Telford TC7 MkII receiver and G8AEV converter. At the moment his Yagi and crossed dipoles are fixed but he hopes to fit a rotator very soon. That ought to make quite a difference to the log. Paul Barker, again, sends in his first loggings on 2m using an MARC 56 receiver, a new one on me. Aerial is just a 20m whip at the moment. On 20m SSB station D6A was a good catch from the new Republic of the Comoros.

A late letter from Paul Turner enthuses over his new 70cm converter which has been bringing in the Euro DX to his QTH in Bishop's Stortford. Another note from Steve Cottis queries 7X2EPM who gives his QSL address as PO Box 2, Algiers. Only one way to find out Steve, send a QSL! Stan Sutherland GM3BSQ of the Aberdeen ARS writes to say that they will be starting RAE classes again soon as last year's course was a great success. Write to him immediately at 67 Greenfern Road, Aberdeen AB2 6TP.

Whew! bang up to date now and I trust that no-one has been forgotten!

Log extracts

S. Cottis:—15m TU2FW 20m BV2B C311JW HM1BO K6CC KZ5AS ST2SA VR3AR VR8A 7X2EPM

P. Turner:—15m KP4DE ZPSNA 70cm D1C1XG PA0VTW OZ2KO/A ON5NK/A GW3UBX 2m LA6KH

S. Budd:—80m C220 (Olympic Games) KZ5HP ZD9GF 9G1JX 40m AP2P H6CTA H8LC 20m FG0CRZ/FS7 JWISO (Bear Is) KJ6DL KX6BU ST2SA/ST0 (Juba, Equatoria) VR3AK (QSL KH6AZH) ZK1BA 7Z1AB 15m FG7TD HP7XIS 5N2NAS 10m H18MOG VP9AD YV4BDB ZB2DL 9Y4NP

P. Barker:—2m DB2XI LA6OH PA9AR PE0M5BU 20m SSTV DK3IV F5YO HASLP 1IRHB OE9JIM SP3PJ W5GCR 20m D6A H18FVC KZ5AS OE5GM/YK (Golan Heights) TUXDB 7X2EPM 9K3TC

R. Donaldson:—2m DF3BU LA6X OZ1CX PA0EX SMG6FC UK4AA UR2RDR

N. Whiteside:—80m PY1RO JW7FD (Bear Is) 2m PI3ALK DB0WU DB0UO SK4RGN all repeaters. W9JFY via Oscar 7.

K. Piper:—20m HClHE SV0WZ (Rhodes) YS1GMV ZFI1GK

P. Cowburn:—80m EA8CR HK0AA (Serrana Bank) KZ5JM VP2LCX VP2VBG ZS6BW 8P6AH 40m HK6DNK PY8RH VK2AM YN1JIA ZL2HE 20m HR6MW VE8RCS VR3AK 6Y5GB

R. Woodward:—40m VK6XI ZP5GE 20m H18MOG HZITA VP9IG 8R1C8 9Y4NP 15m LU2OF

J. Hinton:—Worked 20m 6Y5DE OY8I DK4HB/OH0 15m TU2GF 2m DC2BE FOCK/P ON4UN PA0RVP

SHORT WAVE BROADCASTS

by Derek Bell

I n a recent column I asked if anyone had heard of two Russian stations Stancia Atlantika and Stancia Rodina. Imagine my surprise when no less than fifty per cent of this month’s mail mentioned these stations and supplied an explanation. They are, as I suspected, offshoots of Radio Moscow, Rodina being for Russian nationals living abroad and Atlantika for Soviet merchant seamen. The language is Russian and the times are as follows: Rodina 0600 on 227m, 49, 41, 31, 25, and 19 metre bands, and 14550 and 18080m on 41, 31, 25, 19, 16, metres; Atlantika, 1000, 1230, 1530, and 1830 GMT on medium waves from Riga.

That of course was a digest of the information that poured in and you will understand and perhaps forgive me if I do not name everyone who wrote but space does not permit that but thank you all, and an extra little ‘thank you’ to the gentleman from the north east who wrote an interesting letter to point out that they were not “stations” in the sense of the word but merely programmes which call themselves stations. The address for QSLs is Radio Station Atlantika (or Rodina), Moscow Radio, Moscow U.S.S.R.

It’s nice to be able to report a success once in a while and especially when it is caused by the demands of listeners. This one however will be tinged with a little regret for one reader. John Goodwin of Rugeley had what he thought was one of the last QSLs from Radio New Zealand for a transmission on 11690 at 0815 in April. You will remember that RNZ announced the closure of its overseas service and I mentioned in this column that it would be a pity for one of the rare DX stations, for us in the UK, to go off the air. Twickenham DX Clubs magazine “Communication”, in its July edition, carried an item that on June 5th RNZ was back on air again relaying its domestic service “in answer to public demand”.

Radio Netherlands news this month comes from Robin Bayley of Kingswood School, Albrighton. He sends a letter packed with information, firstly Radio Nederland is issuing a QSL in memory of Eddy Starkz who died recently, and this is the first commemorative QSL I have come across! Next, that other stalwart of RN Jim Vastenhoud (the one who writes the leaflets) has been awarded the gold plaque of the European DX Council, so our heartiest congratulations go to Jim. Finally, on Radio Nederland, the 7210 transmissions at 0930, 1230 and 1400 are now changed to 0960.

Turning to Norway, Robin writes that Radio Norway’s new 250 kW station is now on the air and that they are asking for reception reports for the following: 1300, 1900 and 2100 on 15175. So if you fancy a QSL from a new transmitter why not try your luck. Stuart Eyre is keen to join our fraternity.
WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE Firm for speakers!

SPEAKERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baker Group 25, 3, 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker Group 35, 3, 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker Group 50/12 or 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker Group 50/15 or 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodmans Major 3.8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker Super 8, 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker Regent 12&quot; 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£11.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker Auditorium 15&quot; 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestion G12H 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestion G120 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£8.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestion G120/OTC 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestion G12C 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestion G12H X 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestion G12 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestion G10 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestion G10/40 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£11.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestion 800 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£12.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/6 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/2 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/4 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/8 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/15 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/30 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/60 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/120 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/240 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/480 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/960 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/1920 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse 152/3840 8 and 15 ohms</td>
<td>£26.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPEAKER KITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baker Major Module 3.8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£13.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman's 70 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£13.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman's HiFi 70PD</td>
<td>£16.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman's 5&quot; midrange 8 ohms</td>
<td>£16.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman's 12&quot; 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman's 18&quot; 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan/Watts Module 4, 8 or 15 ohms</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T10</td>
<td>£26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T11</td>
<td>£27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T12</td>
<td>£28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T13</td>
<td>£29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T14</td>
<td>£30.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T15</td>
<td>£31.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T16</td>
<td>£32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T17</td>
<td>£33.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T18</td>
<td>£34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T19</td>
<td>£35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T20</td>
<td>£36.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T21</td>
<td>£37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T22</td>
<td>£38.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T23</td>
<td>£39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T24</td>
<td>£40.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T25</td>
<td>£41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T26</td>
<td>£42.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T27</td>
<td>£43.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T28</td>
<td>£44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kef T29</td>
<td>£45.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HI-FI ON DEMONSTRATION in our showrooms

Akai, Armstrong, Bowers and Wilkins, Castle, Celestion, Dual, Goodmans, Kef, Leak, Pioneer, Radford, Richard Allan, Rotel, Tandberg, Trio, Videotoke, Wharfedale, etc. Ask for our HI-FI Discount Price List.

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS! Carr. £2.00, Pioneer SX737 £179.00, Rotel RD20 £135.00, Rotel RA312 £350.00, Videotone Saphir 1 £325.00, Videotone Minimax 2 pr £43.00.

We stock the complete Radford range of amplifiers, preamplifiers, power amplifiers, tuners, etc., and also Radford Audio Laboratory equipment, low distortion oscillator, distortion measuring set, audio noise meter, etc.

All Prices Include VAT (Prices correct at 30.7.76)

Send stamp for Free 32 page booklet "Choosing a-Speaker".

Complete kits in stock for Radford Studio 90, Radford Monitor 180, Radford Studio 270, Radford Studio 360, HiFi Answers Monitor (Rogers), HiFi News No Compromise (Frisby), HiFi News State of the Art, Wireless World Transmission Line (Bailey), Practical HiFi and Audio Monitor (Giles), Practical HiFi and Audio Triangle (Giles), Popular HiFi (Colloms), etc.


P.A. Amplifiers, microphones etc. by Shure, Line, Eagle, Boyer, AKG etc.

FREE with orders over £10—"Hi-Fi Loudspeaker Enclosures" Book
Complete the coupon and we'll send you our complete, new catalogue.

The new Heathkit catalogue is now out. Full as ever with exciting, new models. To make building a Heathkit even more interesting and satisfying.

Clip the coupon now (enclosing a 10p stamp for postage) and we'll send you your copy to browse through.

Including our full range of test equipment, amateur radio gear, hi-fi equipment and many general interest kits.

And, if you happen to be in London or Gloucester, call in and see us. The London Heathkit Centre is at 233 Tottenham Court Road. The Gloucester showroom is next to our factory in Bristol Road.

Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept. PW-106 Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EE. Tel: Gloucester (0452) 29451.

The new Heathkit catalogue. Out now FREE.
To: Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept. PW-106, Gloucester GL2 6EE. Please send me a Heathkit catalogue. Enclose a 10p stamp for postage.

Name

Address

FREE SOLDERING RON W.6
£3.50 with this coupon

QUALITY' STEREO SOUND... SOLID AUDIO SYSTEM

Almost £7.50 down

£7.50 down

OUR PRICE £69.95

MADE TO SELL AT DOUBLE THE PRICE IN CABINET FORM

Solent Mark II Stereo Tuner Amplifier chassis with AM/FM radio covering long medium short and Stereo FM wavebands. Separate Bass and Treble controls, 30 watts total power output (frequency response 25-20,000 Hz) AFC Switching Tape record and playback facilities. Dimensions 18½" x 9" x 3½". The very latest BSR automatic record deck with cue and pause control. Two matching elliptical speaker units.

Order early limited stocks available cash price £69.95, Credit Sale £7.50 deposit 9 monthly payments of £8.00 (Total Credit price £79.50). P & P £4.00. Send £11.50 today.

Chassis only available for cash at £49.00 + p. & p. £3.00. Full 12 months Guarantee. CALLERS WELCOME. Access and Barclaycard Orders Accepted by Telephone FREE! Stereo headphones supplied with every complete order.

TRY US FOR YOUR KEYBOARD REQUIREMENTS

CHILTMead LTD
7/9 ARTHUR ROAD, READING, BERKS.
(rear Tech. College) Tel. Reading 583965

OPEN 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. ANY DAY
The main problem, he writes, is that he lacks a good receiver and in his search has become bogged down in a plethora of advice that it is possible to receive from the various books and pamphlets that are in circulation. Stuart asks that I recommend a good set for under thirty pounds! I will say that the set I would go for would be low on spurious signals, have perhaps a bandspread dial and cover as much of the short wave spectrum as possible since even though we are in the sunspot minimum I would hope the set would last long enough to be of use when the full range of SW bands comes back. In this world one gets what one pays for and most sets are a compromise in that they sacrifice one aspect in order to meet another or to keep to a price. It is however possible to improve a set by either building “bolt on” extras such as ATUs or by buying them from one of the reputable manufacturers. Stuart, it seems, has explored the homebrew aspect of our hobby for he asks “what is a permeability tuned oscillator”. The answer to this, in a nutshell, is a coil with an adjustable ferrite core. This may sound simple but the advantage of the PTO is that it can be used to tune a station by either a pushbutton or screw adjustment. In other words the position of the rod in the coil can be preset in order to tune a particular frequency.

While on matters technical we turn to David Thompson from York who is eager to identify a mystery set that is merely marked “FRC reception set R107T”. This sounds to me a little like an serviceset but perhaps some one can throw a little light. David also wants to improve his pulling power by putting an aerial in the loft. This I dealt with recently by explaining the method of erecting a long wire in the loft and feeding the downlead through the shack window (no mesh is a simple job and only involves running the copper wire as near as possible to a square around the outer limits of the loft and feeding down through the eaves. David’s final problem is a lack of books or leaflets, and this is solved by Matthew Phillips who recently had through his letter box a set of seven leaflets from Radio South Africa; these are free and the address is RSA PO Box 8606 Johannesburg.

David also logs three Africans and they are: Radio Uganda on 15325 at 1805, RTV Congolaise on 4765 at 2245 and Radio Lome, Togo on 5047 at 2245. However technical problems rear their ugly head in the form of noise in the 14 to 30MHz section of David’s HRO receiver. This apparently gets worse “as the night progresses”. From this distance it would seem to be a local phenomena, perhaps a factory nearby. As you say David that it varies with the amount of daylight I would not expect it to be the “innards” of the HRO. I can only advise you to contact your friendly local radio amateur and ask if they know from whence it comes, and if your local radio club can help.

Still on the African theme, J. Hershbaum of Plumstead, South Africa, sends an interesting insight on what is pulled in by our friends there. JH’s loggings include Radio Veritas, Philipsines on 11725 at 1340, FEBA Seychelles on 9665 at 1000 and Radio Pyongyang on 1000 at 1800. These were captured with a Bush EBS35 hanging on the end of a 300ft ‘L’ shaped long wire. This welcome letter keeps up the average of one overseas letter a month and it is pleasant to know that one’s column is so well thought of as to inspire missives from so far afield. Not so far afield our Argentinian friend Roberto Levinstein, who is studying in London, tips us off that Radio Nacional de Brasilia is now on 11795 and in English from 2200 with a DX show fortnightly on Fridays at 2135. I am sorry that many letters will have to be held over this month due to a heavy postbag but may I wish you and yours best 73s.

**MEDIUM WAVE DX**

by CHARLES MOLLOY

A USEFUL log of North and South American DX comes from Preston in Lancashire where Derek Taylor used his Realistic DX160 and medium wave loop to pull in four stations from Newfoundland; CBT on 540kHz, CBNA on 600kHz, CBN on 640kHz and CKVO on 710kHz. Two outlets from Nova Scotia, CHER on 950kHz and CHNS on 960kHz were heard plus New York City on 860kHz (WCBS), 1010kHz (WINS), 1050kHz (WHN) and WMEX is Boston near the top of the band on 1510kHz.

Four South Americans were heard between 0130 and 0330 GMT; Radio Belgrano in Buenos Aires on 950kHz, Radio Sutatenza in Magangue Colombia on 960kHz, Radio Colosal in Nieva Colombia on 1005kHz. Derek, who is a regular reader of Medium Wave DX, makes a point of interest which may save readers an unnecessary report. He says that CKVO on 710kHz in Clarencville, Newfoundland is a pure relay station. Reports should go to the key station which is CHCM 560kHz in Marystown whose address is Box 560, Marystown, Newfoundland, AOE 2MO. Derek confirms that North Americans are good verifiers. A recent report to CJON (950kHz) produced, in ten days, a QSL card, 2 car stickers, 2 metication templates, a pamphlet about broadcasting in Newfoundland and a book about Newfoundland. It could have been worse, Derek! Your scribe once had his reception report (to WKBW) read out over the air by a DJ who asked members of the audience to reply!

Middle East enthusiast Stewart Hinsley reports from Annan in Dumfrieshire with an interesting log of DX heard on a CR70A receiver and 80ft end fed aerial. Istanbul was logged on 1016kHz, Diyarbakir on 1061kHz, Tripoli on 1250kHz, Algiers on 860kHz, Conakry in Guinea on 1402kHz (at surprising strength with the identification “La voix de la Revolution” at 1210), Tangiers on 1232kHz and Funchal in Madeira on 1331kHz.
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Stewart asked for up-to-date information about medium wave broadcasting in Jordan, Sudan, Libya, Saudi Arabia and Syria. The new 1200kW outlet in Amman has been on 912kHz since October 1975 but has not yet been reported in the UK. In Sudan, Radio Juba is on 829kHz while Omdurman has been allotted 575kHz. No word yet about the new stations planned for Nyala and Sennar. Dair es Zor in Syria has moved from 960kHz to 953kHz. Two new super power stations have been reported from Libya on 827kHz and 1570kHz but locations and powers uncertain. Saudi Arabia does not use 611kHz, 899kHz and 1520kHz but Riyadh is on 540kHz with 50kW. Turkey is usually thought of as being in Asia although that part of the country to the west of the Bosporus, which includes Istanbul, is actually in Europe. A ferryboat from Istanbul will take you from Europe to Asia in a few minutes. (There is a bridge, too! ED.) DXers generally regard the whole of Turkey as being in Asia but the purist may hesitate to say that he has heard Asia on the medium waves if his sole catch is Istanbul. This is the sort of problem that confronts organisations such as the European DX Council when it attempts to compile a list of countries for DX purposes. The EDXC list of Radio Countries classifies "Turkey including European parts" under Asia, which may seem rather strange on the face of it.

Malcolm Laughrane of Witney in Oxfordshire used an aerial tuning unit (ATU) to match his 30ft longwire aerial to his Philips receiver. With this set-up he logged Manx Radio on 1295kHz and Radio Norway, in English on 1578kHz. The overseas service of Radio Norway is relayed over the medium wave transmitter on 1578kHz after the closedown of the home service. "Norway this Week" is on the air every Sunday night from 2330 until 0030GMT.

Stewart Hinsley raises an interesting question when he asks "what is the status of Spanish Sahara?" This country had two medium wave outlets, both of which have been logged occasionally in the UK. In the north of the country EA2J03 Radio Television de Sahara broadcasts on 656kHz with 50kW, while from the south EA2J02 Radio Villa Cisneros was on 998kHz with 10kW. Does anyone know if they are still on the air? The current status of the country is uncertain. It is due to be divided between Morocco and Mauretania and when this happens "Spanish Sahara" will join the list of other odd medium wave countries such as Swan Island (now part of Honduras), Biafra (Nigeria) and Tangiers (now Morocco).

There are still two Spanish enclaves in Morocco which count as radio "countries". Mellila is represented by EA2J1 on 1520kHz with the call Radio Mellila, while Ceuta, which is directly south of Gibraltar, has EA2J26 on 1106kHz with the call Radio Ceuta. Both use 2kW. Radio Ceuta can be heard during the day on the Costa del Sol with a transistor portable receiver and any DXer on holiday at Torremolinos should listen for the call "Radio Thayootah de la Cadena SER".

Cheshire Homes net between 3650 and 3700kHz on SSB at 1530hr on Thursdays.

The RAIBC has a membership which is fast approaching the 1,000 mark and includes some members abroad. If you'd like to join, help, or know anyone who is invalided and might like some assistance, drop a line to Rita Shepherd, 59 Pantain Road, Loughborough, Leics LE11 3LZ.

Interesting information obtained was that the company trading as Burns had been bought out by another company, SCS, but that neither company is a limited company.

"This will continue now as Burns SCS until we go Limited, then there might be a name change," says spokesman Steve March.

AND WHAT'S NEXT

The RSGB, delighted with its first effort in the new series of annual exhibitions, has already booked the Hall for next year.

For traders, the London event must be an annual certainty. With a huge purchasing potential, Radcomex offers an extremely good shop window for all types of radio and electronics goods, from components to complete Amateur stations and accessories.

Many exhibitors have claimed their stand space for next year, even before the current show had closed and an outside company who missed this years' Radcomex has firmly booked 800ft² for next year.

Radcomex had just about everything for Amateurs, Hobbie-st, constructors and their families. Quite apart from the exhibition there was an 18-hole pitch and putt golf course, boating lake, ski slope, children's playground, creche, plus superb picnic facilities backed by an all-day buffet plus two bars and a restaurant. There was even wheelchair facilities for the disabled.

The exhibition ran extremely smoothly and suspicions for this must centre on John Hitchins, G4FGN, and on retired, veteran exhibition whizz-kid, Phil Thorogood, G4KD, although one of the great mysteries of the exhibition was the organiser's office. This was clearly signposted and the door boldly marked—but it was always locked and knocking produced no response. Ah well, perhaps next year?

Touring the stands in comfort around the 40,000ft² exhibition, optimism was the obvious keynote and without exception every exhibitor questioned replied, "Definitely back again next year".

There can be no doubt that the first Radcomex was a success. With nearly 5,000 potential buyers, the exhibitors were obviously pleased and will certainly be the envy of anyone who didn't attend or who pulled out whatever the reason.

Radcomex next year will take place at Alexandra Park, London. The Great Hall has already been booked for May 6, 7 and 8, 1977. But next year will be even better. It is to incorporate a convention which will include such things as v.h.f. and h.f. It is also planned to hold a dinner/dance on one evening. Add this increased programme to the attractions already existing and it is clear that next years' RSGB show will be an absolute must not only for the radio and electronics enthusiast, but as a day out for the whole family. Quick—put a note in your diary, you don't want to miss all those fantastic bargains a second time, do you?
RETURN OF POST MAIL-ORDER SERVICE

JUST RELEASED
R.C.S. 100 watt VALVE AMPLIFIER

40 inputs. Four way mixer, master volume, treble and bass controls. Tubed Valves. This professional quality amplifier suitable is suitable for all groups, disco, P.A. where high power output is required. 1 speaker outputs. A/C mains operated, have output. Produced by demand for a quality valve amplifier. Send for details

Suitable carrying cabinet £45

Price £85, c.a.r. £20

NOTE: Please state 3 or 8 or 15 ohms. Pay 60p

TEAK VENEER HI-FI SPEAKER CABINETS

MODEL "A": 20 x 13 x 12in. For 15 in. speaker. £13-50 Post 10in. speaker. £15.50

Illustrated

MODEL "B": For 15 x 8in. or £7-50 Post 9 in. speaker. £9-50

MODEL "C": 20 x 12 x 16in. Reflex cabinet will accept 1-12in. bass unit, 1-8 in. and tweeter. £13.50

Teak Finish, Grooved front £21-50 Display £25

LOUDSPEAKER CABINET

Wadding 14in. wide, 8ft. £8-50

GOODMANS CONE TWEETER

3in. diam. 18,000 C.P.S. 25 WATTS 525 £3-25

BARGAIN 4 CHANNEL TRANSISTOR MONO MIXER. Add musical highlights and sound effects to recordings in the home. Microphone, records, tape and stereo with separate inputs into single output. 9 volt battery operated.

STEREO VERSION OF ABOVE 8-55

BARGAIN 3 WATT AMPLIFIER. 4 Transistor £3-95

Push-Pull Ready built with volume, treble and bass controls. 12 volt battery operated. Main Supply £2-95

“THE INSTANT” BULK TAPE ERASER & HEAD DEMAGNETISERT suitable for cassettes, and all sizes of tape reels. A/C mains 200/240V. £1.50

Leather S.A.E. £3-95

WATER HEATING ELEMENTS

OFFERING 100% USES for every type of heating and drying applications in the home, garage, greenhouse, factory (available in manufacturing quantities). Approx. size 151 x 21 x 21 Operating voltage 200/250V, a.c. 200 watts approx. Printed circuit element enclosed in asbestos filled with connecting wires. Completely flexible providing safe Black. British Made for use in photographics and print drying equipment. Ideal for home handysmen and experimenters. Suitable for Xmas Pads, Food Warmers, Conservatory Heaters, etc.

Must be clamped between two sheets of metal or asbestos, etc., to make efficient clothes dryers, towel rails—ideal for airing cupboards. Ideal for anti-slip device for the garden—preventing frozen radish or actions as oil sump heater. Use in green plant protection, invaluable aid for bird houses, incubators, etc. etc. Can be used in series for lower heat, or in parallel for higher heat applications.

ONLY 40p EACH (FOUR FOR £1.20)

ALL POST PAID—Discounts for quantity.

BREADER MAJOR 12" £10.35 Post 60p

20-14,000 c/s. 12in. double cone, woofer and tweeter combination with BAKER MAGNET magnet assembly having a flux density of 14,000 gauss and a total flux of 140,000 Maxwells. Bass response 40 c/s rated 35 watts. NOIRE: 3 or 8 or 15 ohms must be stated.

Module kit, 20-17,000 c/s with tweeter, crossover, baffles and instructions £13

BARDER SPEAKERS "BIG SOUND"

Robustly constructed to stand up to long periods of continuous power. As used by leading groups. Useful response 20,18,000 c/s. Bass response 60 c/s. GROUP "25" £8-95 Post 60p 10in 20 watt 2, 8, or 15 ohms.

GROUP "35" £10-50 Post 60p 12in 40 watt 3, 8, or 15 ohms.

GROUP "50/12" £14-50 Post 60p 18 in. 80 watt professional model. 8 ohms or 15 ohms. With aluminium frame dome. GROUP "50/15" £19-50 Post 60p 15 in. 75 watt 8 or 15 ohms.

BAKEDER 150 WATT QUALITY TRANSISTOR MIXER/AMPLIFIER

All purpose transistored. Ideal for Groups, Disco and P.A. 4 inputs speech, music, 5-way mixing. Output 8/16 ohms A.C. mains.\n
£68 £10-00 Post 50p

New, boxed, guaranteed. Details S.A.E.

Latest 50 watt Model £49

100 WATT DISCO AMPLIFIER CHASSIS MADE BY JENNINGS MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

£52 £9-00 Post 50p

Speaker outputs, vol., treble, bass controls. CAN BE USED AS 100WATT SLAVE

QUALITY LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURE

Teak veneered in thick wood cabinet. Bals 12in x 12in x 12in. Weight 80lb. This cabinet features a wide range of for each, offering a separate compartment for mounting Tweeters or Mid-Range Horn. The fully sealed bass compartment is cut out for 12in 80 watt £45. B&V, Rosewood Version £8-90. B&V. Baffle could be cut for larger speaker.

P.W. SOUND TO LIGHT DISPLAY

Complete kit of parts with R.C.S. printed circuit. Three channels 900 to 1,000 watt each. As featured in December Practical Wireless. £12-50 Post 50p

£58 £9-50 Post 50p

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

6 VOLT 1 AMP 6V 2 AMP 4V 1 AMP 4 AMP 2 AMP 2 AMP 1 AMP £1-75 1 AMP 2 AMP 1 AMP 2 AMP 1 AMP £1-95 2 AMP 1 AMP 2 AMP 1 AMP £1-95 2 AMP 1 AMP 2 AMP 1 AMP £1-95 2 AMP 1 AMP 2 AMP 1 AMP £1-95

E.R. TAP Motor £1-85 Post 45p

E.R. GRAM MOTOR £1-25 Post 45p

Hi-Fi Enclosure Manual containing plans, designs, crossover data and cable tables, 8pp.

337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

Open 9-6 Wed. 7-9 Sat. 9-5 (Closed for lunch 1-2.30)

Radio Component Specialists


Cash price includes VAT

Access & Barclays cards welcome.

Rail Salterhithe.

Tel: 01-484 1665

527
INVERTORS

P.E. ORION STEREO AMPLIFIER

ASTROIGNITION

240v-50Hz from your 12v car battery
25 watt - £4.75
30 watt - £5.50
40 watt - £6.95
60 watt - £8.75
75 watt - £12.95
100 watt - £16.95
150 watt - £21.95
300 watt (12v) - £28.45
1.5 Kw(12v) - £137.00
All above inverters are in kit form but may be purchased built up in metal case and ready for use. Price list sent on receipt of S.A.E.

P.W. AUTOMATIC EMERGENCY SUPPLY
240v-50Hz--150 watt Inverter with built in battery charger. In event of power failure switches over automatically from battery charging to inverter operation. C.T as appeared in Dec. 72 P.W. Complete kit of parts (excluding meter) £24.95 plus £3.70 p.p.

FLUORESCENT LIGHT INVERTER KIT
8 watt-12v-Fluorescent light, suitable for tents, caravans, houses, boats and secondary lighting for factories, hotels, &c.
Built up £5.90 + 35p p. & p.

TRANSFORMERS AND COILS
Both high volume and small order capacity available.
Special offer, Miniature mains transformer 6-0-6v-6vA. 85p + 10p. & p.

20 + 20 Watts r.m.s. into 8 ohm load. Distortion less than 0.01%. Frequency response ±1dB 20Hz to 20kHz. Hum level virtually nil with volume full on.

This is a power amplifier of superb quality incorporating the very latest design features. Professional hi-fi enthusiasts have classed it as fantastic and real value for money. The CCT incorporates a low flux transformer and inputs for disc, tape, tuner, etc.

Complete kit of parts including slim line bookend case, silk screened front panel and knobs £47-30 inc. VAT and p. & p.

The bookend case, I.C's and semiconductors, P.C. board, Transformer, etc. may be purchased separately if desired. Send S.A.E. for further information.

INSTRUMENT CASES
Bookend Amplifier and attractive styled Instrument Cases available. Send S. and A. envelope for Price List.

ASTRO IGNITION SYSTEM
Complete kit of parts for this proven and tested system £10-45 inc. VAT. Ready built with only two connections to alter £13-75 inc. VAT. Thousands have used this system both home and abroad. Consider these advantages—more power, faster acceleration, fuel economy, excellent cold starting, smoother running, no contact breaker burning. Also because of the high energy spark the fuel mixture can be made weaker giving further economy and fewer plug problems. Fitting time when built 5 minutes approx. Please state whether positive or negative earth.

TRADE and EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED ON ALL PRODUCTS

ASTRO ELECTRONICS
Springbank Road, West Park
CHESTERFIELD. 31475

1. Understand electronics.
Step by step, we take you through all the fundamentals of electronics and show you how easily the subject can be mastered using our unique Lerna-Kit course.

(1) Build an oscilloscope.
(2) Read, draw and understand circuit diagrams.
(3) Carry out over 40 experiments on basic electronic circuits and see how they work.

2. Become a radio amateur.
Learn how to become a radio amateur in contact with the whole world. We give skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence.

(1) Write to: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.
NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
Block caps please

W.A.A.
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**SPECIAL OFFER ALL 22 I.C.'S FOR P.W. DIGITAL FREQUENCY COUNTER FOR £7.50**

**POPULAR BRANDED TRANSISTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC147</td>
<td>7p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC148</td>
<td>7p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC149</td>
<td>7p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC157</td>
<td>7p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC158</td>
<td>7p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC159</td>
<td>7p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF194</td>
<td>7p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF195</td>
<td>7p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF196</td>
<td>7p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF197</td>
<td>7p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note that all prices include postage and V.A.T. at 8% or 12½% as appropriate.

Mail order only.

**XEROZA RADIO**

1, East Street, Bishops Tatton, Barnstaple, Devon

---

**H.A.C. SHORT-WAVE KITS**

Famous for over 25 years for Short-Wave Equipment of quality, "H.A.C." were the original suppliers of Short-Wave Receiver Kits for the amateur constructor. Special offer a 5s valve—75p each.

**1976 "EX" RECEIVER**

Complete kit. Price £5.00 (incl. 5s 6p. & V.A.T.). Customer wise: "EX" receiver performance is astonishing for such an inexpensive and footproof kit. I would wholeheartedly recommend this kit to anyone, however inexperienced, as an antidote to TV-fila, and as an entry into a fascinating hobby. This kit is ready to assemble and contains all genuine short-wave components, drilled chassis, valve, accessories and full instructions. Pull range of other S.W. kits, including the famous model "K plus" (illustrated above). All parts despatched within 7 days. Read now for free descriptive catalogue of kits and components. Read stamped envelope for details.

---

**F.M. FRONT END**


**OUTPUT METER**

500ua x 15 clear plastic panel type £1-30.

**AM/FM TUNING METER**

125-0/125ua Edgewide 1½ x 1 £1-10.

**SIGNAL STRENGTH METER**

250ua illuminated edgewide 1½ x 1 £1-10.

**MINIATURE METERS**

500 micro-amp (level-stereo beacon, etc.) scaled half black/half red. Size 1 x 1 in 65p. p.p. 15p.

**3 GANG TUNING CAPACITOR**


**S-DECS AND T-DECS**


**SMITHS GEARED MOTORS**

240v AC 3 revs per min/4 revs. per min £1-30. 2 revs per h/r revs per hr. p.p. 250.

**OVERLOAD CUTOFFS**

Panel mounting 800 ma/4 amp. 10 amp. 55p ea.

**MAINS RELAY 240v**

3 c/o 10 amp contacts. £1 with base.

**MINIATURE RELAYS**

1 (1 x 1 x 1) 24v. 4 c/o 6p.

---

**CIRCUIT BOARD (P.C.B.) 1/16 inch copper.**

**FORMICA P & P 35p. on all packs.**

5 x 4 x 7 in 2, 3, 5, 15, 10 in 7 in 3 packs. £1.13 x 9 in 3 in packs. £1.20, 1.5 x 6 in 2 packs. £1.25.

**BARGAIN PACK**

10 packs 10 x 1 x 9 plus free 3½ inch X66 £2-20.

**FIBRE GLASS P.C.B.**

(8-inch) £1.20.

**FIBRE GLASS P.C.B.**

(Double-sided) 6 x 6 in 65p ea. 12 x 6 in 85p ea. 12 x 12 in £1-25 ea. p.p. 15p each piece.

**PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT**

The no frills all value kit. Containing 4 packs 8 x 7 Formica laminate, 1 pack 6 x 6 Fibre glass laminate, 1 pack Epoxy Clutch, 60 c.c. Resist ink, with instructions. £2.49 p.p. 65p.

**BLUE P.C.B. IFR**


**ETCH RESIST PEN 55p. p.p. 50p.**

**FIBRE GLASS BAGGAGE PACK**

200 ea. 1 inch double & double sided pieces, £1.25. p.p. 35p.

**FERRIC CHLORIDE ETCHING XTALS**


**EDGE CONNECTOR**

54 way 1 vero size etc. Can easily be cut to any length 65p. p.p. 10p. Side Guides for above connectors 10p each.

---

**MINI UNIBLECTORS**

12 volt 11 way, 4 bank (3 non-bridging, 1 homing) £2.00 p.p. 35p.

24 volt 11 way, 6 bank (5 non-bridging, 1 bridging) £2.50 p.p. 35p.

---

**KINNIE COMPONENTS**

10, NELMES WAY, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX RM11 2OZ. HORNCHURCH 45167 (callers by appt.)
NEW MULLARD & MAZDA VALVES
All individually boxed.
Full trade discounts to bona fide companies.
Prices on application.

NEW VALVES
Individually boxed and guaranteed but of European or other origin at greatly reduced prices. Quotations for any valve not listed.

VALVE MAIL ORDER CO.
Climax House, Fallsbrook Rd., Streatham SW16 6ED
Technical Training in Radio, Television and Electronics

ICS have helped thousands of ambitious people to move up into higher paid, more secure jobs in the field of electronics - now it can be your turn. Whether you are a newcomer to the field or are already working in the industry, ICS can provide you with the specialised training so essential to success.

Personal Tuition and Guaranteed Success
The expert and personal guidance by fully qualified tutors, backed by the ICS guarantee of tuition until successful is the key to our outstanding record in the technical training field. You study at the time and pace that suits you best and in your own home. In the words of one of our many successful students: "Since starting my course, my salary has trebled and I am expecting a further increase when my course is completed."

City and Guilds Certificates
Excellent job prospects await those who hold one of these recognised certificates. ICS can coach you for:
- Telecommunications Technicians
- Radio, TV Electronics Technicians
- Technical Communications
- Radio Servicing Theory
- Radio Amateurs
- Electrical Installation Work
- Also MPT Radio Communications Certificate

Diploma Courses
- Colour TV Servicing
- Electronic Engineering and Maintenance
- Computer Engineering and Programming
- Radio, TV and Audio, Engineering and Servicing
- Electrical Engineering, Installations and Contracting

Qualify for a New Career
Home study courses for leading professional examinations and diploma courses for business and technical subjects -
- G.C.E. Engineering
- 60 subjects at "O" & "A" levels
- "A" levels Industrial Accounting
- Accountancy Management
- Air Conditioning

POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET.

ICS
To: International Correspondence Schools
Dept. 7770, Manifold House, London SW8 4UJ or telephone 622 9911

Subject of Interest
Name
Address

Radio, Technical Training

Telephone Number
Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to Advertisements.
fm tuner number two

The New FM Tuner from Ambit.

1.2uV for 30uB SN, adjustable output voltage, ultrasonic suppression better than 70dB. 8 preset, geared manual drive. Double IC stabilizers. Supplied with prealigned Larholt RF/IF and decoder module. Complete with black woodgrain cabinet, and solid aluminium front panel.

Kit £55.50 (£62.43 inc. VAT)
Built and tested £79.75 (£89.71 inc. VAT)
(Carriage £3.00 extra)

modules for rf, if, mpx: (12v)

audio and general components

NEW 7020 Dual ceramic filters, 2 stage preamp into the improved CA3089E (HA1137W), with mute, AFC to suit any varactor tunerhead, meter output and edge terminations. kit £5.25 built £6.65
NEW 92310 The MC1310 mpx decoder, with twin audio preamps, and BLR3107 ultrasonic block filter. kit £5.35 built £6.65
NEW 71197 A new varicap tuner for MW/LW, with ceramic filter, 80dB AGC, low noise and distortion. kit with ferrite rod £9.65 built £11.35
NEW 5800 The state of the art in fm tunerheads, 6 double varicap tuned circuits, 2 MOSFET AGC control, 3 stage, double tuned IF output stage. kit £11.35 built £14.00
TDA2020 kit A stereo power amp, with the TDA2020 15W RMS 0.1% THD IC from SGS.
£7.65. (Special extruded heatsinks 75p each).

LINEAR ICs

CA3089E 3.75
MC1310 1.80
SN76600 0.75
RX130AS 2.50
TBA651 0.81
UA720 0.40
L6226 0.90
L6231 0.81
TBA10 1.09
TCA400 1.50
TDA2020 2.99

VARACTORS

MVAM2 1.05
MV104/88104 0.45
BA121 0.30

TOKO COILS, FILTERS, TUNERS FOR AM/FM AND MPX.

Full details of standard types in lists:
10m IF filters for 455/470kHz 260 Linear Phase filter for 10.5kHz 2.25
10m IF filters for 10.7MHz 300 MF/HF/VTM mechanicals for 455 1.65
Ceramic filters for 10.7MHz 500 SFD470 new Murata ceramic block 0.75
Ceramic filters for 6MHz 800 BLR72107 15/25kHz notch (internat) 1.60
Ceramic 455kHz typ CFX104 1.50 Variable chokes 11, 23 & 36kHz 0.30
CPT4080/4081C, CPT4700 ceramic 60p EC2302 low cost varicap FM tuner 5.50
CFU0708 470kHz ceramic 65p EF3600 5 stage varicap FM head 12.50

Send an SAE for a free price list and stock list. There is a new Larholt Signalmaster FM tuner and more details on our range of wireless products. PP 22p per order, VAT is generally at 12.5% - and the min. GWO charge is £1. Min. invoice £7.50, Catalogue 40p. (4% VAT).

37 HIGH STREET,
BRENTWOOD, ESSEX.
CM14 4RH tel 216029
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RHYTHM GENERATOR

All component parts are available separately S.A.E. for lists, or for pricing.
Tel.: 0246-31475
FULL KIT: £39.90 + £1.00 (Includes VAT)
KIT INCLUDES NEW UPDATED P.C.B.'s
With printed layout for easy assembly, all components "nice" switches and knobs, case, in fact everything you need to complete this very exciting Project.
P.C.B.'s ARE AVAILABLE SEPARATELY.
Set of NEW UPDATED P.C.B's, with a printed layout, made in first class quality glass-epoxy, by a well known national company.

Price on application to:
ASTRO-W.K.F. Inc.
1 QUEEN STREET NORTH
WHITTINGTON MOOR,
CHESERFIELD,
DERBYS.
Tel: 0246-31475

SPECIAL OFFER

Build circuits in minutes

using the low-cost modular breadboard S-DeC

An S-DeC is a breadboard which allows components to be inserted into it without soldering. Holes are numbered for identification and re-use purposes. Electronic components are plugged into the holes via their leads. Beneath the holes are metal sockets connected together electrically in accordance with a pattern shown on the upper surface of the S-DeC. By plugging in the components, you can build electronic circuits in minutes—without using a soldering iron. When you have built your circuits, simply unplug the components and use them over and over again to build other circuits on your S-DeC.

With every S-DeC you receive a free booklet showing how to build nine super circuits. There is also a free control panel to accommodate things like tuning capacitors and variable resistors.

The S-DeC, booklet and control panel costs only £1.98p plus 37p postage, packing and VAT. Send your cheque/PO now and start building electronic circuits the easy way.

P.B. Electronics (Scotland) Ltd.
57 HIGH STREET, SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX CB10 1AA.
Telephone: Saffron Walden (0799) 22874.
MULLARD UNILINE

- The uniline operated 4 x 4 stereo system. Rated one of the finest performers in the stereo field...
A hobby that pays big salaries.

Enrol in the BNR & E School and you’ll have an entertaining and fascinating hobby. Stick with it and the opportunities and the big money await you, if qualified, in every field of Electronics today. We offer the finest home study training for all subjects in radio, television, etc., especially for the CITY AND GUILDS EXAMS (Technicians’ Certificates); the Grad. Brit. I.E.R. Exam; the RADIO AMATEUR’S LICENCE; P.M.G. Certificates; the R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers; Servo-mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS’ experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken record of exam successes. We are the only privately run British home study College specialising in electronics subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent without any obligation.
ANNOUNCING SINTEL'S COMPLETE KIT FOR THIS MONTH'S PW "EASYBUILD" CAR CLOCK—
EVERYTHING INCLUDED except battery—IN STOCK NOW

FULLY AUTHOR-APPROVED KIT (We wrote the article)

- Only high quality components used—Piher resistors, Mullard capacitors, roller tinned fibreglass PCB's etc. 
- Full instructions included. Simple but sophisticated circuitry gives you good performance at low cost. You benefit from our experience in clock kit design. After sales service available at very reasonable cost.

SAVE £'s and buy the complete kit at only £17.85

VAT and P&P extra. Order as "AUTOCLOCK KIT"

ADD VAT at 8½/, 2½p P&P.

Price list of our full line of kits and components free on request. 
- Access and Barclaycard orders welcome, by post or PHONE. Fast delivery.

SINTEL
53n Aston Street
Oxford
Tel. 9885 45791

GREENWELD
443 Millbrook Road Southampton
S01 0HX
Tel. (0703) 772501

SUMMER SALE CLEARANCE LINES

Skeleton pots, 0-3W Vert. mntg. 470, 1k, 2k, 4k, 5k, 10k, 22k, 100k; Horizontals mntg. 5k, 10k, 50k, All £1 each or £4/100, your selection.
22μF 10V Mullard 015; 2μF 10V C409, all 4p each, £2.10 per.
Ceramic plate 0-1μF 50V £2.50/100.
Bank of 40 sub miniature neons, wire ended, 70V £1.80.
Speakers: 7 x 4" 3 ohm with small baffle and feet 85p; 4" dia 3 ohm ex-equip. 50p.
5V 1mA REGULATED POWER SUPPLY
Brand new boxed fully stabilized PSU, complete with instruction manual. Load regulation 0.15%; Thermal & Electrical overload protection. Only £24.60.
Relays: PO 3000 type, 650 ohm coil; 8 heavy duty cin contacts (Ex-equip) 75p, 16 for £3.50; PO 3000 type, 500 ohm coil, new, works on 9V & 5½v contacts and 1 make, 50p, 10 for £3.80; miniature plug in type: 700 ohm 3 c/o, works on 12V 56p.
Connecting wire—8 metres (40 x 2 m lengths add. colours). Solid core 75p.
5½V 15V elec. —£2.10; 1000UF 10V 10 for £1.60. 1 ohm 1W MRS metal oxide resistors £1.80/100.

SEE PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS for INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT PRICES
All prices quoted include VAT and UK/BFPO postage. Most orders dispatched on day of receipt. 10p + large SAE for £4 page list (FREE with orders over £8). Send 10p for Multimeter catalogue—free on request on orders over £4. Official Orders accepted from Schools, etc. Export/Wholesale enquiries welcome. Surplus components always wanted.

PC ETCHING KIT Mk II
Contains 11b Ferric Chloride, 100 g the copper clad board. DALO Quicks DoZ Inc. resist pen, passive cleaner, 2 miniature drill bits, etching dish and instructions. £3.45
7½B BARGAIN PARCELS
Hundreds of new components—pots, resistors, capacitors, switches, PC Boards with transistors, diodes and other small kits of odds and ends. NOW REDUCED TO £2.90

TRANSISTOR PACKS
200 assd. mainly out of spoc, transistors, mostly unmarked—NPN PNP plastic, TO5 TO18 RF AF Small signal and TO3 power devices. About 75% usable devices. Only £1.60, 100 marked BC108, untested £2.18, 10 out of spec. 2N2050 £1.60

COMPUTER PANELS
Large quantity always available. 2½b asstd.: £1.75; 7½b £3.45; 10b £6.18. Pack with about 800 components inc. at least 50 transistors £1.99. Pack with 12 High Quality panels, Inc. IC's, power transistors, multibit trimmed hundreds of small signal transistors, resistors, zener diodes, capacitors, etc. Only £2.75.
7600 IC pack:—10 14 series IC's on panels £1.20.

PE Gas Ignition Kit, as featured in May 75 edition. £5.50.

FERMIC CHLORIDE
Anhydrous technical quality in 1 lb double sealed packs. 1½b £1.30; 3½b £1.95; 6½b £3.50; 10½b £5.50.

VEROBOARD
1000s Ins assd., sizes and pitches, about 8 pieces (All 0.1" if requested) £1.30.

BARGAIN PACKS

All Packs Un-used Parts—PK1-40-C280 (Mullard) Axial Lead Capacitor mixed values from —01μF to —04μF (250V/W). PK2-30-C281 (Mullard) Radial Lead Capacitors mixed values from —01μF to —1μF (250V/W). PK3-6 Co-ax. plugs. PK4-6 Co-ax connectors. PK5-5 Sm/m formers with plugs. PK6-25-AC12 Transistors. PK7-3 BF200 (VHF) Transistors. PK8-2 BF182 (UHF) Transistors. PK9 Any 8 Transistors BC108, BC113, BC135, BC153, BC171, BC172. PK10 6½ amp 400 volts rectifiers. PK11-5 pin din plugs (100?) PK12-5 3P Battery Connectors.
All prices include VAT. P&P 30p per order. Please send uncrossed P.O. or Cheques for returning if we are out of stock of Bargain Packs or older types of new valves.

ELECTRONIC MAILORDER LTD.
62 BRIDGE ST., RAMSBOTTOM, BURY, LANC. TEL. RAMS. (070 682) 3036
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NOTICE TO READERS

Whilst prices of goods shown in classified advertisements are correct at the time of closing for press, readers are advised to check with the advertiser both prices and availability of goods before ordering from non-current issues of the magazine.

PREDEC COMPONENTS

Whilst in transit, please allow 7 days. Woodvals are made to order, lead time usually 14 days, but may be up to 4 weeks if total orders are heavy. We shall endeavor to keep speeds to minimum.

Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices quoted for any type of trimmer are for 500 trimmers of that type. For 100 trimmers, 25% surcharge. For 25 trimmers, 50% surcharge.

BRAND NEW COMPONENTS BY

ELECTRICALS: 16V, 25V, 50V, 0.47-10µF. -10% to ±20%.

CONDENSERS: 1N4001 40V 10µF. -10% to ±20%.

Diodes: 1N4004 40V, 1N4007 40V, 1N4009 40V.

OTHER COMPONENTS: Please ask for details.

VMF 30: Insulated transformer, 30V, 0.01µF to 0.5µF. -10% to ±20%.

RESISTORS: 1% 0.1Ω to 100MΩ. -10% to ±20%.

None of these components are suitable for use in military equipment or nuclear reactor installations.

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE OF CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

1. Advertisements are accepted subject to the conditions appearing on our current advertisement rate card and on the express understanding that the Advertiser warrants that the advertisement does not contravene any Act of Parliament nor is it an infringement of the British Code of Advertising Practice.

2. The Publishers reserve the right to refuse to print any advertisement.

3. Advertisers must always be sent a registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Manager, Practical Wireless, Room 2337, IPC Magazines Limited, King's Reach Tower, Stamford St., London, SEI 9LS. (Telephone 01-281 5846).

Precision Polycarbonate Capacitors

440V AC RANGE

Value (µF) ±1% ±2% ±5%

0.0025 8µF 8µF 8µF
0.022 8µF 8µF 8µF
0.047 8µF 8µF 8µF
0.050 8µF 8µF 8µF
0.056 8µF 8µF 8µF
0.100 8µF 8µF 8µF
0.220 8µF 8µF 8µF
0.225 8µF 8µF 8µF
0.300 8µF 8µF 8µF
0.470 8µF 8µF 8µF
0.500 8µF 8µF 8µF
0.560 8µF 8µF 8µF
1.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
1.500 8µF 8µF 8µF
2.200 8µF 8µF 8µF
2.250 8µF 8µF 8µF
3.300 8µF 8µF 8µF
4.700 8µF 8µF 8µF
5.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
5.600 8µF 8µF 8µF
10.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
15.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
22.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
22.500 8µF 8µF 8µF
33.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
47.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
50.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
56.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
100.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
150.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
220.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
225.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
330.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
470.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
500.000 8µF 8µF 8µF
560.000 8µF 8µF 8µF

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

Start your communications business today!

COMMUNICATIONS RECIEVER MODULES

Small superhet circuit boards requiring only controls and tuned circuits. 8 volt. Mosfet mixer, IC IF, BFO, Pred. Exc. Excellent AM/FM/SW results reported by delighted users. From £1-50. SAE details, PR Goleby Electronics, Milburn, Stonehouse, Glos.
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NOTES:

1. SAE for additional stock lists. Wholesale price lists available to bona fide companies.

2. MARKETING TRADING (Dept. P), The Old School, Edington, Wessex, Dorset, Tel: Wiltshire 678 (Proper Micronet Trading Ltd.).

VINTAGE RADIO 1920 to 1950

Receivers, valves, components, service data, historical research, books, magazines, repairs and restorations. A complete service for the collector and enthusiast of vintage radio.

S.a.e. with enquiries and for monthly newsletter. Full 1987 price list paid.

TUDOR REED (Vintage Services), 96, Broad Street, Staple Hill, Bristol, BS16 5NL. Tel. Bristol 506672.


For Sale
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SERVICE SHEETS—COLOUR TV SERVICE MANUALS
LARGE SELECTION COVERING MOST MAKES—S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES PLEASE TO:
BELL’S TELEVISION SERVICES
190 KINGS ROAD, HARROGATE, N. YORKSHIRE TEL. (CODE 0423) 55885
We also have a large stock of Books & Magazines on Radio, TV, etc. Free lists on request

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, etc., 50p and S.A.E. Catalogue 20p and S.A.E.
HAMILTON RADIO, 47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

LARGE SUPPLIER OF
SERVICE SHEETS
(T.V., RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS, RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS, STEREORAMS, RADIOGRAMS, CAR RADIOS)
ALL AT 75p EACH (Except colour) & CAR RADIOS
Please state if Circuit will do. If Service Sheet not in stock.
"PLEASE ENCLOSURE LARGE S.A.E WITH ALL ENQUIRIES & ORDERS" Otherwise cannot be attended to
(Unlabeled P.O. 0 a please, original returned if service sheets not available.)

PLEASE NOTE
We operate a "by return of post" service. Any claims for non-delivery should be made within 7 days of posting your order.

C. CARANNA
71 BEAUFORT PARK
LONDON, N.W.11 6RX
We have the largest supplies of Service Sheets (strictly by return of post). Please state make and model number alternative. Free TV fault tracing chart or TV list on request with order. Mail order or phone 01-456 4882 Large Stocks of Colour Manuals NO OVERSEAS MAIL PLEASE

WANTED
WE PAY £2 EACH (plus postage) for clean copies of "Radio & TV Servicing" books from 1960-61 edition onwards. Bells Television Services, 190 Kings Road, Harrogate, N. Yorkshire. Tel: 0423 55885.

TOP PRICES PAID FOR NEW VALVES and TRANSISTORS
popular T.V. & I Radio types.
KENSGINGTON SUPPLIES (C), 137 Kensington Street, Bradford 8, Yorkshire.

SERVICE SHEETS, radio, TV etc., 10.006 models. Catalogue 24p, plus S.A.E. with orders. enquiries. Telray, 154 Brook Street, Preston PRI 7HP.

TELEVISION TRAINING

16 MONTHS' full-time practical and theoretical training course in Radio and TV Servicing (Mono and Colour) for beginners with GCE (or equivalent) in Maths, and English.
13 WEEKS' full-time Colour TV Servicing course. Includes 100 hours practical training. Mono revision if necessary. Good electronic background essential. NEXT SESSION commences on September 13th.
Prospectus from: London Electronics College, Department B10, 20 Penywern Road, London SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721.

COURSES—Radio Amateurs Examination City & Guilds. Pass this important examination and obtain your first licence with an RRC Home Study Course. For details of this, and other courses (GCE, Professional Examinations etc) write or phone—THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JXI, Tuition House London SW19 4DS. Tel: 01-947 7272 (Careers Advisory Service) or for a prospectus only ring 01-946 1102 (24hr recording service).

Ladders

U.K. Agents Required
PACIFIC TRADING COMPANY
ALWAYS A STEP AHEAD IN ELECTRONIC FIELD
NEW INVENTIONAL
LED "MAGIC TOUCH"
WATER RESISTANT ELECTRONIC QUARTZ WATCH
NO NEED PUSH BUTTON
JUST TOUCH. TIME WILL DISPLAY:
HOUR, MIN, SEC. MONTH, DATE AND DAY

WEIGHT: LESS THAN 0.3 OZ.
THICKNESS: 0.9 mm

PACIFIC TRADING COMPANY
7A WATERLOO RD., KOWLOON
P.O. BOX SSP 8773 HONGKONG
TELEX: 84782 VRHGT UX

Books and Publications
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS
REWINDING ELECTRIC MOTORS
This unique instruction manual shows step by step how to rewind motors, working part or full time, without previous experience. Everything you need to know easily explained, including where to obtain materials, how to get all the work you need, etc. A goldmine of information and knowledge.
Only £3.90 plus 25p P.A.P.
Magnus Publications Dept PW5
Brinksway Trading Estate, Brinksway, Stockport SK3 6BZ.
Oversize Distributors wanted.

Miscellaneous
the **TEXAN** HiFi Amp
28 watt version available ex stock at £35 incl. tax

You are invited to send S.A.E. for lists of our
very extensive range of high quality amplifier,
pre-amps, F.M. tuners, Instruments, Radiocommut.
ignition units and many other kits. Please state requirements.

**TELERADIO ELECTRONICS, 325 FORE STREET, EDINBURGH, LONDON N9**

**SUPERB INSTRUMENT CASES** by Jazell, designed from heavy duty
PVC faced steel. Hundreds of people
and industrial users are choosing the
cases they require from our vast
range. Competitive prices start at a
low £35. Examples: width, depth,
height, 8in x 6in x 3in, £15.55; 10in x 6in x 3in, £20; 10in x 8in x 3in, £25.75;
12in x 10in x 3in, £30; 8in x 4in x 4in, £11.95; 10in x 6in x 4in, £20; 12in x
8in x 4in, £35; 7in x 7in x 5in, £25.95;
8in x 10in x 6in, £35; 12in x 6in x 7in, £25.95; 12in x 12in x 7in, £40. Plus
17lp. Carriage and 8% VAT. Over 400 models
to choose from. Promote despatch. Free
literature (stamp would be appreciated).
Jazell, Dept. No. 20, St. Wilfrid's, Foundry Lane, Halton, Lan-
caster, LA2 6LT.

**DO-IT-YOURSELF** loudspeakers for hi-
fi are our speciality. Full range of
components and accessories includ-
ing chassis speakers, crossovers, sound
absorbent, grille fabrics etc. always
available. We stock the fabulous
value Helme speaker kits complete
with full and easy instructions, also
Peerless and Wharfedale kits. Just
about the lowest prices anywhere!
Send 9p stamp for bargain list to:
Audioscan, Dept. PW10, 4 Princes
Square, Harrogate, North Yorkshire.

**RECHARGEABLE NICAD BATTERIES.**
Penello, AA— £9.94p. Sub. 'C'— £1.16.
'C'— £1.92. 'D'— £2.58. PP3— £4.48.
Chargers, £4.48. £4.98. £9.98. £9.98.
£3.98 respectively. Others. All prices
include VAT. Add 10% Post and Pack-
age. SAE for price list plus 25p for
information booklet. Sandwell Plant
Ltd., 1 Denholm Road, Sutton Cold-
field, West Midlands. O21 354 9764.

**MINI ACCUMULATORS**
2 volt MULTI-USE
Sealed Lead Acid Re-
chargeable Cables.
Size L46-1 4" x 1 1"
X 4", 3 for £2.95
Size G24-1 7" x 1 3"
X 5", 1 for £2.95
"Add 25p. P. & P.
Any Qty.
Suite F/Cord
GARFIELDS, 295 Rye Lane, London.
E.15

**GORSSE'S MAIN STOCKISTS FOR**
**GRUNDIG**
Satellit 2000, Teletype Machines, Video Radio, Telemeys and
TRX4 Stereo Tape Recorders, Radios, Radios/
Cassette Recorders, Cassette Recorders, Micro-
phones, etc., etc., etc.
Please write, phone or call for full details and
prices.
177 THE MALL, BLACKBURN
TEL: 51687

**12 VOLT FLUORESCENTS**
**MADE BY THORN.** Ideal for
Caravan, Boat, Tent, Emergency Lighting etc.
All lamps guaranteed for 12 months.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 ins</td>
<td>21 watt</td>
<td>£4.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 ins</td>
<td>12 watt</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All lamps have On/Off Switch, Wrong Polarity
Protection Device and Diffuser.

**C60 CASSETTE 32p**
All Cassettes in Plastic Case
with Index and Screwed Assembly.

**C90 CASSETTE 45p**
All prices include VAT. Add Postage 5p in £1.

**SALOP ELECTRONICS**
**21 WYILE COP**
**SHERSHBURY**
**Tel: 53298**

**COLCHESTER COMPONENTS SHOP.**
Now open Sunday-Thurday 12-8 p.m.
J. K. Electronics, 11 Mersea Road, Colchester
Essex CO4 33.

Computer parts for hobby, experimental, educational
and professional use.

**KB6: 56-station standard**
Teletype layout
**AS RECOMMENDED FOR PRACTICAL WIRELESS**
**VIDEO-WRITER PROJECT**

ASCII-Coded TTL-compatible 4-bank alphanumeric
reed-switch keyboard with ROM encoder chip, strobed output, two-key
rollover and debounce. Standard 7-bit ASCII code (no parity).
Supplied complete with circuit diagrams and code chart.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Power Supply:** +5VDC /-5% 150mA +/12VDC /-10% 10mA. Output
- **Logic Levels:** Data Bits 1 through 7: 0V "O" -45V; 2.6V "1" 5 25V. Fan
- **Out:** One standard TTL load. Strobe: 2.6V "1" 5 25V. 0V "0" -46V. Fan
- **Out:** 10 standard TTL load. Strobe signal delay 10 milliseconds nominal to
allow data to stabilise.

**Price:** £35.00 plus £1.00 P&P + 8% VAT (Send £38.88)

**KB7:** Similar to KB6 PLUS 8 additional key-stations (standard ASCII 64 character
set) PLUS lower-case Alpha facility.

**Price:** £42.50 plus £1.00 P&P + 8% VAT (Send £46.98)

**ALSO AVAILABLE—SPECIAL LOW-COST KEYBOARD:**

**KB8:** 5-bank alphanumeric Baudot-coded 36-station keyboard. TTL-compatible
strobed input.

**Price:** £20.00 plus 75p, P&P + 8% VAT (Send £22.41)
PRINTED CIRCUITS and HARDWARE

Readily available supplies of Constructors' hardware, Aluminium sheet and sections. Printed circuit boards, top quality for individual or published designs. Prompt service. Send 15p for catalogue.

Ramar Constructor Services, Masons Road, Stratford on Avon, Warwicks. Tel. 4879

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE CO

Copper - Nickel Chrome - Eureka - Manganin Wires.
Enamelled - Silk - Cotton - Tinned Coverings.
No minimum charges or quantities.
Trade and Export enquiries welcome.
S.A.E. brings List.
P.O. BOX 20, LONDON, E4 NBW

Musical Miracles!

by Dewtron®

Build your own synthesizer or musical effects using some of the huge range of DEWTRON modules. Or, build buzz or war-wax-at budget prices using special kits.
Send 20p for Catalogue from—
D.E.W. Ltd., 264 Ringwood Road, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9AH.

ORDER FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of Practical Wireless for ........................................
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed Lloyds Bank Ltd. and made payable to Practical Wireless).

NAME ..............................................................
ADDRESS ..........................................................

Send to: Classified Advertisement Manager
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
GMG, Classified Advertisement Dept., Rm. 2337,
King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street,
London SE1 9LS
Telephone 81-285 3434
Rate

17p per word, minimum 10 words. Box No. 48p extra.

Company registered in England, Registered No. 5306. Registered office: King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS
VAT
Export orders no VAT. Applicable to U.K. Customers only. Unless stated otherwise, all prices include VAT. Please add 17% to the rest add 17%.

We stock many more items. It you require a quote, please give us a call.

POLYESTER CAPACITORS: Axial lead types. Range: 0.15 to 10,000 pF. Values are in pF. Lead length (Values are in mm).
- 0.15 2.5 mm
- 0.22 3.5 mm
- 0.47 7.5 mm
- 1.0 15 mm
- 2.2 25 mm
- 4.7 36.5mm
- 10 50 mm
- 15 76 mm
- 22 105 mm
- 47 160 mm
- 100 220 mm

DIALLE: 100V, 0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.47, 1.0, 1.5 2.2, 4.7, 1.0 15 mm.

POLYESTER RADIAL LEAD (Values are in pF).
- 0.15 2.5 mm
- 0.22 3.5 mm
- 0.47 7.5 mm
- 1.0 15 mm
- 2.2 25 mm
- 4.7 36.5 mm
- 10 50 mm
- 15 76 mm
- 22 105 mm
- 47 160 mm
- 100 220 mm

DIALLE: 100V, 0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.47, 1.0, 1.5 2.2, 4.7, 1.0 15 mm.

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS: Axial lead types. Values are in pF. Lead length (Values are in mm).
- 0.15 2.5 mm
- 0.22 3.5 mm
- 0.47 7.5 mm
- 1.0 15 mm
- 2.2 25 mm
- 4.7 36.5 mm
- 10 50 mm
- 15 76 mm
- 22 105 mm
- 47 160 mm
- 100 220 mm

DIALLE: 100V, 0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.47, 1.0, 1.5 2.2, 4.7, 1.0 15 mm.

CERAMIC CAPACITORS: Values are in pF.
- 0.15 2.5 mm
- 0.22 3.5 mm
- 0.47 7.5 mm
- 1.0 15 mm
- 2.2 25 mm
- 4.7 36.5 mm
- 10 50 mm
- 15 76 mm
- 22 105 mm
- 47 160 mm
- 100 220 mm

DIALLE: 100V, 0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.47, 1.0, 1.5 2.2, 4.7, 1.0 15 mm.

JAPANESE VARIABLE CAPACITORS:
- Dielectric: 1500/3000 pF.
- DILIMIN: 3300/3000 pF.
- ERS307A: 2 speed
- DRUG UNIT: complete with knobs and couplings.
- Drum 5mm: 6 pF.
- 451/DAF: 0.01-22.20 pF.

CERAMIC TRIMMER CAPACITORS:
- 2.2-5: 14-15 pF.
- 4.7-3: 22-25 pF.
- 25-2: 56-68 pF.

MINIATURE TYPE:
- 2.2-5: 14-15 pF.
- 4.7-3: 22-25 pF.
- 25-2: 56-68 pF.

CONVERSION TYPE:
- 3.3-15: 33-100 pF.

SILVER MICA:
- Values in pF.
- 3.3-4, 7.6-9.1, 12-18, 25, 33, 47, 50, 72, 82, 100, 150, 220, 250, 330, 3300, 0.6-1.

RELAYS:
- 1000 2200 pF.

RHYTHM GENERATOR (PW MAY-JULY 1976 by A. S. WEBB)

Build this PW Author approved, Easy build Low cost Rhythm Generator. We are the sole suppliers of the complete Kit including the Case, predrilled printed front panel and the three RE-DESIGNED Fibreglass PIC BOXES. Complete Kit £39.95 (p. & p. and insur. £1.00). Ready Build £49.95 + £1.00. Semiconductor kit £12.75. Set of three boards £5.95.

SEND SAE for complete Kit. (Demonstration on our shop).
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**POWER TRANSISTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transistor Type</th>
<th>Max. Collector Current (mA)</th>
<th>Max. Collector Voltage (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OC24</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC26</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC28</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC32</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC36</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD1 0</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD1 6</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD2 1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HIGH GAIN DARLINGTON PAIRS**

- Plastic 3-lead case encapsulated DARLINGTON pair.
- Typical current gain 3000.
- Max. collector voltage 500V.

**SILICON STUD MOUNTED POWER RECTIFIERS BYX52-1000R**

- 1000 p.i.v. at 20A forward current, reverse polarity (i.e. Stud Anode).
- SPECIAL OFFER £8.55 each.

**AC/DC TAUT SUSPENSION MULTIMETER U401S**

- Made in USSR
- Sensitivity: 20,000Ω/V DC, 2,000Ω/V AC
- DC Voltage: 75mV-125-500-1000V
- AC Voltage: 1-2-5-10-25-100-250-500-1000V
- DC Resistance: 300Ω-5-50-500kΩ
- Capacity: 30,000pF-50μF
- Accuracy: ±2% FSD D.C., ±4% FSD A.C.
- Power supplies: 4.5V battery (Eveready 1289).
- Complete with steel carrying case, test leads, battery and instruction manual 
  £11.25.

**AC/DC TAUT SUSPENSION MULTIMETER U4161 WITH TRANSISTOR TESTING FACILITIES**

- Made in USSR
- Sensitivity: 1500Ω/V D.C., 300Ω/V A.C.
- DC Voltage: 0-60-100-200-500-1000V
- D.C. Current: 0.02-0.5A
- D.C. Range: 0.02-0.5A
- D.C. Resistance: 2-200-200Ω
- D.C. Accuracy: 2.5% D.C., 5% D.C.
- D.C. Current: 0.5A
- Power supplies: 4.5V battery
- Complete with steel carrying case, test leads, battery and instruction manual 
  £11.20.

**HANDLING AND POSTAGE CHARGES**

- When ordering through our Mail Order Service please add £1.00 for each instrument and 
  20p in £ for other items (subject to a minimum charge of 20p).
- Prices are exclusive of VAT.

**ADVANCE NOTICE**

- Due to increased costs all prices of test instruments will be considerably increased during 
  November.

---

**ELECTROTIME**

**SPECIALISTS IN ELECTRONIC TIMEKEEPING**

**ELECTRONIC DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK**

**MODEL EC 3**

- LARGE 4 DIGIT DISPLAY
- AM/P.M. INDICATOR
- FLASHING SECONDS INDICATOR
- ALARM

**COMPLETE KIT PRICE** £14.00 inc. VAT

**LED MODEL TLE5**

- FEATURES—
  - HOURS
  - MINUTES
  - SECONDS
  - DATE
  - DAY OF WEEK

**GOLD OR RHODIUM PLATED**

£29.50 inc. VAT

**LCD MODEL TLC4**

- CONTINUOUS READOUT
- LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
- WITH BACKLIGHT FOR NIGHT READING

**GOLD OR RHODIUM PLATED**

£39.95

---

We are proud to announce the opening of our new Showroom in which you will find one of the Largest Ranges of Digital Electronic Clocks and Watches available in the UK so why not call in and see us? One year’s guarantee with all models Electronic accuracy to within seconds per week.

---

**ELECTROTIME, DEPT. 39, 11, SHIPLEY’S YARD, SHOPPING PRECINCT, TOWN CENTRE, CHESTERFIELD, DERBYSHIRE. TEL (0246) 13904**

PLEASE FULLY COMPLETE CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**
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**SuperSound 13 Hi-Fi Mono Amplifier**

A superb solid state audio amplifier. Brand new throughout. 8 silicon transistors plus 2 silicon transistors in push-pull.

Full wave rectification. Output watts 46.00 + 46.00. Frequency response 120 Hertz to 4000 Hertz.

P. £12 15s. 6d. & P. £1.40 extra.

**Deflex Stereo Amplifier**

A solid state stereo amplifier chassis, with an output of 4 watts per channel into an 8 ohm speaker. It employs the latest hi-fi technology integrated circuits with built-in stereo output. It incorporates a transformer, fuse, fuse, channel, volume control, 2 pin diodes and a 5 pin plug on the socket. The unit supplies its own 1500 volt per channel. It has a frequency response of 20 Hertz to 20,000 Hertz.

P. £23 10s. 6d. & P. £2 10s. 6d.

**Harversonics MAINS OPERATED STATE STEREO FM TUNER**

Electronic FM Tuner with Built-in Power Amplifier. Models for 9-16V. STEREO -DECODER P60 12V.

50mA. £2.00

**Special Offer** £23 50s. + £10 & P.

**Special Offers**

- **Mollard LP1159 R.F.F. Double Tuning Amplifier**
  - Modules for 625 MHz. Response 18.5° + 18.5°. 5 Volt + earth. Contains both band and low frequency compensating circuits. Full power output with 4 watts each channel 80 ohms. Frequency response 50 Hz to 5000 Hertz. £2 25s.
  - Pyle VHF/FM Tuner Head for use with radio and stereo systems. Response 88-108 MHz. £2 10s. 6d.

**Precision Made**

Push button volume bank. 8 buttons giving 15 R.C. C.I. interlocked switches plus 1 Cancel Button. Fine 250p dip switches. Full规定 complete with chrome finished switch buttons. £2 15s. 6d. & P. £1.40 extra.

**Harversonics Supersound 10 & 10 Stereo Amplifier Kit**

A really first-class Hi-Fi Stereo Amplifier Kit. Uses 14 transistors including Silicon Transistors in the first part stage on each channel resulting in even lower noise level with improved sensitivity. Integrated pre-amp with transformer and two Volume Controls. Suitable for use in a single home or a multi-room system. Ceramic or Crystal casettes. Very simple to install. Full instruction cards. Instruction manuals included. Output stage for speakers/ to 15 ohm. Compact design. All parts supplied including drilled nutwork. 14 high quality stainless printed circuit board with component identification clearly marked. Single broaded aluminium alloy frame panel with matching knobs, wire, solder, nuts, bolts-no extra to buy. Simple step by step instructions enable any constructor to build an amplifier to be proud of. Brief specification: Power output: 14 watts rms per channel into 8 ohms. Frequency response 30-12000 Hz Sensitivity: better than 1mV. Full power output: 2W 8-12 ohm, 1W 16 ohm. Full power output: 2W 8-12 ohm, 1W 16 ohm. Full power output: 2W 8-12 ohm, 1W 16 ohm. Full power output: 2W 8-12 ohm, 1W 16 ohm. Full power output: 2W 8-12 ohm, 1W 16 ohm. Full power output: 2W 8-12 ohm, 1W 16 ohm. Full power output: 2W 8-12 ohm, 1W 16 ohm. Full power output: 2W 8-12 ohm, 1W 16 ohm. Full power output: 2W 8-12 ohm, 1W 16 ohm. 

**Electro-Dynamic 8200**

Price 64s. 6d. Incorporates the very latest circuitry technique. Using the latest high technology integrated circuits with built-in stereo output. It incorporates a transformer, fuse, fuse, channel, volume control, 2 pin diodes and a 5 pin plug on the socket. The unit supplies its own 1500 volt per channel. It has a frequency response of 20 Hertz to 20,000 Hertz.

P. £23 10s. 6d. & P. £2 10s. 6d.

**Viving & Bexine Speakers & Cabinet Fabrication Kits**

P. £11 15s. 6d. & P. £1.40 extra.

**Electro-Driven Mainrif Transformers**

12 inch £2.50 & P. £1.50.

**Electrically Driven Mainrif Transformers**

6 inch £2.50 & P. £1.50.

**Special Offer**

- **Harversonic Supersound 12-0-12 at 60v.**
  - £5.88 plus 20p. P.
  - Special Offer
  - £9.25 + £1.40 extra.

**LYNCO ECL88**

Price £1.35. Also available ready built and tested £11 15s. 6d. & P. £1.40 extra.

**FONY PLAXAR**

Price £1.15. Also available ready built and tested £11 15s. 6d. & P. £1.40 extra.

**Electro-Dynamic 8200**

Price 64s. 6d. Incorporates the very latest circuitry technique. Using the latest high technology integrated circuits with built-in stereo output. It incorporates a transformer, fuse, fuse, channel, volume control, 2 pin diodes and a 5 pin plug on the socket. The unit supplies its own 1500 volt per channel. It has a frequency response of 20 Hertz to 20,000 Hertz.

P. £23 10s. 6d. & P. £2 10s. 6d.

**Full Size Rosewood Case**

Price £5.88 plus 20p. P.

**Phono Amplifier**

Price £1.40 P.

**Printed Circuit Board**

Price £1.40 P.

**Phono Preamp**

Price £1.40 P.

**Phono Preamp**

Price £1.40 P.

**Phono Preamp**

Price £1.40 P.

**Phono Preamp**

Price £1.40 P.
THE 4600 SYNTHESISER

We stock all the parts for this brilliantly designed synthesiser, including the metalwork and a drilled and printed front panel, giving a superb professional finish. Opinions of authority agree the ETI International Synthesiser is technically superior to most of today's models. Complete construction details in our booklet now available price £1.50, or send SAE for specification.

A really superior high quality stereo graphic equalizer featuring 9 octaves per channel. We stock all the parts (except woodwork) including the metalwork drilled and printed. 15p brings you a reprint of the article.

DIGITAL CLOCK KITS

ONLY £8.60 INC. VAT E P/P

This is a fully constructed and tested electronic clock module as illustrated. Data sheet supplied. Simple to connect to alarm and your battery/mains radio. Smart case available Data sheet available separately. Please send SAE.

- Bright 4 Digit 0.5" Display
- Flashing Colon (1Hz)
- Switch for Display Seconds
- Alarm Set Indicator
- P.M. Indicator
- Power Failure Indicator

SIMPLE CLOCK KIT - £9.35
ALARM CLOCK & RADIO CONTROLLER KIT - £11.51
SMART PLASTIC CASE with fully punched chassis - £5.49

Please send SAE for our Clock data sheet.

Make it with MAPLIN!

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
WIDE RANGE-HIGH QUALITY-PAST SERVICE

Electrc OrGan

BUILD IT YOURSELF IN STAGES

Get started with a 49 note instrument — features tremulant and reverberation. Ideal to learn on. Leaflet MES 51. Price 15p gives full details to build this complete instrument. Extend the range of MES 51 by adding another keyboard and several new tone colours. Leaflet MES 52. Price 15p also shows how to use 61 note keyboards.

Fully controllable attack and decay controls (normally found only on the most expensive organs), up to seven footages on each keyboard, up to 70 controls including drawbars, and a 13 note pedalboard, make up the additions described in the step-by-step 32 page instruction leaflet MES 53. Price 35p.

Low W PER CHANNEL STEREO DISCO

* Automatic voice operated fader
* Belt drive turntables
* Monitor facilities (Headphones and Vu meters)
* Sound operated light show — plus many other advantages.

Send for our leaflet MES 41 giving full details for construction. Price 20p. Soon you'll be the centre everyone wants at their party!

100 W PER CHANNEL STEREO DISCO

Get our FABULOUS NEW 1977/78 CATALOGUE

PUBLICATION DATE OCT. 29, 1976 ON APPROVAL


Everyone ordering before publication date will receive a pack of ten super special offers coupons giving big discounts on ten different projects — YOU COULD SAVE POUNDS!! SO DON'T DELAY FILL IN AND POST THE COUPON NOW.

JOIN OUR MAILING LIST NOW! Published every two months our Newsletter gives full details of our latest guaranteed prices send just 30p and we'll send you the next six newsletter as they are published.

MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
All mail to P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR
Shop 284 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex
(Closed on Monday) Tel. Southend (0702) 44101